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Statement of _the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to analyze student progress 
reporting procedures used in Rowan County elementary schools to deter-
mine if these processes were meeting the needs of the people they 
served. Reporting procedures used by Rowan County were compared 
to the methods of reporting pupil progress in selected school dis-
tricts across the state of Kentucky and comparisons were also related 
to the review of literature on the subject. A questionnaire was sertt 
to parents and teachers in Rowan County to determine their satis-
faction with the current methods used. 
Methods of Procedure 
A letter was written in March, 1987 to twenty-five schools in 
the state of Kentucky asking for their current procedures of report-
ing pupil progress. School selection was made by recommendations 
from Rowan County administrators and a ranking of schools based on 
the Kentucky Essential Skills Test results. 
Next, a review of literature was made to establish the import-
ance of effective reporting procedures and to establish current meth-
ods of reporting pupil progress. 
Two questionnaires were then devised by the researcher to 
solicit infonnation about reporting procedures used in Rowan County 
from teachers and parents of elementary students in grades one 
through five. Questionnaires were delivered to head teachers and 
principals of Rowan County's six elementary schools. These admin-
istrators distributed the questionnaires to teachers in their build-
ing. Teachers mailed questionnaires to two parents in their class-
room. Then these instructors answered a questionnaire of their 
own. Questionnaires were distributed in the fourth week of May. 
The Director of Pupil Personnel and one of Rowan County's 
Elementary Supervisors were interviewed in June by the researcher 
to establish Rowan County's present method of reporting pupil pro-
gress. 
Data gained from the questionnaires and various school sys-
tems across the state were arranged in Table fonn to provide the 
researcher with an efficient way to make comparisons and detennine 
apparent differences. 
Comparisons were then made and conclusions drawn concerning 
Rowan County's methods of reporting pupil progress. 
Findings 
Parents and teachers are satisfied, for the most part, with 
Rowan County's current reporting procedures. However, a few areas 
that may need to be reviewed by the district are as follows: (1) 
Parents want more contact with the teacher about their child's 
progress; (2) Parents and teachers want more than one parent/ 
teacher conference a year; (3) The non-academic area of social and 
individual achievement is not on Rowan County's reporb.forms after 
first grade; (4) Rowan County report forms do not provide for 
class differences except in the area of reading; and (5) Parents 
are not included on committees formed to review student progress 
reports. 
Conclusions 
Rowan County's methods of reporting-student progress are, for 
the mostpart,consistent with those reporting procedures used in 
other systems in the state, with the majority· of needs and wants of 
parents and teachers, and with current literature on the subject. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"Evaluating a pupil's progress requires careful reflection on 
many aspects of a student's personalities and abilities" (Ahmann and 
Glock, 1971, p. 495). 
Because of the nature artd importance of reporting student compe-
tence, teachers need to ensure that the reporting process--either writ-
ten or personal conference--in an effective, honest appraisal of a 
student's effort and progress. A successful reporting process, one 
in which appropriate information and feelings are shared objectively 
and subjectively, helps create a stronger, more positive bond between 
home and school. Parents better understand the goals and methods of 
the school, develop a trust towards the teacher, and become more 
responsive at home (Brooks and Van Cleaf, 1982, p. 149). 
Effective reporting systems also serve the function of inform-
ing administrators whether a student has passed or failed, whether 
he or she should be promoted or required to repeat the grade and 
whether the student should graduate. Reporting systems that are 
accurate and clearly stated guide counselors in identifying areas 
of special ability and inability, in deciding on· the advisability 
of enrolling the student in certain courses and keeping the student out 
of others. Methods of reporting pupil progress can also have 
motivation and discipline functions. These systems can stimulate 
1 
students to make greater effort in learning activities. Reporting 
processes are used in determining eligibility to honors of many dif-
ferent kinds such as participation in school activities, eligibility 
to play team sports, membership in selected groups, the winning of 
scholarships, etc. (Winkle, 1947, pp. 31, 32). 
Grading and reporting systems have many worthwhile functions. 
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However, because of their visibility, they are vulnerable to criticism 
and attack (Miles, 1977, p. 12). Therefore, methods of reporting pupil 
progress should be continually evaluated to see that they are meeting 
the needs for which they were designed. 
The Rowan County School System (on an informal basis) reviews 
its reporting methods "annually" with the Director of Pupil Personnel, 
head teachers, and principal. In the last eleven years, teacher com-
mittees have reviewed Rowan County's reporting methods about three 
times. Is the Rowan County student reporting process meeting the 
demands of the people it serves? This study will survey and analyze 
data pertinent· to this question. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to analyze student progress 
reporting procedures used in Rowan County elementary schools to 
determine if these processes are meeting the needs of the pepple 
they serve. Reporting procedures used by Rowan County were com-
pared to the methods of reporting pupil progress used in selected 
school districts across the State of Kentucky. Comparisons were 
also related to the review of literature on the subject. 
3 
Need for the Study 
This project was tmdertaken to compile information on methods 
of reporting pupil progress for the Rowan County School District. 
This descriptive study was an attempt to interpret and analyze 
the selected data for Rowan County to be used in reviewing its 
reporting procedures in the 1987-1988 school year. 
By reviewing methods of rep9rting student proficiency used 
in this study, other researchers can also have a data base to just-
ify the best method of reporting pupil progress. 
Research Questions 
study: 
The following research questions were formulated for this 
1. Will there be a difference between Rowan County's 
method of reporting pupil progress and the methods 
found in the review of current literature? 
2. Will there be a difference between Rowan County's 
current way of reporting pupil progress and the way 
that parents and teachers from Rowan County want to 
see student progress reviewed? 
3. Will there be a difference between Rowan County's 
method of reporting student proficiency and the 
reporting procedures found in selected school dis-
trict's in the State of Kentucky? 
Definition of Terms 
Academic Achievement - A pupil's achievement in all curriculum areas 
except physical development, emotional development and ethical 
behavior. 
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Growth - Means change or gain: To interpret it adequately, one 
must consider the individual, his or her ability, his or her 
background experiences, his or her present environmental stiumla-
tion, etc. 
Reporting - Transmitting information about a pupil's progress or 
achievement to parents, employers, school records or college admis-
sions offices. 
Grading - Providing a numerical or letter symbol to sl.llllll8rize a 
student's progress or achievement within a given time period. 
Evaluating - Making judgments regarding the quantity or quality of 
a student's progress or achievement. 
Parent - Is used to refer to the primary caretaker, whether parent 
or guardian. 
Organization of Remaining Cl1apters 
In the remaining portion of this applied project, there will be 
four chapters. <l!apter Tua will contain a review of literature 
on reporting pupil progress. Cl1apter Three will discuss the meth-
ods of procedure used for analyzing Rowan County's reporting pro-
cesses. Cl1apter Four will contain the findings of this applied 
project. Cl1apter Five will summarize the findings of this study. 
In addition, this chapter will contain conclusions that have been 
drawn by the researcher while conducting this applied project. 
Recorrmendations that may improve the Rowan County School District's 
reporting processes will also be discussed. 
CHAPTER 2 
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Until 1850, most elementary schools in the United States were 
of the one-room va~iety. Students of .all ages and experiences were 
grouped together under one teacher (Kirschenbaum, Napier and Simon, 
1971, p. SO). Almost no formal records were·used for evaluating 
progress of students at this time. To inquiring parents, a student's 
progress was reported precisely: "He is cm page 17 of The Blue Book 
Speller or in McGuffey's Third Reader at the tenth story (Grading 
and Reporting, 1972, p. 6). 
As the number of students in the nation gradually increased, 
school districts began to organize their pupils into graded classes. 
It was at this time that the practice of reporting progress to par-
ents started coming into its own. 
The earliest progress reports were unstructured, written mes-
sages from teacher to parent (Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 6). 
An 1851 report card from Tuscarora Valley, Pennsylvania reported 
the following grades for one of its students: 
Behavior tolerably good; tolerably studious; in Arith-
metic, 2; in English Grammar, 2; in Algebra, 3; in all 
other exercises respectable. Recited 445 [Bible] 
verses, and lost but little time by absence. 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, p. 1) 
Longhand student evaluations were first abandoned by high 
schools who switched to the use of percentage grades on a formal 
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card. Standardization developed and the report card entered the 
1900's as a form used at all levels, giving each student a rating 
in academic subjects. During this time, the transmission of the 
report of progress was a solemn and serious affair. Grades were 
used not only as a teacher's message to parents, but also as his 
6 
or her tool of retribution. By giving a student a low grade--espec-
ially in conduct--the teacher almost guaranteed the pupil an unhappy 
visit to the woodshed (Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 6). 
In 1912, a study by Starch & Elliott shook the foundations of 
existing grading systems. This report questioned the reliability 
of teacher-given grades. An English paper was sent to 140 schools 
for teachers to grade. When it returned the researchers found that 
there was a wide discrepa~cy in the marks assigned to the paper. 
Some teachers· graded the p?per as 90 or better while others gave the 
paper a failing grade. Until this study was conducted, all teacher-
given grades were considered accurate (Grading and Reporting, 1972, 
p. 6). Questions which for years had been bothering educators con-
cerning the grading process now began to surface. So efforts were 
made to correct some of the problems which existed. 
Educators began to move away from the 100-point scale to those 
scales which had fewer and larger categories. One grading system 
that was tried was a three-point scale wl,ich used Excellent, Aver-
age or Poor as the grading criteria •. Another plan used was the 
five-point scale--Excellent, Good, Average, Poor, Failing, or A, B, 
C, D, F (Kirschenballln,Napierand Simon, 1971, p. 57). 
7· 
In the 1920's, the search for a better way of grading contin-
ued. However, no one could seem to find a system that everyone 
could agree on. More schools, during this time, began to shift to 
the five-point scale (A, B, C, D, F) based on percentages (Kirschen-
baum, Napier and Simon, 1971, p. 58). 
All these attempts to find a perfect grading system were aimed 
at objectifying, standardizing and simplifying the grading process. 
One attempt at objectivity was to record descriptive behavior about 
character traits. Instructors would rate their students on appear-
ance, motivation, citizenship, conduct, etc. It was hoped by educa-
tors that if these subjective judgments could be given a separate 
place in the evaluation of students, then teachers would be less 
subjective when grading academic areas. However, few people liked 
this system of grading because there was even less objectivity by 
teachers when they had to grade areas using their own value judg.-
ments (Kirschenbaum, Napier and Simon, 1971,_p. 60). 
Other marking systems used during this time period included 
the pass/fail approach and verbal evaluation of student progress. 
There was even a large movement to get away from the concept of 
grading. In 1933, one Massachusetts school abolished all report 
cards. To replace this reporting method, the school used individ~ 
ual letters to parents as a reporting process (Grading and Report-
ing, 1972, p. 6). 
In the 1930's, the battle over grades continued, one group 
wanting to eliminate grades and the other group wanting to keep 
grades but make them more objective. Many educators in this time 
period saw testing and measurement as one answer to the problem. 
The other side questioned the usefulness of tests. They worried 
about the effects tests might have on students. Grades from tests 
would divide students into inferior and superior groups. Tests 
only focused on one aspect of the child and it was doubtful that 
tests would be useful to a pupil in later life (Kirschenbaum, 
Napier and Simon, 1971, p. 62). 
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By the 1940's, most schools had adopted the five-point system 
mainly because it was easy to handle administratively and because 
it was acceptable to college admissions offices. In the 
19SO's, thedebateovergradescontinued until the 1960's when it 
erupted anew. Student protests at colleges over grades made many 
colleges adopt a four-point scale--Honors, High Pass, Pass, Fail, 
a three-point scale--Honors, Pass, Fail, or a two-point scale--Pass, 
Fail (Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, p. 3). However, during the mid-
1970's, many college students began to object to Pass/Fail grading 
and to view such practices as a hindrance to ·their entering highly 
competitive graduate and professional schools (Time, 1974, p. 66). 
In 1977, the Educational Research Service conducted a national 
survey of school systems to determine the current procedures of 
reporting pupil progress to parents and pupils. It was found in 
this survey that the parent/teacher conference was the most often 
used reporting method in the primary grades. Checklists/rating 
scales came in second, followed by letter grades, satisfactory/ 
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unsatisfactory marks and pupil/teacher conferences. A letter from 
the teacher informed parents of their child's progress in 20% of the 
responding school systems. Few school districts used number or 
percentage grades at the primary level. 
In the upper elementary grades, the Educational Research Ser-
vice found that parent/teacher conferences again headed the list. 
This reporting procedure was followed by letter grades, checklist/ 
rating scales, and pupil/teacher conferences·. Additional rankings 
were in this order: satisfactory/unsatisfactory, letters to parents, 
percentages and number grades and pass/fail- (Kunder and Porwoll, 
. 1977, pp. 11-15). 
In a review of current literature, procedures for reporting 
pupil progress were examined by the researcher. In the following 
pages, each of the methods reviewed will be discussed. 
1_0 
MEillODS OF REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS 
This section of Cl'lapter Two will establish present methods of 
reporting student progress. The methods discussed will include: (1) 
parent/teacher conferences, (2) special letters, (3) telephone con-
versations, (4) self-evaluation, (5) report cards, and (6) tests. 
Parent/Teacher Conference 
In the past when school districts were smaller than they are 
today, teachers lived and taught in the same comrrrunity as their stu-
dents. Parents arid teachers saw each other at community functions 
and there was little need for "formal" parent/teacher conferences. 
However, in the present time, many parents and teachers are stran-
gers. It would not be unusual for a parent to ·say "It is by sheer 
faith that I send my child to school, because I_don't know anyone 
there." In modern times, the "formal" parent/teacher conferences 
have replaced informal contacts as a means of exchanging information 
between parents and teachers (Canady arid Seyfarth, 1979, p. 7). 
Background 
In 1974, Congress passed the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act, better known as the Buckley Amendment. Within the past 
decade, this law has had a great impact on the importance of frequent 
and effective parent/teacher conferences (Potter and Robinson, 1986, 
p. 28). 
••• the right to inspect and review any and all offi~ 
cial records, files and data directly related to their 
children, including all material that is incorporated 
into each student's cumulative record folder and intended 
for school use or to be available to parties outside the 
school.or school system, and specifically including but 
not necessarily limited to identifying data, academic work 
completed, level of achievement (grades,· standardized 
achievement scores), attendance data, scores of standard-
ized intelligence, aptitude and psychological tests, inter-
est inventory results, health data, family background 
information, teacher or counselor ratings and observations, 
and verified reports of serious recurrerit behavior patterns. 
11: 
(Public Law, 1974, pp. 571-572) 
The parent/teacher conference is the most direct and meaningful 
mode of communication between the home and school (Hertei, 1977, p. 5). 
'Ihis is because it can eliminate misunderstanding far more readily 
when either conferee is able to raise questions than when communica-
.. 
tion is used by letter or some other means of reporting pupil progress 
(Ahmann and Glock, 1971, p. 522). 
Conferences, when used as effective conmunication tools, serve 
a specific purpose and are planned and conducted in an orderly fashion 
(Swick and Duff, 1978, p. 70). Formal parent/teacher conferences are 
usually held for one or more of four purposes: (1) to get acquainted; 
(2) to report progress; (3) to describe a program; or (4) to deal 
with parent questions and concerns (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 22). 
'Ihe individual conference is one of the most widely used parent/ 
teacher communication techniques. 'Ihis type of conference brings 
a parent and a teacher together on a one-to-one basis (Swick and 
Duff, 1978, p. 70). 'Ihe child is the focus of the individual 
conference. 'Ihe parents and the teacher exchange information about 
12 
the child which helps in understanding the child's growth, interests, 
work capacity and emotional needs. Concerns are shared, as is respon-
sibility. Potter and Robinson (1986) and Ediger (1975) suggest that 
students should :be active participants in parent/teacher conferences 
since their interests are definitely involved. Bond (1973) defines 
the structure for a successful conference. The following sequence 
is suggested: (1) invitation, (2) greeting, (3) positive state-
ments, (4) strengths and weaknesses, (5) work, (6) listening and 
talking, (7) area for improvement, (8) summary, and (9) invita-
tion. Potter and Robinson (1986) state that when the teacher calls 
a conference, the burden of responsibility for its structure resides 
with the teacher. 
The group conference usually involves parents, teachers and 
the principal. The principal or a teacher may start the conference 
by speaking briefly to the group sharing information of interest 
to all. Then there is a time to meet and talk with other parents 
and perhaps take a tour of the school building (NSPA, 1978, p. 7). 
Group conferences are scheduled when problems may arise concerning 
the lunchroom, transportation, social affairs and a host of other 
matters in which parents have a 'strong interest. By calling them 
together to discuss these problems and by making them parties to 
decisions reached, real bonds of friendship and appreciation can 
be cemented (Kindred, 1960, p. 300). 
Conferences with parents rarely replace all other methods 
of reporting pupil progress. When this does occur, it is only 
13 
at the kindergarten or the first grade level.· At other levels, con-
ferences and written reports usually are alternated, or the confer-
ence supplements the written report (Grading and Reporting, 1972, 
p. 24). 
Scheduling 
One of the problems parents have in arranging conferences is 
contacting teachers who spend most of the day in the classroom. To 
avoid delays, some schools a=ange for the school secretary to 
schedule all conferences (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 23). At 
other times, teachers contact parents by telephone or a written 
communication. 
When setting up conferences, sufficient time must be allowed--
usually 30 minutes, If a teacher rushes through an interview, this 
is unfair to the parent and to the teacher, Canady and Seyfarth 
(1979) relate that ending a conference is usually awkward. However, 
it is important to hold to the schedule if other parents are wait-
ing. To keep track of time, they suggest that a teacher sit within 
view of a clock so at a glance it will keep the teacher posted on 
time. If the conference is scheduled to end at a precise time, the 
parent should be told ahead of time. The teacher could say, ''We 
will talk today until 4:00; if we need more time, we can meet 
another time." 
The confusion during conference time may result in forgotten 
conference appointments--either the teacher or the parent may be at 
the right place but have the wrong time, By sending a reminder 
home the day before the scheduled conference, a teacher can remind 
parents and double check his or her own schedule. 
Various schools have experimented on ways to find time for 
parent/teacher conferences. Many teache~s prefer to meet parents 
irrmediately after their students leave school, but parents who work 
are often not able to arrange to visit the school during hours. To 
accomodate them, some school districts now provide compensatory 
time to teachers who use evening or Saturday hours to meet with 
parents. Two three-hour Saturday or evening sessions are equiva-
lent to one contract day, and arrangements aFe made for the teacher 
to take off an equal amount of time. A teacher might be given an 
inservice day off, for example. Another plan in use in some schools 
calls for teachers to remain thirty minutes beyond their normal 
departure time one or two days a week. That time can be used for 
extended or late conferences with parents, In return, teachers are 
permitted to leave thirty minutes earlier than normal on other days 
(Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p, 23). Bellanca (1977, pp. 48-49) 
suggests that if working parents are a large number, conference 
days can be scheduled to begin in mid-afternoon. Half of the staff 
can conduct school at the regular time for all students (large group 
presentations, field trips, mini-courses with community and parent 
volunteers, a feature film or an assembly program). The other 
half of the staff can prepare and conduct conferences. On a 
second day, the staff can reverse the tasks. This arrangement 
has several advantages: it varies the student program, allows for 
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cooperative staff planning, gfves an opportunity for new learning 
experiences and experimental programning, and intensifies co11111Rlnity 
involvement. Some schools have found time for parent/teacher con-
ferences by holding conferences during the teacher's planning per-
iod. Other methods have included ending the school day one hour 
early one day a week. Then each teacher schedules three to five 
confe~ences in those times. 
Perkins and Buchanan (1983, p. 1) report that parent/teacher 
conferences are usually held one or two times during the·year. 
However, Alhmann and Glock (1971, p. 522) relate that since con-
ferences involve a great deal of time, some school districts arrange 
only one per pupil during the school year, using other methods of 
reporting pupil progress for the remaining report periods. 
Millar (1969) suggests that the first parent/teacher confer-
ence should take place in the early fall, as soon as the teacher 
has had time to know the children one from another.· To wait until 
after iliristmas is to ignore the preventive value of the parent/ 
teacher conference and in some cases to allow tensions to accumu-
late to the point that they interfere with co11111Rlnication. 
Planning 
Planning for the conference should include making arrangements 
to insure privacy and freedom from interruptions. If the teacher 
is responsible for supe~~ing students after school, arrangements 
can be made to swap the duty.with other teachers. The school 
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administration should be asked to impress on custodians the impor-
tance of avoiding interruptions during parent/teacher conferences. 
Making arrangements for holding a conference .in a child's class-
room also helps parents to develop a feel for the place where their 
child spends a good part of each day. Especially in elementary 
schools, an effort should be made to locate comfortable adult-size 
chairs before the parent arrives (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 23). 
Deciaing in advance what to say to par~nts during a confer-
ence removes some of the spontaneity, but it has the advantage of 
insuring that important areas are covered. This strategy helps 
the teacher to maintain a balance between positive and negative com-
ments. Too many negative comments 'discourage parents and may ham-
per future cooperation (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 14). Some 
school districts make recommendations about the types of informa-
tion that should be made available to parents during the parent/ 
teacher conference. An example of one district's list is as follows: 
1. a list of student strengths, both academic and 
social 
2. a list of student weaknesses, both academic and 
social 
3. recommendations for corrective acti9ns to alleviate 
weaknesses or difficulties or deficiencies 
4. reports of various test results: standardized 
tests, district tests, teacher tests 
s. reports of district 
competency systems: 
ficiency testing 
or state level, ongoing minimal 
discussion of skills and pro-
6. discussion of attendance problems 
7. · discussion of homework quality 
8. a folder of student work samples. Work placed 
in student folders should not be haphazardly select,-
ed. Teachers placing items in folders with little 
or no consideration for the quality and content may 
cause·confusion when the examples they share with 
parents contradict the teacher's evaluation • 
. Samples of student work should reflect their best 
attempts on specific skills selected for.instruc-
tion. One method for obtaining examples of their 
best work is to inform·students when specific 
assignments will be saved and placed in conference 
folders. The students should also be told the 
exact nature of the assignment as well as the 
criteria the teacher will use for evaluation. 
This will help insure that children are in fact 
concentrating on the skills being evaluated and 
that they will be doing better work. This work 
may then be more representative of their true 
abilities than work with little effort. At the 
time of the conference, the teacher will then 
have examples that reinforce the teacher's evalu-
ation (Brooks and Van Cleaf, 1982,·p. 153). 
9. the actual report card, when it is given out at 
the first conference 
10. discussion of possible student retainment at a 
particular grade level 
11. discussion of health records, where they are a 
possible cause of student difficulties 
12. presentation of any interesting or appropriate 
anecdotal observations 
13. discussion of any needs or questions posed by 
the parents 
(Perkins and Buchanan, 1983, pp. 17-18) 
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Since many teachers' and parents are apprehensive about con-
ferences and have a hard time saying what they really think and 
feel, planning forms are used by some school districts to ease the 
strain between teacher and parent so more effective communication 
can take place (Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, p. 57). (See Fig-
ures 1, -2 and 3.) 
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Ahmann. and Glock (1971) and Kindred (1960) report that some 
school systems orient their teachers in the conference technique 
by distributing bulletins describing the conference purpose, policy, 
records to be kept, time and preparation. These typically contain 
numerous illustrations, suggestions and ideas for preparation. 
Improving Conference Communications 
Once planning is ended and the conference begins, its contin-
ued success depends on the teacher's skill at using techniques that 
help to maintain open and honest communication. 
One of the skill areas in effective communication is listen-
ing. Listening is the teacher's best tool in a parent/teacher con-
ference (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 26). Effective listening is 
not a passive process but an active one that requires hard work and 
concentration (Webster and Warld, 1972). A number of specific 
reasons have:been identified as to why listening is not as effec-
tive as it should be. Teachers who wish to make parent/teacher 
conferences more effective will find these reasons most helpful 
and will think of possible ways to overcome them when listening 
to parents. First is the attitude with which one listens. If 
one views the parent as an infringement of the educational pro-
cess rather than an integral part of it, then listening is dif-
ficult and usually less than adequate. Second, when listening to 
others, the listener often makes the mistake of concentrating on 
Figure 1 
Winnetka Public Schools Conference Guide 
0.,11: ____ _ Sdmul ____ _ 
l'arcnl's Name _______________ _ 
Chihl's Name 
'lh11'11t·r <:rndr 
\VINNETK,\ l'UIILIC SCIIOOI.S 
1'1.1·:,\SI-: 
IIIUNCi '1 IIIS l'OltM 
TO Ynllll 
sc111-:m11.1m 
,:c1Nn~n1:m:E. 
IT \VIJ.t. IIF. vmm 
tu:cc11m. 
CONl'EllENCE UUll>E ANU RECORD FOil PARENTS AND TEACIIEllS 
(inulcs Ill lo VIII 
\\'I' :m· srmlinll' 1h11 1·11111!.lnallnn guide 111111 rn:urd as a cuuvcult•nrc fur you In l1111kl11g lurwanl 
In our n111(uc11n·. Wr urge ynu tu RII m·,·r lhc folluwlnR p:11,t••s 1·:ndully 111 nr how you nm 
11111lril11111: 111 mu 1·n11kn·ncc am.I 111 he in(urmcd com:crninJ:, :uc:u of pn1gn·n )"mu rhiltl'1 
h·:u·hn will he cvalualinl(. 
Your n111forcncc is srhc1h1l1•1l fur ____________ _ al ________ n'duc·k 
'''"-----------------
Sinccrclr )'nurs, 
CUOl'EllATl\'I•: ACTION Al:IU:EU Ul'UN IN Ollll CUNl'l•:ltl'.NCE 
______ In nmlinuc present prn1-trnm unchanged 
______ tu puuuc 1lu: followi111,t plan: (dale each ;igrccmcnl scp:m11d)' as drvcl1111t·tl 
dnrinJ: lhc rear) 
(Bel]Rnc.A, 1977, pp. 40, 41) 
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Figure 1 (Cont.) 
Yun aJl• lnvilctl lu sclccl (mm lhc folluwlng lnpit-1 those lhal seem im111ulanl In yuu ln hrl11i11g 
111 In mult-,staml yuur 1hil1l hclln. /1. 1p11.rc ii 1•nn·iilcd for yn11 In rnunl t11cnlial infut111a1iu11 
for use ,luri1111 the cuufcrc11n: anti for 1uhsc1111c1U rdcrtl\CC imm,·,li;,ldy artu 1111: n,ufcrcm·c. 
TOl'ICS PAllJ-:N'l"S' NOTES 
Defore aml a(lrr n1n(crc11rc 
I. Wl,;tl If your cl1iltl'1 rcacllnn 111 
sd,11111? 
2. Whal arc his u11t-o(-1d1uol 
m·livltlcsi' 
l. \Vh;11 ar,,: his spcdal intcrcstsi' 
4. lines he hJvc sumt' rcgul:ar rcspon• 
sihililics al humd 
!i. llnw 1lucs he read In :111tlmrily 
:111111:onlrnl? Is h(' 1lc\·d1111ing 
sclf-disd11liud 
r,, Is he 1lcvdopinR 11,uo,I ln:alth 
lrnhits? 
7. 0111:1 In: have sumr 1il1ysit-al 
,lirrkuhy we slmul,I L.nuw :ahoutl' 
8. /I.re 1l1crc other thlni:s we 1hould 
kuuw almul yu11r d1illl? 
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Figure 2 
Parent Conference Planning Sheet 
Dear l'arcnl: 
In nnkr to help all or us bcndil from the upeomlng conrercncc on 
, I am requesting that each or us complete the 
-------· 
questions oullincd below. 
'lhank you. 
Si111110J,111cs 
PARENI CONFERENCE !'I.ANNING 
lmtnictlun I~ Unless your rhild i~ new to this school, begin by review· 
ing the 511111111:i.ry or last spring's conference. lliscuss the summary 
with your chilt.l. 
lnslructim1 II: Answer the following questions. (Yuur child and I have 
already cumplctcd a similar c111cstionnairc.) · .. 
I. What arc your concerns for this child In school this year? 
2. Whal 1lou your child most nccd to Improve? (As a 1111idc, rhcck 
the rurrirulum guidebook you received when your child registered 
in lhc school.) 
3. llnw much improvement do you cxpccl this year? 
4. If r1111 were lo sdccl lwo "needs lo im11rovc" for your chiltl, 
which would you choose? 
5. I.isl sunH· ways you think the school mlghl besl help your child 
mrrl lhcsC' needs? 
6. I.isl some ways In whirh )'OU might help. 
Instruction Ill: After completing the questionnaire, discuu !he 
responses with your child. J.iurn for her/his reactions. What are the 
areas of agreement? Disagreement? 
lnstn1ction IV: Dring your answers lo lhe [amily conJcrcflCC, 
Together, we will discuss )0 oor child'1 needs and help her/him sci 
goals for the 1·ear. Because or the half-hour time limit for your cuulcr• 
cnce, ii is important that each or us come prepared. Yuu h:ive a r,ighl Ill 
know i,11 1hr s,hool know~ ;1huut your child, I will interpret lhal 
Information for the benefit or your child'• education. 
ll1e opcn·cndrd questions in lhc above planning form may disconcert sume 
parents who need more spcci£ic guidelines, For those parcnls the form on pages 
51 and 52 is more hclplul. Bellanca, 1977, pp. 50-52 
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Figure 2 (C.Ont.) 
Ucar l'arcnl: 
In order lhal lhc conference regarding your child's JIWb'Tam can 
bcucfit all of us, I am addng lhal you prepare for the t:011krcncc by 
cu11111lcting this questionnaire. Bring your n:sponscs to the cun(crcncc. 
Sincerely, 
M.1ry 'llrnmas 
(:ONl'l-:llENCE l'ltl·:l'ARA'llON FOil l'AllENTS 
lnstmclio_n I: 'Ill ink ahout your child ;1s you answer lhc5l' q11c11lom. 
In c;1rh scctinn, ch·c a (I) tu the qucslion which is must impnrlanl lo 
you, ,1 (2) to the sct:unil most lmport;mt, aml so on. 
(A) I need information about my child's academic proK_rcss. 
What is my child's capacity for learning and how 1lucs her/his 
work compare with that ability? 
What specifically should niy child learn in school? (Refer to the 
curriculum guide, I.isl your priorities.) 
In whal w·Jys has my child's work improved or sli11pcd since the 
last conference? · 
(Other) 
(II) I need information on how my child learns. 
lloes my child know how lo set goals that she/he accomplishe1? 
Docs my child use "unplanne~" lime wisely? 
l)oes my child learn belier in large groups, seminars, or inde-
pendent work? 
Gan my child apply new learning to new siluations? 
Whal problem-solving skills docs my child use? 
(Other) 
(C) I need information on my child's sclr-dircction. 
Can my child ldcnliry her/his learning needs? 
Can my child sci realistic long• and short-range goals? 
Can.my child hear and follow directions? 
Can my child select and use a wridy of learning materials? 
Gan my child set and meet priorities? 
C::m my chiltl ;.mcu ur evaluate hu/his work? 
C:an my child acl indcpcndcnlly or 11ccr pressure? 
(other) 
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Figure 2 (Cont.) 
(D) I need Information on my child'• peer rdatlonships, 
Docs my chlld oUcr lo help othcr1? 
l>ocs my child ,cspcct q,lhcrs' property? 
llocs my d1ild live up lo p1Tr rnmmllmcnls? 
Uocs my l'hild share rcspmuihilityi' 
ls my d1ild sensitive to her/his peen' £ecllngs? 
Docs my child ri::spccl di£frrcnccs of values among hcrni,ls peers? 
(Other) 
(E) I need information on my child's creative work. 
Docs my child use a variety 0£ media to express hcrsclf/himsdf? 
Docs my child conccntralc on creative work? 
Docs my child use creative talcnt1 
(Other) 
lnuruction 11. 'Ilic following is a summary list of 1hc five catcgoric1. 
Rank each calcgory according to ils importance to you. 
____ I need Information on my child'• academic progrcn . 
. ____ I need information on how my child learns. 
____ I need information on·my child'a ac:1£-direction. 
____ I need information on my rhild'1 peer rclatlumhip1. 
____ I need Information on my child's crealivc work. 
__ ._(Other) 
Instruction Ill. Take your no. I choice Crom Instruction JI. frame qucs• 
lions which identiry your major concerns in lhat calcgury. Conlinuc 
lhrough each or your categories and write down the most important 
quution1. 
What I am most concerned aboul In calegory I is ________ _ 
What I most want lo know b ________________ _ 
Bring your questions to the conference. 
Thank you. 
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Figure 3 
Kanawha County Schools Teacher and Parent Oiecklists 
EXAMPLE OF TEACHER'S CONFERE~CE Cllf.CK LIST 
TEACHER I S CONFERENCE CHECK LIST 
Name of Student 
------------------~Date ______ _ 
Notes to be helpful for individual conference: 
Personal Growth 
_Accepts responsibility 
-~hows a good attitude toward school 
_Yorks well independentlY .. 
Listens and follows directions 
Uses free time wisely 
_Completes work accurately 
_Works up to potential 
_Respects tight of others 
Growth in Sr.hool Subjects 
Reading 
Spelling 
_English 
_Handwriting 
Sodal Studies 
_Music 
A<t 
-Physical Education 
Mathematics 
Science 
Additional notes __________________________ _ 
School--------------------------------
PARENT TEACHER CONFERENCE CHECK LIST 
The Parent Teacher Conference is scheduled far our school on 
_______________ from ________ to _____ _ 
Please check the following areas that you would like to discuss with your 
child's teachets, 
WORK HABITS 
_Accepts responsibility 
Works well in group 
-Follows through ln planned 
- activities 
_Works well independently 
'Listens and follows directions 
-Uses free time wisely 
-Completes work accurately 
Works ~p to p~tentiJi 
CROWTH lN SCHOOL 
_Language Arts (Reading, English, 
Spelling, and Writing) 
Hathematlcs 
-Science 
-Social Studles 
Huslc 
Art 
-Health 
Physlca~ Education 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, pp. 58, 59) 
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Figure 3 (C.Ont.) 
PARENT TEACHER CONFERENCE CHECK LIST (Continued) 
Additional Notes: 
Student's Name 
Parent's Name 
* Desired Conference Time 
1st Choice 
2nd Choice 
*We vill make every attempt to adhere to your choice of conference time. 
Parent, please return this form to your child's school immediately •••• 
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what they wish to say rather than on what the speaker is saying. In 
such cases, a list may help. A third pitfall is letting the mind drift 
off to other concerns while appearing to listen. A fourth concern is 
prejudging the individual on his or her intent (Potter and Robinson, 
1986, p. 14). 
Conditions that constitute the most basic elements of effective 
communication in conferencing are as follows: 
(1) warmth - caring for the person as an individual. It denotes 
neither approval nor disapproval of any particular action, but rather 
a valuing of the individual as a person. A touch, a smile, a concerned 
look, or a particular tone of voice can all show a caring attitude. 
(2) empathy - feeling with another; imaginative transposing of 
oneself into the thinking, feeling and acting of another, so structur-
ing the world as he does. 
(3) respect - based on the belief that parents have the capabil-
ity to solve their own problems. It means not doing for parents what 
they can do themselves; it means supporting them in their efforts 
(Potter and Robinson, 1986, p. 12). 
Evaluating the Conference 
When the conference is over, it will be worthwhile to reflect 
on what happened and to review the conference for clues to help 
improve future performance (C.anady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 49). Some 
school districts provide conference report forms for recording con-
ference happenings. (See Figrire ·4.) In other school systems, 
.. 
Figure 4 
Pasadena Conference Report 
CONFERENCE REPORT 
Pasader.a Unili,,,1 School District 
Pasarll-nJ, California 
K1nderg.uten 
"'"'" v,r, lo• P•••nb 
~ .. ,. to:,y lot S<"•..ot 
Name _______________ Schoo._ _____________ oate __ , __ / __ 
The purpose ol the conference is lo provide for pc:rsonal and direct lwH~Jy communicallon between the home 
and the school. The sct1001 program is planned lo promolr: gro~lh in lumlamenlal skills and knowl.:dges, work 
habits, citizenship, and social adjustment. 
SIGNIFICANT BEHAVIOR ANO ATTITUDES lsuggcs\cd ,u.,;,s: health ad11;st1;ienl lo school, lamily and peer rela• 
tionships, special interests, child's aUitude toward school) 
LIVIND TOGETHER {suggested a,eas: parlicipalion In erou11 aclivllles, p:nlici11alion ,n .::lean up time, responds lo 
suggestions and underslantJs courtesy, personality lrails allll eniolional allllwh:s ~ur.h .:~ shyness or agg,essi\'eness) 
LEARNING TOGETHER (sucgesled areas: partic!palion in etas!. acti\'ihc~. lislcnmg allenlively, participalion in 
group comersahon, participation in music and art acli\'iliesl 
PARENT TEACHER PLANS 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, ;,. 83) 
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scales have been prepared to help teachers evaluate their perfonnances 
during conferences. (See Figure 5). 
Figure 5 
Effective Conferencing Scale 
· I. Prepare for conterence 
in ndvance. 
2. Give parent(s) some idea in 
advance of topic ro be discussed. 
3. Allow enough time for· 
conference. 
4. A\'oid becoming defensive when 
parents question judgment. 
5. Maintain an open mind to 
parent ideas. 
6. Listen to all parenr is saying 
( verbal and nonverbal) 
before responding. 
7. Avoid overwhelming parenr(s) 
with presence of other . 
school personnel. 
8. Avoid overwhelming parent(s) 
wirh irrelevant material or 
use of jargon. 
9. Avoid phrsical barriers such as 
desk, uncomfortable chalrs. 
I 0. Follow up on commitments. 
Alwavs < 2 l Sometimes ( l l NeYet ro I 
This scale is used to help teachers become aware of their 
approach to parent conferences. Simply place a checkmark 
in an appropriate column after each item. Teachers who 
check "Always" on all ten items are probably having suc-
cess in their interactions with parents. Consistency is 
a critical factor. Those who check "Sometimes" or "Never" 
on some items may have a clue to problems that occur dur-
ing parent conferences. 
(Potter and Robinson, 1986, pp. 23, 24) 
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Pros and Cons of Parent/Teacher Conferences 
Pros. It is a flexible method of reporting progress. It allows 
corrnnunication from parent to teacher, as well as from teacher to parent. 
It allows for more extensive reporting and interpretation of meth-
ods used to report pupil progress. 
When involved in a parent/teacher conference, misunderstandings 
can be avoided·or clarified. 
Mutual understanding between parent and teacher can develop along 
with a joint plan for improving student performance during a parent/ 
· teacher conference. 
Cons. A parent/teacher conference is very time-consuming. 
t:'lany teachers lack the special counseling skills that this type 
of reporting system demands. 
Some parents may be unwilling or unable to attend such conferences. 
Kinds of information discussed may be limited by inadequate .. stud-
.ent records or lack of access to· them. 
It ~s difficult to summarize for student records. 
Anxieties of parents and teachers must be dealt with. 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977; Potter and Robinson, 1986) 
Special Letters 
Narrative reports are often alternated with parent/teacher con-
ferences, and range from full-fledged personal letters and notes writ-
ten by the teacher to report forms which offer a few lines for a teach-
er's notations. In some schools, teachers often use narrative records 
to report to parents about the progress of students. The report form 
may contain teacher comments on student projects, student social 
behaviors, as well as specific information on how the student is pro-
gressing in reading, mathematics, and related subject areas (Martin and 
Pavan, 1976). 
Teachers gain information for narrative evaluations from pre-
and post-tests, checklists, anecdotal records, and observation. Pro-
gress on each academic subject is usually sumnarized in one or more 
paragraphs. However, one school system in Massachusetts requires 
one page in each of four subject areas twice a year (Miles, 1977, 
p. 21). 
If narrative evaluations are carefully and thoughtfully filled 
out, they can show sympathy and understanding far better than checks 
or grades. Also, like checklists, they are largely.unfamiliar to par-
ents and community members so parents cannot make direct comparisons. 
Narrative reports can reflect a school's program more accurately. 
Teachers can use the narrative evaluation to express their concern for 
each child and their understanding of his or her uniqueness. In 
these types of reports, teachers can raise questions about the child 
which might lead to a positive dialogue between the school and the 
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colll11unity. If teachers take full advantage of the open fonnat of the 
narrative report card, it could lead to interaction and cooperation 
between the school and the community (Miles, 1977, p. 21). 
One of the serious weaknesses of letters to parents is that, 
they tend to be generalized and stereotyped, all too often appearing 
to have been run off an assembly line, with little variation in word-
ing to relate to a particular pupil. Another problem that arises is 
the amount of time spent in composing letters. Obviously, it requires 
a great deal of time to compose a thoughtful, helpful letter and the 
teacher is faced with an enonnous task if he or she must report on 
thirty or forty pupils. However, some research suggests that the 
problems can be eased if reports are sent out in staggered lots rather 
than on all pupils at once (Ahmann and Glock, 1971, pp, 19, 21). 
An additional difficulty in the use of the written evaluation is that 
many teachers cannot do an effective job of making themselves under-
stood in writing. The possibilities of misinterpretation involved 
in the use of the written evaluation are present to a greater degree 
than in the use of formal report cards. One way to control both the 
nature and quality of the comments written is for teachers in a school 
to develop cooperatively a list of stock colll11ents which may be used 
in written evaluations (Winkle, 1947, p. 55). One school system 
(School District 65, Evanston, Illinois) makes available to its 
teachers on a computer a 1,000-item bank which includes synonymous 
words, phrases and sentences·so that the teacher can put together 
on the computer a written evaluation without awkwardness and with 
"warmth, expressiveness and a personal touch" (Grading and Reporting, 
1972, p. 30). 
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When composing written evaluations, Kindred (1960, p. 29) sug-
gests that letters from a school should always be on le~terhead sta-
tionary with correct spelling and punctuation. The writer also reports 
that the letter should be properly signed. Kindred warns that teachers 
should avoid technical terminology and pedagogical phrases. Ahmann 
and Glock (1971, p. 521) give an example of a California school sys-
tem's suggestions for writing letters. (See Figure 6,) Swick and 
Duff (1978, pp. 96, 97) explain that the following guidelines will 
prove helpful in making written evaluations a useful parent/student 
information device: 
1. Make the form brief but specific in content. 
2. Emphasis should be focused on the progress that the 
student has made since the last report. 
3. Make the letter personal by having some place on the 
form where the parent can enter anecdotal or informal 
conments. 
4. Where possible, attach student work samples to the 
report form. 
5. Make the form a continuous means of collll1llnicating 
with parents about their children. Forms that are 
infrequent are likely to produce parent inquiries 
such as "I had no idea he was doing so poorly in 
his school work. Why didn't you tell me about this 
problem?" 
6. Focus on the positive whenever possible. The report 
form should be used to build trust between parents 
and teachers--thus facilitating the parents in their 
relationship with the child. 
Figure 6 
Santa Monica City Schools' Suggestions 
For Writing letters to Parents 
I. Begin the letter with encouraging news. 
II. Close with an attitude of optimism. 
Ill. Solicit the parents' cooperation in solving the problems, if any exist. 
IV. Speak of the child's growth-social, physical, and academic. 
A. Social (Citizenship traits) 
I. Desirable traits: attention, attitude toward school, care of property, 
cooperation, honesty, effort, fair play, neatness, truthfulness, obedi-
ence, promptness, reliability, self-control, self-reliance, concentra• 
tion, courtesy and consideration, thrift. patience, appreciation, 
kindness, sympathy, ·orderliness, interest in associates, discrimina-
tion, politeness, respect for the rights of others. 
2. Undesirable traits: selfishness, wastefulness, untruthfulness, dis-
honesty, spitefulness, slow to respond, impudence, carelessness, 
untidiness, rudeness, noisiness, insolence, cheating, inattention, 
lack of self-reliance, discourtesy, tattling, snobbis!rness, conceit, 
impatience, stealing. 
B. Physical (Health conditions): posture, weight, vitality, physical handi-
caps, cleanliness (personal), muscular co-ordination, nervousness, emo-
tional traits. 
C. Academic 
I. Interests: (a) in school activities; (b) in extra-school activities. 
2. l\lethocls of work: (a) methods of attack; (b) purposing; (c) plan-
ning; ( d) executing; ( e) judging; ( f) consistency in finishing work. 
3. Achievements; (a) growth in knowledge, appreciation, techniques; 
(b) list subjects in which the child is making progress and those 
in which he is not making progress; ( c) relationship of his accepted 
standards to his capacities. 
V. Compare the child's efforts with his own previous efforts and not with 
those of others. 
VI. Speak of his achievements in terms of his ability to do school work. 
Vil. Remember it is our professional duty to know the reason why if the 
child is not making what, for him, is normal progress. (Some suggestive 
reasons for lack of progress--late entry; absence; lack of application; health 
defects, such as hearing, sight, undernourishment.) 
VIII. Teacher's advice to parents in matters pertaining to health in which the 
home is a vital factor; such as diet, rest, clothing, exercise, etc. 
IX. Please remember that every letter is a professional diagnosis, and as 
such is as sacred as any diagnosis ever made by any physician. 
Reproduced by permission of the Santa Monica City (California) Schools. 
(Ahmann & Glock, 1971, p. 521) 
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Winkle (1947, p. 54) explains that the written evaluation is 
more workable in elementary sthools which do not have departmentalized 
programs and possibly in core programs at the high school level, where 
one teacher may work with one group of students three or four hours 
daily. 
Comment cards are a personalized, individualized method of 
reporting. (See Figures 7 - 12). They focus on the child and not on 
the class. Teachers may write out comment cards for all children or 
may send a comment card only when necessary. Comments may be brief, 
such as "Jim is getting along well with his peers", or they may report 
a specific behavior. Canment cards are also used to initiate a tele-
phone or school/home conference, 
One of the advantages of the comment card is that it can give 
teachers the opportunity to make·highly personalized descriptions of 
a child's behavior, This method of reporting can also cement a close 
school-to-home contact about an individual's idiosyncrasies. 
Some disadvantages of comment cards are as follows: (1) They 
can be burdensome and time-consuming if teachers must write one for 
every student for every reporting period; (2) They may result in 
friction when a parent does not agree with a teacher's observations 
(Miles, 1977, p. 36). 
o .. , 
Figure 7 
Conment Card 
FRl!~DLY !l,DIEHTARY ~CHOOL 
ANY CITY I YOUR STATE 
------- (date) 
I thouJht you would llh to knC'IV that rour child, _________ _ 
"1 nmber at ■chool I ■ _______ _ 
(11■n1d) Tuch■r 
Pl1ue·t1at off and return vlth your child, 
-· 
l havi r1c1lvtd thl1 note and vlll 1h1r1 It vlth ■J child, 
I h1v1 r1c1lwtd thla natl and viii contact you, 
I hafl r1c1lwd thla aota and vould Ilka rau to contact•• 
I 
(Miles, 1977, p. 34) 
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Figure 8 
Atlanta Public Schools Deficiency Notice 
ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Dtlicltncy Notice to p.,.nll 
Thi1 notice is to lnlorm you that the work of _______ _ 
ii un111i1t~torv In 
This deficiency Is due mainly to the rea10n1 checked below: 
Othtr: 
Absences 
Leck of attention In elm 
Fallura. to compl1t1 dally homework 
111ignment1 
F ■i!un, on daily work 
Failure on 18111 
Mining auignments/tnts 
Comments: -------------------~--------
Pline kHP rha whllt copy. Sign and relurn the '(tllow copy to your child'1 te.:nPr. 
"--
DIITIIIIUTtON 
W,,L'- • •-110.,•di_, CClll'f 
v,n_. T_.,_ capy 
,,,.. • Prll'IC'cNII caov 
Doi9,0N,PII 
P1ren1·1 signature 
Stud1n1'11lgn11uui _________ _ 
(Semester C'.anversion Implementation Guide, 
1983, ED 253 604) 
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Figure 9 
Daviess County Public Schools 
Notice of Possible Failure 
nwlll'T'I II.U!I , ... 
NOTICI TD l'AIIINT■ 
""'' ""'n •• 
SWJICT POSSl ■ LI P&ILUIII 
'"'..,. 
DI.nu! caum muc 9CII00U 
,. n,• ltudfllt 11 pHnntlr In auhatc dUUcultr lll th• aubJoct Indicated, 
,. Couacth• ■up1 1hould bt t ■ hll la or.ltr to t.,,111n that 01■ n,-S ■ot dou oot ucdn • fllUn1 1rah, 
,. I( thH■ ... ■ nr quutlon■ ■fur ulU111 •IUI JOU1' child, J"" .. , eall tba 1cb0Dl, 
buvuo ... to talk vttb tbl uacl!■ r. l ■chaoi phonal 
ClUSts fOI rossuu: rA1t.111r1 
----
O.ULT ASSICIIM!llts 
----
IIAU-IIP IQJ: am111 
___ , _ ,VOU IIOT Ill 011, TD!! 
----
TEST SCOUS 
____ Hl:!SSIVI UStlfCt 
----
UCl.1110 KATDUU f'0l CUSS 
llCOKXDIIIATl~S1 
rum• s ustoNS£: 
Jl.LlH SICK AJID ltlUIIN TO Tllt TU.CHR. TlLIJ(I TOIi rol TOl/l CDOPWTIOIII, 
J'Ulll'T IICIIAM.I 
1111"" Co,r-Prlacl,.l Plak Co,rtuchn 
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•· D •anu 
lus,.r1a11nd.nl 
.fOMN VA.IIOII WA.IL 
.l'n1>n~I 
IDellT 1-,&NDIMII 
""""'"' 
Figure 10 
Congrats-A-Gram 
GAYLORD HIGH SCHOOL 
CONGRATS ·A- GRAM 
ht , ..... MiaMc• II lllndiaoi 
To. ___________ _ 
BITTER SCHOOLS IUILD 1mER COMMUNITIES 
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o,,. ____ _ 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 59) 
Figure 11 
Mays Landing, New Jersey 
Interim Progress Report 
--ABSEGAMI INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT --OAKCREST 
STUOI .. T'I N•.11111! 
&U■JICT 
COUNULO■ 
G•EATIA IGG HA••o■ ■ 1!010111,U 
D•TE 
NIGH IC HOOL DIITAICT U'.ACHEA 
MATI LANDUIO, N.J.IUJII 
6:ZS-Ue2 6'&-1122 GR•DI! 
' 
10 11 
NOTICE TO PARENTS 
Should ycu have :;rastlons or need addltlon•I Information regarding your 
child's report below, pleaae contact th• Guldenc■ Department at the addr■n or 
tel■phon■ number .!lbov■• 
CHECKLIST 
12 1c1•cu1 
1. __ Is able to do better •ork. 
2. -- DoH noi always have prope~ attitude. 
•· __ Worlc mined and not made up. 
7. -- 11 too lreq:.,ently absent. 
3. -- Comes to cl1111 unprepared. 
•• -- Unsatisfactory condu~. 
s. -- I~ frequently tnsttentlve. 
I. -- show• ·Improvement. 
9. Paritnt conference requested. 
O.· 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977, p. 107) 
w 
'° 
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Figure 12 
. 
Parent Communication Letter 
PARENT COMMUNICATION LETTER 
Sludenl Name---------~----
Subiect: ------~--------
Dear Parenls: 
Your child II working on 
You may help In lhe following. wars: 
.Review lor 1tts11 
Complete assignments 
Structure time and/o, place lor home 110,k 
AISisl Wi1tl reading 
AISiSI With writing 
Aalst With ,_arch 
A11lst Wi1tl projectsle1tr■ credil au,gn.,,.,nt 
locate inlonnatoon 1n tell 
Other 
Grade ______ _ 
Dale _______ _ 
------------------.--------
11 you hav, any comments or concerns please 1ndteate ~ a"d rrtu,,, 11111,th wou• -..O'' o, 1,,lJIJMt-• 
•Note to Teacher· This form may be comp4eted and sent hOme da••, N Pf''iOd•can, ,~ c !1"'' .. ~ 1r 
Sludenl need. . (Buksar, 1984, p. 186) 
Ophonal Slalement lo Parenls Please s,gn and return lh•s IQfm 
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Pros and Cons of Special Letters 
Pros. They reflect an intimate knowledge of a student's strengths 
and weaknesses arid his or her potential. 
They are more meaningful to parents arid admission offices. 
They make for better home-school relations in those school using:· 
an ongoing evaluation with parental response. 
Cons. They are time-consuming for both teachers and school records 
offices. 
They are difficult to write and may degenerate into meaningless 
generalizations. 
They permit more teacher subjectivity. 
Student weaknesses can be misunderstood by parents. 
They provide no cumulative record of student progress. 
(Kunder and Porwoll, 1977; 
Miles, 1977)' 
Telephone Conversations 
Many parents, because of work schedules, transportation problems, 
family problems, and situations beyond their control are unable to 
participate in parent/teacher conferences, visits, open-house pro-
grams or in parent education programs. These parents are constantly 
on the go to provide for the subsistence level needs of their child-
ren--at work, doing the laundry, cleaning house, bathing the children, 
and back to their jobs the next day. 
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If used effectively, the telephone can be one way of involving 
parents, who otherwise would be unable to participate, in the education 
of their children. The individual classroom teacher can use the tele-
phone to converse with parents about the child's progress at school 
(Swick and Duff, 1978, p. 88). 
Some parents have unpleasant memories of their own school years 
and are unnerved by the prospect of talking face-to-face with a 
teacher about their children; but they are no less interested than 
other parents in their children's success, and careful, patient effort 
with them will pay off. Teachers can initiate contact by means of 
telephone messages praising commendable achievements of the children, 
and by following up those messages with requests for information 
about the children. After some trust has developed, an invitation 
to visit the school can be issued (Canady and Seyfarth, 1979, p. 47). 
One of the advantages of using the telephone as a method of 
reporting pupil progress is more frequent reporting of pupil progress 
is made possible by using the telephone. Progress can be reported 
.at any time rather than waiting for specific intervals such as after 
report cards have been issued ·(Ediger, 1975, p. 266). 
Self-Evaluation 
One aspect of the total evaluation program that is being empha-
sized more and more is the need for pupils to evaluate themselves. It 
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has been pointed out that self-evaluation might well be used as a 
means of reporting pupil progress (Ahmann and Glock, 1971, p. 526). 
The purpose of a self-evaluation program is to include the child in 
the reporting process and to serve as a basis for discussion between 
child and teacher, child and parent, and parent and teacher concern-
ing the child's insight and self-understanding (Ash and Others, 1980, 
p. 16). 
Kirschenbaum, Napier and Simon (1971, p. 295) explain that in a 
formal system of self-evaluation, the student evaluates his or her 
own progress, either in writing or in a conference with the teacher. 
E.diger (1975, pp. 266, 267) reports that with teacher guidance, 
students can evaluate items such as the following in a pupil/teacher 
conference setting: (1) relevancy of learnings developed; (2) 
learning activities most beneficial to learners; (3) reasonableness 
in terms of quantity and quality of learnings achieved; (4) oppor-
tunities to work on objectives and learning experiences involving con-
cerns of students; (5) quality of the learning environment for opti-
mal learner achievement; (6) variety of learning activities pursued 
intheclass setting; and (7) their own needs to determine additional 
learning experiences to remedy identified deficiencies. 
Napier (1976, p. 26) explains that when a student has mastered 
writing skills, he or she can evaluate him or herself in written 
reports. This professor also discusses how young children who cannot 
write can even become evaluators. These students can evaluate 
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themselves as follows: (1) talking into a tape recorder about them-
selves and what they think they are learning; (2) responding to a 
simple vocal questionnaire by placing checks next to pictures (See 
Figure 13); (3) drawing pictures or acting out the parts of school 
they like best or don't like much; and (4) asking others questions 
about themselves in a small group where they feel at ease. 
Some advantages of the self-evaluation process include the fol-
lowing: (1) It tends to encourage students to want and teachers to 
allow students more responsibility for setting educational goals and 
means of achieving them; (2) It gives the student invaluable exper-
ience in learning to evaluate his or her strengths and weaknesses; 
(3) Information obtained from pupil/teacher conferences or written 
reports can be evaluated by the teacher and used ultimately in improv-
ing the curriculum and improving the quality of teaching-learning 
situations (Ediger, 1975, p. 267). 
Disadvantages of the self-evaluation process include: (1) 
After the novelty wears off, students may give less thought to their 
self-evaluation; (2) When students respect ·their teachers, they want 
to grade and evaluate themselves fairly, so the teachers will respect 
them. When students do not respect or when they dislike their teach-
ers, they might tend to abuse the opportunity of evaluating themselves; 
and (3) Because of the enormous pressure on students these days to 
get high grades, self-grading makes honest self-evaluation extremely 
difficult. (For examples of Self-Evaluation Cards, see Figures 14 
and 15.) 
" 
1--Flrst Rer,orl 
2--Second Report 
J •• fhlrd Report 
I do neol eork, 
BJ I -' -J 
Figure 13 
l.Dng Beach School District's 
Self-Evaluation Card 
tlPPIIII IIPOll CA!PI 
fVHL PU•IVllll'Ul,. or &nnutiu AJr1) UJIIU 
W--Most or the ti.,, 
P--Port or the t ;.,, 
N--Not y1f 
Noee ____________ Grode __ _ 
I ear-Ii: by •rnlr elthouf 
Dolher-lng ofhtrs, 
~ I -' -J 
School School feor __ _ 
~ I ~ ' -J 
I finish ear-le on,;..,,, I follow dlrecllon1 
corerully. 
g I f-I ~ 
j 
~ 
1-
J 
OM pollte and chnrrul, I l1li:'! to try ne• things, I uu .,otel"lols carefully. I •rih 900d un or •r 
lpore fl,i,e, 
~ ~~ 
- - 1-
J J 
L..,-:;;;::==--'-.1.J 
1 I I lh lo learn, I rollo• school rulu for I Irr lo do "J hnl eod .• I eorlt 0,.d' plJIL••II 
h.allh ond aat■ ty, ,1, ... ofher-1,::>·1 
(Ash and Others, 1980, p. 61) 
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Figure 14 
STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION REPORT 
STUDY HABITS AND ATJTrt1DES 
I excrl my hcsl effort when I work 
I work wilhoul bothering others 
I lislen well 
I follow directions 
I try lo finish what I starl 
I take care of the things I use 
KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND APPRECIATIONS 
I like lo share experiences 
I enjoy reading 
I read well 
I like to write reports 
I like lo writr stories 
I write all my work carefully 
I spell my words carefully 
I enjoy art 
I enjoy music 
I like physical education 
I am a good sporl 
I enjoy malh 
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Name 
--------
YES NO SO~IEllMES 
YES NO SOMETIMES 
I have improved these math skills ________________ _ 
In math I am learning about __________________ _ 
I would like to learn more about 
-----------------
(Bellanca, 1977, p. 95) 
Figure 15 
Frank D. Parent School Student Self-
Evaluation Report 
FRANJ. D. PAJtEHT SCHOOL 
f;T\lbtHT SELF fVA.LllATIOO Rl:PORT 
"---------------
Ve, •• p1r■ nt1 end teacher■, vhh for our children 
to be more rHpon1lble and accounuble for their 
°"" ,irovth. nis. report rorm 1tlvt1 Jour chlld an 
opportunity to rvaluate, llon1t vtth u1, hO\I vell 
he ii doing and vher■ he need ■ to h:prove, 
snmr HA!IITS AND ATTITUDES 
I 1.111 my be■ t effort when I vork 
I vorlr. without bothering other■ 
try to finlah vhat I IUrt 
take can of the thtn111 l u■-
GndH 4-5-6 
ES NO OMETIHES 
• DIOJUDCE, SXILL.O:: AND APPllECJATIOOS 
1111.1 to 1h1re n:perlencH 
enJDJ n1dln1 
read vrll 
Ub to wrl te report ■ 
Uke to vrl te etorlu 
I Vl'lU all 11J vorlr. c1refuU1 
J ■pell IIJ' vorda c1refuJJy 
enjoy art 
enjoy 'llu■ lc 
like 1>h71lcal educ.iton 
■ 11 a ROod eport 
1nJ01 iMth 
ti[!( NO SOliETIKE 
have _li:rproved these uth 1kll1■ ______ _ 
Jo Mth 1 1111 leamlna ■bout, _________ _ 
I vould l llr.r to lurn lllOte about _______ _ 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 48) 
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Report Cards 
Among all the different ways of reporting.pupil progress, report 
cards rank with parent/teacher conferences as the most widely adopted 
method of student reporting plans. In a study conducted by Kunder and 
Porwoll (1977), it was found that over 70 percent of American elemen-
tary-aged children receive report cards. 
Report cards can take on many different forms. However, commonly 
they provide for the recording of marks for academic achievement. 
This is accompanied by a checklistofpersonality traits and attitudes 
(Wise and Newman, 1975; Ahmann and Glock, 1971). Ratings for behavior, 
work habits or citizenship are found in 84% to 92% of the nation's 
schools which distribute report cards explain Kunder and Porwoll 
(1977). Ahmann and Glock (1971, p. 515) report that many report card 
forms have a place for parent signatures. Parents are to sign the 
form and return it at the end of each marking period. 
Walling (1975, p. 260) suggests that in order for report cards to 
be effective, they need to contain the following items: 
1. The report card should show the basis for evaluation. 
The goals or objectives of the teacher and the school 
should be linked with the reporting instrument. Skills 
students are expected to develop should be stated. Other 
criteria used in determining the evaluation of rating 
[department, promptness, effort, attitudes] should be 
given. 
2. The ceport card should show the student's performance. 
Progress according to quality of performance and teach-
er's evaluation of student effort should be recognized. 
Positive characteristics and performances need to be 
included. 
3.· The report should be clearly and directly stated. For 
effective communication there should be conformity of 
terms and symbols, and words open to widely varied 
interpretations should be avoided. The report format 
should be designed to facilitate record-keeping, avoid-
ing an increased administrative/clerical workload. Most 
of all, it should be easy for parents to read and under-
stand, not filled with educational jargon that may limit 
effective conmunication. 
4. The report should provide options for teacher and class 
differences. A teacher should be able to make a writ-
ten comment if necessary. Differences in curricula for 
different subjects should be taken into account. 
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Tuch year, various school systems across the nation attempt to 
revise and improve their report cards. Here are a few examples of how 
a number of school districts have taken on this challenge. 
Cashmere, Washington. In 1970, this school system introduced an ele-
mentary report card that grades effort only. As long as the elemen-
tary student tries his best, he pr she receives a top mark. All aca-
demic areas are graded with an O indicating outstanding effort in rela-
tion to ability; or an S indicating satisfactory effort in relation to 
ability; or an N, nonsatisfactory effort in relation to ability. 
Actual academic levels of achievement are discussed during the parent/ 
teacher conference. This type of reporting system places emphasis not 
only on the parent/teacher ~onference, but on frequent conferences 
between student and teacher. 
Inglewood, California. Faculty in this school system give parents a 
choice between the traditional graded card and a narrative report. In 
one recent year 75% of the parents chose the narrative report. This 
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school also uses a student self-evaluation report for grades one through 
six, in which the student, as well as the teacher, has an opportunity 
to indicate his or her impressions of how well he or she is doing and 
where he or she needs to improve. The student's evaluation form goes 
home with the teacher's narrative statement. The parent is asked to 
respond by filling out a one-page form and returning it to the teacher. 
The option for a parent/teacher conference is always kept open. 
Ferguson, Missouri. The Ferguson-Florissant School District has moved 
from using report cards which list broad categories of learning--
reading, writing, spelling, math--to those which list specific behav-
iors in each of the subject areas, such as: "Names and knows the values 
of coins," "Uses correct punctuation." Another shift is away from com-
paring students with others in a grade or age level and toward evaluat-
ing the individual in terms of his or her own growth. 
Evanston, Illinois. C.Onsolidated School District No. 65 seeks to make 
real the principle that pupil progress reports should be sent to parents 
not only at the end of a nine- or six-week period, but at any time the 
student, parent or teacher may benefit. Technology helps. In addi-
tion to face-to-face conferences, and a variety of report forms, 
District No. 65 uses mark-sense cards--instruments which are part of 
sophisticated data processing and reporting machinery. This technology 
permits teachers to send parents frequent statements about students. 
Even though the statements come from a data bank catalogu~ of items 
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on attitude, behavior and academic skills, it is still possible, offi-
cials believe, to transmit to the parents "personalized and warm let-
ters" about an individual pupil's progress in school. 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, pp. 12-14) 
Ediger (1982, pp. 10, 11) discusses the advantages of using report 
cards. One advantage is that report cards give parents some general 
ideas as to how well their children are achieving in school. Another 
benefit is that as a result of grades on report cards, a conference 
may be scheduled with a teacher and parents. And as a result of this 
conference, the curriculum might be improved. 
Some disadvantages of report cards include: (1) Individual grades 
on report cards can be interpreted by.parents in many different ways 
as to their meaning; (2) Parents and students may develop negative 
attitudes toward the school setting if low grades are in evidence on 
report cards; (3) They usually represent a one-way street of communi-
cation from the teacher and school to parents. 
Tests 
Tests can be used as a means of reporting pupil progress. They 
can convey to parents how the~r children are doing in school and they 
can also report how the local school children rank when compared to 
others in the nation (Kindred, 1960, p. 77). 
Schools committed to involving parents in the eduational process 
usually share achievement and IQ test results with parents as a matter 
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of policy (Brooks and Van Cleaf, 1982, p. 157). Parents are inter-
ested in test results, if they understand them. However, if the results 
are given in such terms as norm, stanine, percentile,- etc., they are 
meaningless to many parents (Kindred, 1960, p. 77). Teachers should 
explain test results to parents by first explaining the scope and 
accuracy of the test results. For example, parents should ~<now that 
tests often include material not covered in school, are often given in 
a group setting, and provide indications of student progress in rela-
tion to other students. The parents should then be informed about the 
method of reporting results. Generally, results of tests are reported 
in percentiles, stanines, and grade equivalents, each based on a raw 
score, student age and grade placement. The teacher should emphasize 
' 
the relationship between standardized test scores and the student's 
school performance. If test results are available from previous years, 
the instructor might also compare recent test results with earlier 
results. Patterns of underachievement may emerge and be meaningful 
for diagnosis and prescription (Brooks and Van Cleaf, 1982, pp. 158, 
159). 
GRADING SYSTEMS 
Grading Systems will be explored in this section of Chapter Tuo. 
These reporting procedures will be discussed in the order that fol-
lows: (1) letter and number systems; 
fail or satisfactory/unsatisfactory; 
(2) dual grades; 
(4) coded grading; 
(3) pass/ 
(5) per~ 
centage grade:s; (6) incentive grading; (7) contract grading; and 
(8) checklist/rating scales. 
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Letter and Number Systems 
Since the 1900's the letter/number system has been and remains 
a .popular method of reporting pupil progress (Ahmann'and Glock, 1971, 
p. 508). This is because letter grades are what parents understand 
and may prefer (Miles, 1977, p. 26). 
In essence, letter and number systems are an effort to summar-
ize a variety of information about such characteristics of a pupil as 
his or her growth, final achievement, effort, ability and general 
development. The summary is given in the form of a letter, usually 
A through E or F, or a number usually 100 through 0, reported for 
each subject matter area each report period (Ahmann and Glock, 1971, 
p. 508). Sometimes, teachers will add plus or minus signs to letter 
grades in order to indicate performance slightly above or slightly 
below a specific mark (Lien, 1967, p. 151). 
Letter Grades - A, B, C, D, F 
ABC reporting systems report a student's standing compared to 
others in his or her class or unit. The grade reflects the student's 
relative standing at one point in time, rather than mastery or pro-
gress (Miles, 1977, p. 21). 
Though there are several reasons this grading system has 
entrenched itself in the schools, outstanding among them is the sys-
tem's extraordinary simplicity. The A, B, C, D, F system is easy to 
use, stores compactly and adapts itself to almost all forms of teach-
ing and all subject areas (Lewis, 1969, p. 158). 
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Winkle (1947, p. 36) states what he believes are six fallacies 
of letter grades. They are as follows: (1) The mark is an effective 
conveyor of information. No one can be sure what a single mark 
means, unless it represents the measurement of a single identified 
value. It is impossible to tell what an A, B, c, D, or F mark based 
upon local school standards of achievement means unless the achieve-
ment or ability level of the school giving the mark is also known. 
(2) A student can achieve any mark he or she wishes if he or she is 
willing to make the effort. The ABC mark is not adequate for all 
kinds of reporting. It does not tell if a student is working up to 
his level of ability. Low marks tend to discourage the poor student, 
to cause him to lose interest in school, and are a factor in his even-
tual dropping out. (3) The student's success in his after-school 
life compares favorably with his or her success in school. In life, 
an individual is not compared with all other people. An individual 
is compared with those in the group with which he or she is associ-
ated. For example, a teacher is not rated a success on the basis of 
comparison with grocery clerks, lawyers, etc. His or her success is 
measured with reference to other teachers. (4) The student's mark 
is comparable to the worker's paycheck. Paychecks are not essential 
in stimulating the individual to do those things in which he is inter-
ested or in which he recognizes values for himself. If an individual 
does not recognize value in what he or she does or has no interest 
in it, of course he or she has to be stimulated in some other way. 
In such cases the mark is an inexpensive and temporarily effective 
paycheck--a device which stimulates the student to do things in 
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which he or she may have no interest. To force activity apart from 
intere·st and a recognition of the values to be derived is very likely 
to be unproductive of real or lasting value. (5) The competitive 
marking system provides a worthwhile and justifiable introduction to 
adult life.· A desire to win even at the expense of others cannot be 
thought of ·as a desirable educational attitude. The competition of 
unequals does not provide a fair basis for determining penalties or 
the granting of honors. There is plenty of opportunity for the util-
ization of competition in a legitimate manner. The competition of 
the student with his previous record and attempts to achieve in terms 
of his ability provide opportunities for the application of competi-
tive interests. (6) The mark can be used as a means without its 
eventually being recognized as an end in itself. The emphasis given 
to marks by most teachers in most schools tends ultimately to convince 
the student that the mark, rather than what it is supposed to repre-
sent, is the most important outcome of learning. To achieve a higher 
mark than might be othervise assigned, some students who are normally 
honest do not hesitate to resort to dishonest practices. 
The advantages of using letter grades are as follows: (1) 
They are easy and convenient to use for administrative and college 
admission purposes; and (2) They are a motivator for some students. 
Some disadvantages of letter grades include: (1) Their mean-
ings vary within schools and among teachers; (2) They do not indi~ 
cate a student's strengths and weaknesses; (3) They usually indicate 
a combination of achievement, effort and conduct; artd (4) They pro-
duce cheating, anxiety and poor self-concept among students (Kunder 
and Porwoll, 1977, p. 4). 
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Dual Gnades 
An interesting variation of the traditional letter/number system 
is the use of two marks for each subject matter area. The first mark 
represents the pupil's final achievement in relation to the teacher's 
standards. The second mark is often an evaluation of effort put forth 
by the pupil; in other school systems, it represents pupil growth in 
the area of achievement listed. A three-point letter system is some-
times used for recording the pupil's effort--H if the pupil exceeds 
what is expected of him, S if his level of work corresponds approxi-
mately to his level of ability, and U if he is capable of better work. 
Pupils evaluated according to this system might receive marks such as 
A/Sor 91/S, each indicating high final achievement and normal effort. 
Marks such as C/H or 83/H mean that the pupil is average in terms of 
final achievement and his effort is superior (Ahmann and Glock, 1971, 
p. 508). 
Lien (1967, p. 152) states that the philosophy of the dual system 
is that of believing that a student should be graded both in comparison 
to his ability and in relation to others. 
Clearly the success of dual marking systems depends on a teach-
er's ability to evaluate final achievement and effort by a letter or 
number. Some teachers find evaluation of effort particularly trouble-
some since satisfactory judgment requires more accurate evaluation 
techniques than are available. If the second mark represents growth 
rather than effort, an extensive pre-testing program must be set up 
to establish achievement levels before instruction begins and then 
careful consideration must be given to the problems of interpreting 
gains (Ahmann and Glock, 1971, p. 508). 
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To surmnarize the usefulness of dual grades and ratings, it might 
be said that the student, his or her parents, his or her future teach-
ers--not to mention college admission officials and his or her pros-
pective employers--probably learn more about a student's abilities from 
two or more grades than from one (Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 29). 
In addition, dual marking systems motivate the better students as well 
as the poorer pupils (Lien, 1967, p. 152). 
Pass/Fail or Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory Grading 
At the beginning of a course in a pass/fail grading system, the 
teacher states his or her criteria for a passing grade, or else the 
teacher and students together decide on the criteria for a passing 
grade. Any student who meets these criteria passes; any student who 
does not meet these criteria fails. Most usually in this type of sys-
tem, students have the opportunity to redo failing work to bring it 
up to passing quality (Kirschenpaum, Napier and Simon, 1971, p. 304). 
This grading system has received adverse pupil and parent reac-
tion. They maintain that there is no differentiation of achievement 
within either the pass or the satisfactory group, and the assumption 
is that all students are equal in achievement within each group. To 
counteract this criticism, some teachers began to add+ and - to the 
pass or satisfactory so that actually a four point system evolved: 
F, P+, P and P- (Lien, 1967, pp. 151, 152). 
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Some advantages of this grading system include: (1) students 
are more relaxed, less anxious and less competitive; (2) there is a 
better learning atmosphere (students feel freer to take risks, disagree 
with the·teacher, and explore the subject in their own way); (3) 
there is no point to cheating or apple-polishing (except for students 
in danger of failing); (4) it is easy and convenient to use for 
administrative and college admissions purposes; and (5) students 
still have to meet the teacher's requirements to get the blanket grade, 
so plenty of work gets done. 
Disadvantages of the pass/fail system are as follows: (1) some 
teachers will use blanket grading as an excuse to avoid all evaluation, 
which deprives the student of potentially helpful feedback; (2) the 
blanket grade does not distinguish between students of different abili-
ties, which makes the grade meaningless except to connote passing work; 
(3) freed from the pressures of traditional grading, some students do 
less work than usual; (4) just as it is difficult for teachers to dis-
tinguish between the different levels of mastery in the performance 
curriculum, it will be difficult to clearly state and measure the level 
of mastery needed to earn the blanket grade; (5) the student in danger 
of failing still labors under all the pressures normally associated 
with traditional grading (Pass/fail is no help to poorer students.); 
(6) it provides less information than Ai3C grades; and (7) it cannot 
be used to predict academic success (~under and Porwoll, 1977; Kirsch-
enbsum, Napier and Simon, 1971). 
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Coded Grading 
A coded grading system uses numbered subscripts with the letter 
grade. For example: 
c1 - Student performed C work, while the subscript "1" 
means on grade level, 
c2 - Student performed C work, while the.subscript 
11211 
means below grade level. 
(Buksar and Others, 1984) 
Percentage Grades 
This type of grading system is advantageous in that percentages_ 
can be_calculated, weights can be assigned, and rankings can be deter-
mined (Brooks and Van Cleaf, 1982, p. 48). 
Percentage grades fell by the wayside because educators came to 
recognize the impossibility of assigning quantitative value to qualita-
tive accomplishments, A scale of 100 offered too many possibilities 
for error, both in mathematics and judgment (Grading and Reporting, 
1972, p. 27). 
Incentive Grading 
An incentive grading system offers a way for the student to 
improve a grade during the course of a report period, This system 
gives the student experience in decision-making. Some of the follow-
ing incentive grading systems could be used: 
1. Floating A - The student is given an extra A to use 
to replace the lowest grade or to improve the grade 
average in a particular report period. 
2. Elimination Grade - The student is given the oppor-
tunity to eliminate the lowest grade.in order to 
improve the grade average. 
3. Alternative Credit Grade - The student is allowed 
to do an alternative assignment to improve a grade. 
(Buksar and Others, 1984, p. 243) 
Contract Grading 
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A contract is an agreement between the teacher, the student and 
the parent. They agree that specific activities will be completed 
to meet the requirements for a specific grade. A contract should 
include the following: 
1. Types of work to be completed by the student 
2. The quality and quantity of work to be completed 
3. The signatures of the teacher, student, and parent 
(when appropriate) 
4. Timeliness for the completion of the work 
(Buksar and Others, 1984, p. 243) 
Advantages of the contract system are as follows: (1) much 
of the anxiety is eliminated from the grading process because the stu-
dent knows fromthebeginning of the year exactly what he has to do to 
get the grade he wants; (2) to the extent the teacher specifies the 
quantity and quality required for each grade, some of the subjectivity 
is eliminated from the grading process, and students have a clearer 
idea of what is expected of them; and (3) the contract system, when 
applied to students individually, encourages diversity in the class-
room, encourages students to set and follow their own learning goals 
and decreases unhealthy competition. 
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Disadvantages include: (1) the quantity of work is easily 
over-emphasized in contracts and tends to become the sole basis for a 
grade. To use an extreme example, one English teacher stipulated 
that five-page compositions would receive an A, four-page compositions 
would receive· a B, and so ·on. When the quantity of work becomes the 
sole criterion for the grade, the grade loses its meaning; (2) it is 
difficult to find creative ways to measure the quality·of the different 
types of work:students may contract to do (Kirschenbaum, Napier and 
Simon, 1971, p. 300). 
Checklists/Rating Scales 
For the school that wisl1es to provide parents with more details 
on student progress, this institution can turn to the use of checklists. 
Checklists break down attitudes and work habits into specifics. They 
also break subject areas into various components (Grading and Reporting, 
1972, p. 24). 
Behavior and attitude checklists are individual reports that 
represent the collective agreement of how students should behave in 
school (Miles, 1977, p. 19). The first lists of this type used by 
school systems included a number of character traits and study habits 
upon which the students were checked or rated. Today, almost all 
reporting instruments offer such lists (Grading and Reporting, 1972, 
p. 24). An example of this type of checklist follows: 
Olecklist Used for Reporting Pupil Progress 
ELEMENTARY LEVEL 
Social and Emotional Development: 
Is courteous, kind, cooperative 
Respects rights of others 
Gets along well with others 
Respects authority 
Shows self-control 
Takes care of materials 
Work Habits and Attitudes: 
Takes pride in work 
Uses school time wisely 
Follows directions carefully 
Completes work on time · 
Thinks for himself 
Is attentive in class 
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(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 26) 
Miles (1977, p. 19) explains that behavior and attitude check'-
lists should remain constant so that behavior or misbehavior can be 
tracked from teacher to unit and so on. He further suggests that 
teachers keep ·a file of anecdotal notes on their students, or discuss 
the student's behavior with team members, or make mental notes and 
remember how a student has behaved for a given period of time. Then, 
when the teacher makes a checkmark in the column that describes the 
student's behavior, he or she can be more accurate. 
Use of behavior and attitude checklists can-be viewed positively 
by parents and community members because they represent some concern 
for areas of school behavior that parents care about. Most parents 
want to knowhow their child is acting in school as well as how he or 
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she is doing. In that sense, behavior and attitude checklists document 
that behavior (Miles, 1977, p. 22). 
The use of a behavioral objectives checklist is a way to report 
an individual student's growth or mastery of concepts. The student is 
measured according to his or her own progress and ability and not on 
class progress (Miles, 1977, p. 7). 
The earliest type of checklists covering academic areas, and still 
the most co11ITion, offer two, three or four sub-categories for each sub-
ject. Some examples are as shown below. 
Academic Checklists 
Reading (Grade 1) 
Reads with understanding 
Uses word-attack skills 
Masters reading vocabulary 
Reads well aloud 
Mathematics (Grade 1) 
Understands concepts 
Has mastered number facts 
Is accurate in computation 
Shows skill in problem-solving 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 26) 
Such checklists point to general areas of a pupil's learning 
achievement or problems within each subject, but they do not tell the 
parent much about what the pupil is actually learning or what his spec~ 
ific problems may be. Thus, a longer and more detailed type of check-
list has been developed by some schools. ,see examples :shown below. 
Detailed Oiecklists for Reporting Pupil Progress 
Reading (Grade 1) 
Relates sound to given consonant form 
Relates sound to given vowel form 
Uses phonetic skills to identify new words 
Recalls details in reading 
Recalls sequence of events in what he reads 
Grasps main idea in reading 
Identifies sight vocabulary orally 
Responds to punctuation 
Uses library 
Mathematics (Grade 1) 
Can read and write numbers 
Understands place value 
Understands concepts of addition 
Understands concepts of subtraction 
Understands basic mathematical vocabulary 
Can solve addition problems 
Can solve subtraction problems 
Applies concepts to word problems 
Shows accuracy in daily work 
Works with reasonable speed 
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(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p.26) 
The items children might be checked on at any given grade level 
or in any subject area as they progress through school are many. A 
look at Figure 16 shows more than 100 items for measuring progress in 
reading. In a national survey conducted by the editors of "Education 
U.S.A." (an independent weekly education newsletter), no single school 
set up 100 different items for measuring progress in reading through 
the elementary grades, yet one school listed under reading on its 
elementary school forms more than 60 different subcategories (Grading 
and Reporting, 1972, p. 26). 
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Figure 16 
Ways to Probe for Progress 
in Reading 
These items beiow were selectP.d fn,lll a large sampling 
of report cards and Indicate what diflerem •.:;h 101s sellk to 
achieve in reading and what they wish to report lo parents. 
They are categorized by level (i.e., word perception, 
comprehensionl. Althou!ti not repeated in the table, many 
items, such as "Can use word attack skills" or "Grasps main 
idea of what is read" appear at all levels. 
PRIMARY 
Readineu 
Enjoys listening to stories read aloud 
Is developing ability to discriminate between sounds 
Is developing ability to detect small differences in size and 
shape 
Enjoys looking at books 
Can tell stories from pictures 
Understands left to right progression 
Has falrly large vocabulary 
Asks about meaning of words 
Word Perception 
Identifies sight vocabulary orally 
Is developing word attack skills 
Relates sound to given consonant and vowel forms 
Recognizes all letters of alphabet 
Identifies initial sounds 
Identifies final sounds 
Recognizes blends and digraphs 
Uses phonetic understandings to identify consonant sounds 
in new words 
Uses phonetic principles to identify vowel sounds In new 
words 
Recognizes base words, compound words, simple functional 
suftixes 
Uses context clue to Identify words 
Can recognize 90% of vocabulary on "taught" list 
Can recognize 70% of vocabulary on "attack" list 
Comprehension and Interpretation 
Reads for meaning 
Grasps main idea 
Can relate imponant events In sequence 
Recalls important details 
Can compare story situations and characters 
Can summarize material read 
Can relate what he reads to his own life 
Can distinguish between real•life 1torln, makit-believe 
stories and factual material 
Speed, Oral Reading 
Reads silently at adequate rate 
Reads well orally 
Reads with expression 
Sb.ldy Skills 
Can read and understand directions 
Is able to use reading to geJ Information 
Outside Reading 
Reads stories and books independently 
Tells others about what he has read 
Selects stories to illustrate in art 
Depicts story characters through dramatization 
Types of Reading 
Has read with understanding (check): real-life stories, 
historical stories, poems, fairy tales, fables, imaginative 
tales, informational articles.. 
INTERMEDIATE 
Word Perception 
Is competent in using word attack skills 
Is able to divide words,into syllables 
Recognizes and applies knowledge of prefixes and suffixes 
Examines context for clues to word recognition 
V'ocabul■ry 
Shows Interest in id!osyncracles of language 
Can Identify meanings of homonyms through context 
and/or spelling 
Can identify meanings of heteronyms .lhrough context 
Is extending vocabulary through search for antonyms and 
synonyms 
Shows Interest in derivation of words 
Is noting colloquial words and expressions 
Can explain meaning of abstract words 
Compn1han1lon and Interpretation 
Reeds with understanding 
Uses punctulllon and other typographical devices to 1eek 
meaning 
Perceives inferences and Implied Ideas 
Recognizes and understands symbolism: allegory end other 
figures of speech 
Can recognize and summarize story plots 
Can understand framework of events 
Recognizes characteri:ration 
Can generalize from what he reads 
Evaluates content and makes judgments 
Recognizes author's purpose 
Compares and recognizes literary forms: fiction-nonfiction; 
historical fiction•biography; reaJistic stories-fables/myths; 
factual accounts-essays 
Can distinguish between fact and opinion 
Can recognize sounds of poetry - rhythm, rhyme patterns, 
alliteration, assonance 
Speed, Oral Reading 
Reads with reasonable speed 
Reads orally with fluency, good phrasing. intonation, pitch 
and stress 
Study Skills 
Is able to use dictionary 
Knows alphabetization 
Can use pronunciation key, interpret and apply symbols 
Uses context clues In choosing appropriate dictionary 
meaning and pronunciation 
Applies reading skills to reading in content areas 
Knows hciw to use reference materials 
Knows hoW to use encyclopedia 
Knows how to search for information in indexes, tables of 
contents 
Can skim reading material for specific purpose 
Can read maps and graphs 
Can outline reference reading 
Ouuide Reading 
Reports on outside reading throu!fi oral and written reports 
Enjoys and voluntarily memorizes poetry 
Types of Reading 
Has read with understanding !check): myths, short stories, 
poetry, contemporary children's books, classics, refer• 
ence materials, news reports, articles 
UPPER GRADES 17 AND Bl 
Word Parcept1on, Vocabulary 
Applies word anack skills automatically 
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Voluntarily uses dictionary to find meanings/pronuncia-
tions 
Is extending vocabulary through conscious effort 
Can define at least 70% of words on vocabulary lists 
Comprehension and Interpretation 
Reads perceptively 
Recognizes symbolism in literature and poetry 
Recognizes ir"ony 
Reads critically 
Recognizes lapses in logic: false assumptions, overgenerali-
zation, etc. 
Identifies purpose behind lapses in logic 
Seeks source/justification of statements made as fact 
ls alert to omissions in argJment 
Is aware of word connotations 
Is conscious of emotional appeals 
Is alert to elements of writing style 
Recogniies selling, characterization, plol, Iheme 
Recognizes character interaction iintl conflict 
Speed 
Adjusts reading speed to purpose 
Study Skills 
Can locate and use reference materials 
Can use card catalogue 
Can read with Purpose, taking notes and reorganizing notes 
as outline 
Is observant of footnotes and supplementary material 
ls observant of cross-references 
Outside Reading 
Uses library voluntarily and frequently 
Types of Reading 
Has read and critically examined (check): short stories, 
novels, biography, plays, poetry, hui:norous articles, 
factual articles, advertisements. edi1orials, political state-
ments 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, 
pp. 34, 35) 
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As checklists have become more involved, a few schools have 
turned to special report forms for each grade level. Some have used 
special forms for each subject area at each grade level. And in some 
instances, special forms for each reporting period for each subject 
area at each grade level have been adopted. Some parents are now 
receiving a packet of reports at the end of each reporting period, with 
a card or sheet for each subject and another for attitudes and work 
habits. (This is a popular trend in middle and junior high schools.) 
[Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 27] 
Miles (1977, p. 10) reports that elementary schools usually use 
one report card for the primary grades and a different one for the inter-
mediate grades because such a large number of behavioral objectives are 
taught over the years of elementary school that one card could not 
list them all. Behavioral checklists, Miles explains, usually extend 
over two or I!'Dre years. 
Well-designed checklists serve a useful purpose: they are much 
more informative to parent and student than a single numerical or 
letter grade per subject area. But some schools list skills and con-
cepts in phraseology that many parents may not understand. Ideally, 
checklists should cover the progressive stages of learning through 
which a child_passes in the various curriculum areas and reflect what 
the teacher teaches and evaluates. However, it is doubtful that many 
checklists do this. There remain unanswered questions, as well as 
complaints, about whether, or how, to rate pupils on various items 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, p. 27). 
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Checklists from around the nation that were examined by the Edu-
cation U.S.A. survey as to wording and those reported as having been 
recently revised were contrasted with earlier models. Without doubt, 
faculty corrmittees revising grading systems are careful in choosing 
words which describe a child's attitudes, effort and performance. The 
newer checklists. express traits, characteristics and skills in positive 
terms. This is true of both elementary and secondary levels. Items 
related to academic areas also have a positive ring (Grading and Report-
ing, 1972, p. 28). According to the survey, terms frequently used on 
checklists include: "Completes work on time-"; "Does homework assign-
ments'';" "Listens attentively'.'; Examples of terminology used less 
often include: "Work carelessly done'.'; "Unprepared for class activ-
ities"; "Is disrespectful". 
Inan effort to ease the effect of poor grades on the pupils who 
consistently receive them, many elementary schools use rating scales. 
The format of the reporting instrument determines whether the rating 
is a check in an appropriate column or expressed with a symbol. Among 
the newer instrumentsused, three to four rankings are common. An 
example of the terms and symbols used are as follows: 
V - Very Good 
S - Satisfactory at grade 
level 
C - Capable of doing better 
W - Working up to capacity 
V - Very good progress for this 
child 
S - Satisfactory progress for 
this child 
SP - Slow progress for this child 
L - Little progress for thi~ 
child 
(Grading and Reporting, 1972, pp. 27, 28) 
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Winkle (1947, p. 58) states that the check-form type of report 
is mechanically the most practical and generally the most usuable of 
the various departures from the report card. By this, he does not mean 
that it is the best. The researcher means that it is the simplest way 
to report more information in less time with less effort and at the 
same time keep a record of what is reported. 
Miles (1977, p. 11) explains that school-corrmunity relations 
could be improved if a school changed to a checklist system for a num-
ber of reasons. It might mean a more accurate:reflection on the 
school's program. A behavioral checklist would convey to parents the 
realities of individualized instruction by showing the progression of 
student work. It might demonstrate greater accountability by illus-
trating what skills or knowledge the student can actually demonstrate. 
With checklists, parents cannot directly compare their children to 
other students or to their own school experiences. Parents who under-
stand the school's program are more likely to feel good about the school 
and be willing to cooperate with school staff. 
Bellanca (1977, p. 35) suggests that checklists can be time-
consuming. When uncontrolled, sheer bulk created by multiple objec-
tives can inundate student and teacher with a mass of information. 
Record keeping can gobble up the entire day. In addition, Miles 
(1977, p. 10) discusses how teachers are not able to keep a minute by 
minute check on behavior. And as a result, their judgments may not 
reflect a true picture of the whole period of time under scrutiny. 
Rather, teachers establish a norm for behavior with this year's group 
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of children and their past experiences and judge accordingly. Further-
more, Miles reports that each item on a checklist can only briefly 
describe the skill in question. They also can create some frightful 
disagreements about the true nature of a child if they are misinter-
preted by parents. 
Cl-lAPI'ER 3 
MEIHODS OF PROCEDURE 
A letter was written in March, 1987, to twenty-five schools in 
the state of Kentucky asking for their current procedures of report-
ing pupil progress. A copy of this letter can be found in Appendix 
A, page 112., The name of one of Rowan County I s elementary supervis-
ors was signed to this correspondence in hopes of receiving a better 
response and a faster response from school districts. School selec-
tion was made by recommendations from Rowan County administrators and 
a ranking of schools based on the Kentucky Essential Skills Test 
results. The names and addresses of the selected schools can be 
found in Appendix B, page 113. Schools responding to the request for 
information on reporting procedures can be found in Appendix c, p 115. 
Next, a review of literature was made to establish the impor-
tanceof effective reporting procedures and to establish current meth-
ods of reporting pupil progress. 
Two questionnaires were then devised by the researcher to 
solicit information about reporting procedures used in Rowan County 
from teachers and parents of elementary students in grades one through 
five. The teacher questionnaire can be found in Appendix D1, page 116, 
The parent questionnaire· is located in Appendix D2, page 119. 
Q..iestionnaires were delivered to head teachers arid principals of 
·Rowan County's six elementary schools, which are listed below with 
enrollment figures and number of teachers. 
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School PuEils Teachers 
Morehead Grade 550 17 
Tilden Hogge 271 9 
Clearfield 194 7 
Farmers 165 6 
Elliottville 146 5 
Haldeman 138 5 
These administrators distributed the questionnaires to teachers 
in their building. Teachers mailed two questionnaires each to parents 
in their classroom. Then these instructors answered a questionnaire 
of their own. Questionnaires were distributed in the fourth week of 
May. 
The Director of Pupil ~ersonnel and one of Rowan County's ele-
mentary supervisors were interviewed in June by the researcher to 
establish Rowan County's present method of reporting pupil progress. 
A copy of this interview can be found in Appendix E, page 122. 
Data gained from the questionnaires and various school systems 
across the state were arranged in Table form to provide the researcher 
an efficient way to make comparisons and determine apparent differ-
ences. Comparisons were then made and conclusions drawn. 
CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS AND IN1ERPRETATIONS 
The infonnation obtained from the questionnaire survey of Rowan 
County teachers and parents is presented in the first section of this 
chapter. The second section of this chapter will deal with the report-
ing procedures used by selected school districts in the state of Ken-
tucky. Comparisons will be made between Rowan County's methods of 
reporting student progress and those methods used by other districts 
in the state. The third section of Chapter 4 will compare the Rowan 
County School District's reporting processes to the review of current 
literature. 
Review of the Questionnaire 
Ninety-two percent of the teachers contacted responded to the 
questionnaire. Fifty-eight percent of the parents completed and 
returned the parent questionnaire. Responses can be seen in Table 1. 
Haldeman, the smallest school in the Rowan County system, had the 
largest percentage of parents (80%) respond. Clearfield, the third 
largest elementary school in the county, had the smallest percent.age 
of parents responding (36%). 
Questionnaire Responses 
Question One: The majority of elementary teachers in Rowan 
County felt: _that the district's reporting procedures were good. The 
second.most frequent response chosen by these instructors was "ade-
quate"; Table 2 shows teachers' responses to this question. If an 
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-individual looks at Morehead Grade School, where the largest concen-
tration of Rowan County elementary teachers are located, one can see 
that the faculty in this school is divided as to whether the district's 
reporting procedures are good or need improving. 
The majority of parents ranked Rowan County's method of report-
ing student progress as "adequate". This group picked as their 
second selection "good". 
Question Two: Parents and teachers rated six weeks as their 
top choice for the frequency of sending and receiving reports of pro-
gress. This question response can be found in Table 3. The second 
choice selected by teachers was every nine weeks. Parents chose every 
three weeks as their second choice, It is interesting to note that 
five out of six teachers in Farmers Elementary School thought that 
eight weeks is the appropriate time interval for progress reports. 
No teachers liked twelve-week intervals for progress reports. 
Questions Three and Four: It was apparent foom the question-
naire response that parent/teacher conferences arid report cards were 
the top choices of both parents and teachers regarding methods of 
reporting pupil progress. Tables 4A, 4B and 4C show these findings. 
Parents and teachers ranked "examples of classwork sent home regular-
ly" as their third preference. Use of deficiency slips was ranked 
fourth by both groups. Least favorite of both parents and teachers 
was "reports of progress on district or state level competency require-
ments." 
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Table 1 
RESPONSE OF TFACllEl!S 'ID RElJUESr 
FUR QUFSIIONNAIRE SURVEY 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville !!2BsL Haldeman Total 
Nunber 
Solicited 17 6 7 5 9 5 49 
Number 
Responding 15 6 7 5 7 5 45 
Percent 
Responding 88 100 100 100 78 100 92 
RESPONSE OF PARENTS 'ID I\EllUESf 
FUR QUESI'IDNNAIRE SURVEY 
1-brehead Tilden 
Grade Faaners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Number 
Solicited 34 12 14 10 18 10 98 
Number 
Responding 18 8 5 5 11 8 54 
Percent 
Responding 53 67 36 so 61 80 SB 
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Table 2 
1. What is your ptesent opinion of Rowan County's current method of reporting 
student progress? 
Teacher Rese2nse 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Faaners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 0 0 14 0 0 . 20 6* 
Good 47. 33 14 80 83 20 46 
Adequate 6 50 15 20 17 60 28 
Needs 
Improvement 47 17 57 0 0 0 20 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Parent Res22:nse 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Fanners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 6 0 20 0 0 12 6 
Good 28 42 40 0 54 38 34 
Adequate 44 29 40 80 45 12 42 
Needs 
Improvement 22 29 0 20 0 38 18 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
* Figures shown are percentages. 
Table 3 
2, How often should methods of reporting pupil progress take place during the 
school year? 
Teacher Response 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Faaners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Every 3 weeks 0 0 0 0 14 20 5,, 
Every 6 weeks 47 17 86 60 86 40 56 
Every 9 weeks 53 0 0 20 0 40· 19 
Every 12 weeks 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other«,> 0 83 14 20 0 0 20 
'1h'-Other Responses: 
1. Every 8 weeks would coordinate with attendance records • (Six persons 
. ma4e this response.) 
2. Every 6 weeks for freshmen rather than every 9 weeks. 
Parent Response 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~. Haldeman Total 
Every 3 weeks 0 25 0 20 0 38 14 
Every 6 weeks 67 62 100 60 91 62 74 
Every 9 weeks 17 0 0 0 9 0 4 
Every 12 weeks 5 13 0 0 0 0 3 
Other"'> 11 0 0 20 0 0 5 
~\-.'.Qther Responses: 
1. Three weeks if a child is having problems--6 weeks if not. 
2. Between 6-week periods, up-letters or down-letters should be sent to let 
parents know if a student needs help. 
3. Farly parent-teacher confere~ce, then every 6 weeks written re(X)rt cards. 
*Figures sho~ are percentages. 
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Table 4A 
3. I/hat method or methods of reporting pupil progress would be beneficial to 
the Rowan County School System? 
Teacher Response 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Fanners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Report Cards 15 6 7 4 7 5 44 
Daily or Weekly 
Progress· Reports 1 3 0 1 1 1 7 
Telephone 
2 1~ Conversations 3 5 2 2 4 
Special Letters 7 2 3 3 4 3 22 
Reports of Pro-
gress on District 
or State level 
Competency 
Requirements 1 1 0 0 0 2 4 
Faren t/Teacher 
Conference 13 6 7 5 7 5 43 
Pupil/Teacher 
Conference 8 4 3 2 3 3 23 
Examples of Class-
work Sent Home 
Regularly 13 6 7 3 7 3 39 
Deficiency Slips 12 2 4 1 5 3 27 
Retention 
Notifications 8 4 4 2 4 4 26 
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Table 4B 
Parent Response 
11:,rehead Tilden 
Grade Fanners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Report Cards 16 8 5 5 11 6 
Daily or Weekly 
Pregress Reports 6 3 0 2 1 6 
Telephone 
Conversations 10 1 0 4 3 4 
Special Letters 14 3 2 2 7 5 
Reports of Pro-
gress on District 
or State Level 
Canpetency 
Requirements 8 2 1 2 3 2 
Parent/Teacher 
Conference 17 8 5 4 10 8 
Pupil/Teacher 
Conference 13 3 1 1 3 3 
Examples of 
Classwork Sent 
Home Regularly 16 4 3 2 9 6 
Deficiency Slips 14 5 2 2 8 4 
Retention 
Notifications 14 5 1 1 6 2 
Remarks Made in Reference to Questions 3: 
Telephone conversations should be used to report on student progresSwhen they 
are needed. 
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Table 4C 
4. RANKINGS OF REPORTING ME!llODS 1-l)ST LIKED 
Teachers Parents 
1. Report Cards 1. Parent/Teacher Conference 
2. Parent/Teacher Conference 2. Report Cards 
3. Examples of Classwork Sent 3. Examples of Classwork Sent 
Hane Regularly Horne Regularly 
4. Deficiency Slips 4. Deficiency Slips 
5. Retention Notifications 5. Special letters 
6. Pupil/Teacher Conference 6. Retention Notifications 
7. Special Letters 7. Pupil/Teacher Conference 
8. Telephone Conversations 8. Telephone Conversations 
9. Daily or Weekly Progress 9. Daily or Weekly Progress 
Reports Reports 
& 
10. Reports of Progress on 9. Reports of Progress on 
District or State level District or State level 
Competency Requirements Competency Requirements 
Remarks Ma~e in Reference to Q.Jestion 4: 
1. Deficiency slips should be sent before halfway through the semester. 
2. Pupil/Teacher c,,nferences should be held each grading period. 
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Questions Five and Six: Teachers preferred checklist/rating 
scales as their number one choice for grading systems. Table SA 
points out this fact. Use of letter grades was their second pre-
ference. Parents rated letter grades as their first choice with let-
ters to parents with details of student progress second. Table SB 
illustrates this point. It is obvious that both parents and teachers 
like letter grades as a method of reporting pupil progress. Check-
list/rating scales were considered in the top ·three choices of both 
groups. 
Questions Seven, Eight and Nine: The majority of parents and 
teachers stated that Rowari County report forms provided a good under-
standing of a child's progress in the area of academic achievement. 
This response can be found in Table 6. Both parents and teachers 
seemed to think that the sub-categories under Work Habits on Rowan 
County report forms provided.a general understanding of a child's pro-
gress in this non-academic area. Table 8 illustrates this point. 
The majority of teachers (3S%) responding to the survey rated the 
understanding of a child's progress in the area of social and indiv-
idual achievement as "adequate". Thirty-two percent of the teachers 
marked that their understanding of a child's progress in this non-
academic area as "needs improving". Parents' understanding of a 
child's progress in the social and individual achievement area was as 
follows: 30% - Good; 26% - Adequate; and 2S% - Needs Improving. 
Table 7 shows teachers' and parents' ratings of this non-academic 
area. 
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Table SA 
5. Which grading system should be used in reporting pupil progress? 
Teacher Rese2nse 
1-brehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Letter Grades 54 60 43 75 67 40 561< 
Percentage 
Grades 31 0 29 0 0 60 20 
Number Grades 0 0 14 0 0 0 2 
Pass/Fail 0 0 0 0 16 0 3 
Dual Grades 15 40 14 25 .17 0 19 
6. Which grading system should be used in reporting plpil progress? 
Teacher ResEQnSe 
1-brehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Satisfactory/ 
Unsatisfactory 11 33 0 50 40 0 22 
Cl1ecklist/ 
Rating Scale 89 33 100 50 0 100 62 
Letters to 
Parents 0 33 0 0 60 0 16 
*Figures shown are percentages. 
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Table SB 
5. Which grading system should be used in reporting pupil progress? 
Parent Res~nse 
!1Jrehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Letter Grades 56 86 100 60 82 43 71* 
Percentage 
Grades 0 0 0 40 9 0 8 
Number Grades 0 0 0 0 9 0 2 
Pass/Fail 13 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Dual Grades 31 14 0 0 0 57 17 
6. Which grading system should be used in reporting pupil progress? 
Parent Response 
!1Jrehead Tilden 
Grade Faaners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Satisfactory/ 
Unsatisfactory 11 0 0 0 22 29 10 
Checklist/ 
Rating Scale 11 40 so 25 0 0 21 
Letters to 
Parents 78 60 so 75 78 71 69 
~:Figures shown are percentages. 
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Table 6 
7. Regarding student report forms used by the Rowan County School 
System, do the fonns provide a general understanding of a child's 
progress in academic achievement? 
Teacher Res~nse 
llirehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 14 0 14 0 43 40 18,, 
Good 43 67 28 60 57 20 46 
Adequate 22 33 29 40 0 20 24 
Needs 
Improvement 21 0 29 0 0 20 12 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Parent Res:E9nse 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 11 17 20 0 27 12 14 
Good 33 50 40 40 37 25 38 
Adequate 50 0 40 40 9 50 32 
Needs 
Improvement 0 33 0 20 27 13 16 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*Figures shown represent percentages. 
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Table 7 
8. Regarding student rep:,rt fonns used by the Rm,an C.ounty School System, do the 
forms provide a general understanding of a child's progress in social and 
individual achievement? 
Teacher Response 
~brehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 13 0 0 0 0 0 2,, 
Good 7 33 29 40 57 0 28 
Adequate 40 17 43 0 29 80 35 
Needs 
Improvement 33 50 14 60 14 20 32 
Unsatisfactory 7 0 14 0 0 0 3 
Parent Resp;,nse 
llirehead Tilden 
Grade Fanners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 0 0 40 0 0 12 9 
Good 44 29 40 20 36 12 30 
Adequate 39 14 0 40 27 38 26 
Needs 
Improvement 17 43 20 · 20 27 25 25 
Unsatisfactory 0 14 0 20 10 13 10 
*Figures shown are percentages. .. 
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Table 8 
9. Regarding student report fotmS used by the Rowan County School System, do the 
forms provide a general understanding of a child's progress in work habits1 
Teacher Response 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Faaners Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 13 17 72 20 14 0 23* 
Good 7 17 14 40 57 0 22 
Adequate 40 66 14 20 29 60 38 
Needs Improvement 40 0 0 20 0 40 17 
Unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Parent Response 
Morehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Excellent 6 0 20 20 0 13 10 
Good 22 29 40 20 46 37 32 
Adequate 39 14 20 40 27 37 30 
Needs Improvement 33 43 20 0 27 0 20 
Unsatisfactory 0 14 0 20 0 13 8 
~•:figures shown are percentages. 
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Question Ten: The majority of parents participating in the sur-
vey had children in the third and fourth grades. Second grade child~ 
ren had the fewest number of parents responding. See Table 9 for this 
information. 
Question Eleven: The majority of teachers felt that parent/ 
teacher conferences should take place twice a year. Table 10 illus-
trates this fact. Conferences at the end of each marking period were 
teachers' second preference. Parents wanted conferences at the end 
of each marking period as their first choice. See Table 10B for this 
information. Conferences that occur twice a year were their second 
preference. 
Question Twelve: Concerns of individual teachers included the 
need for: (1) two parent/teacher conferences during the year; (2) 
a review of the process for selection of students for the honor roll; 
(3) an evaluation of pros and cons of honor rolls being published in 
the newspaper; (4) a nine-week grading period; 
day to be used in improving reporting procedures; 
(5) an inservice 
(6) a parent/ 
teacher conference during the eighth or ninth week of school; (7) 
the review of the I (Improving) mark on report forms; and (8) letter 
grades for second-semester first grades. AppendixFl., page 126, con-
veys teachers' comments and concerns. 
Parent concerns centered around a perceived need for: (1) more 
challenge for students who excel; (2) more frequent and detailed not-
ifications about a child's progress, especially when the child is hav-
' 
ing problems; (3) more classwork and tests sent home to parents; 
Table 9 
TEAOIERS PARTICIPATING IN Ql!ESITONNAIRE 
SURVEY AND 1HE GRADFS 1llEY TEAOI 
Grades Teachers 
1. First 11 
2. Second 7 
3, Split Second/Third 1 
4. .Third 9 
5, Split Third/Fourth 1 
6, Fourth 8 
7, Split Fourth/Fifth 2 
8. Fifth 6 
TOTAL 45 
1HE NUMBER OF ELrnENl'ARY OIILDREN 'IHAT 1HE 54 PARENI'S 
PARI'ICIPATING IN QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY IIAVE: 
Number of 
Elementa!';l Grades Chilctren 
1. First 12 
2. Second 10 
3. Third 17 
4. Fourth 18 
5. Fifth __..!L 
TOTAL 70 
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Table 10A 
11. How often should Parent/Teacher C.onferences_occur? 
Teacher Res122nse 
M:irehead Tilden 
Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Once a year 20 0 0 20 0 20 10k 
Twice a year 33 66 43 80 29 20 45 
3 times a year 7 17 29 0 14 20 15 
At the end of 
each marking 
pericxi 20 17 28 0 57 40 27 
Other''"-' 20 0 0 0 0 0 3 
~':-.':"Other" Remarks: 
1. Twice, once during the fall and once during the spring. 
2. At the end of each marking pericxl only to those that it applies. For 
example; A child having problems or failing would benefit from a 
Parent/Teacher Conference (or a O,ild/Teacher Conference). A child who 
is doing.fine does not need a conference because good p~ogress is ade-
quately covered in our report cards·. 
3. As often as necessary and every parent twice a year. 
4. When it is needed, have one. 
i:figures shown are percentages. 
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Table lOB 
11. How often should Parent/Teacher Conferences occur? 
Parent Res22nse 
Morehead Tilden 
·Grade Farmers Clearfield Elliottville ~ Haldeman Total 
Once a year 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Twice a year 22 25 60 40 27 13 
3 times a year 17 12 40 0 9 25 
At the end of 
each marking 
period 39 38 0 60 55 50 
Other-"' 22 25 0 0 9 0 
-1.-k"Other" Remarks: 
1. Twice in the first sanester and others as nee<;led. 
2, Tuice each year would be plenty if the student was performing well. 
3. At least once and as often as needed. 
2* 
31 
17 
41 
9 
4, It depends on how the child prpgresses, (Tuo parents suggested this,) 
5. Once each semester, sooner if there are problems. (Two different par-
ents made this suggestion,) . 
6, Before each marking period; that way if there is a problem, the parent 
can work with the student to help bring his or her grades up. 
7, Tuice with other conferences scheduled if warranted, 
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(4) the earlier availability of results of achievement test scores; 
(5) more parent/teacher conferences--some with the child present; 
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(6) more dialogue about a child's social and emotional adjustment; 
(7) more parent and teacher contacts; and (8) more time given by 
teachers in explaining concepts to children. This information can be 
found in Appendix F2, page 128,. 
Questionnaire Summary 
The.majority of teachers (46%) responding to the questionnaire 
survey rated Rowan County's method of reporting pupil progress as 
"good". Twenty-eight percent of the teachers graded Rowan's reporting 
processes as "adequate". Forty-two percent of the parents evaluated 
Rowan's reporting procedures as "adequate". Thirty-four percent of 
· the parents rated student progress reporting methods as "good". Thus, 
teachers and parents are satisfied, for the most part, with the dis-
trict's reporting procedures. Parents and teachers rated six weeks as 
their top choice for the frequency of sending and receiving reports 
of student progress. Parent/teacher conferences need to take place 
more than once a year, according to the opinions of parents and teachers. 
Letter grades were favored by both parents and teachers as a means 
of reporting pupil progress. Checklists/rating scales were the top 
choices of both groups. 
Parents and teachers agreed collectively that Rowan County report 
forms provide a general understanding of a child's progress in academic 
achievement and the non-academic area of work habits. A "good" under-
standing of a child's progress in social and individual achievement is 
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provided on reportf6rm~; agreed the majority of parents. Thirty-five 
percent of the teachers responding to the questionnaire survey agreed 
that the area of social and individual achievement on report forms 
were "adequate" in reporting student progress. However, thirty-two 
percent of the teachers felt that this non-academic area "needs improv-
ing" on Rowan County's report forms. 
Individual teachers expressed concerns for the honor roll, the 
evaluation of reporting systems, the I mark on report forms and not 
using letter grades in the second semester of first grade. Parents 
seemed to want more contact from teachers concerning the progress of 
their children. Individual members of this group stated that more 
challenge was. needed for children who excel. Parents also suggested 
that teachers need to explain concepts to children more thoroughly 
than they do at the present time. 
Review of Selected School Districts' 
Reporting Methods 
This section of Cliapter 4 will be divided into two segments. 
Report cards received from school districts across the state will be 
reviewed and then compared to Rowan County's report card. Next, other 
methods of reporting student progress from selected school districts 
will be examined and then be compared to Rowan County's reporting pro-
cedures. last, Rowan County's reporting processes will be compared to 
the review of cu=ent literature. 
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Review of Report Cards 
All districts report that a fonnal report card is sent to parents 
on a regular basis. These report fonns can be found in Appendices G1 -
X3, pages130 - 191. The majority of schools (47%) responding send 
report cards to parents every nine weeks. This infonnation can be 
found in Table 11. Forty-one percent issue their report fonns every 
six weeks. Most of the districts responding ask their parents to sign 
and return the report cards. Placement or promotion recommendations 
were found on 71% of the report fonns. 
The content of report cards is.remarkably consistent across dis-
tricts. One area of the report cards was devoted to academic achieve-
ment. All districts reported the subjects of reading, language, 
spelling, handwriting, math, social studies, science and health. Most 
districts (but not all) included art, music and physical education. 
The majority df reporting fonns used no sub-categories under each aca-
demic subject heading. However, cards that did use sub-categories 
contained such sub-areas as those shown in Appendices Y1 - Y9and Y12, 
pages 193 - 201 and 205. 
The second most frequent areas used in the reporting process were 
the non-academic sections of social and individual achievement and 
work habits. These headings frequently contained sub-categories as 
found in Appendix Yl0, page ·202, and Appendix Y11, page 203. 
The third area most frequently used contained a report on the 
number of days that the pupil had been present, absent or tardy. Most 
cards also contained spaces for teacher and parent comments. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
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Table 11 
REPORT ANALYSIS FROM SELECTED SCT-IOOL 
DISTRICTS IN KENIUCKY 
Item 
Frequency of Report Cards 
1. Every six weeks 
2. Every nine weeks 
3. Every twelve weeks 
Conference Arrangements 
1. Teacher requests 
2. Parent requests 
Personal Comments 
1. From teacher 
2. From parent 
Grading System Used 
1. Letter grades 
2. Percentage grade 
3. Number grades 
4. Pass/Fail 
5. Dual grades 
6. Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory 
7. Checklist/Rating Scales 
8. Effort grades 
9. Other 
Report Cards Across Grades 
1. One card 
2. Other 
% of Schools Using 
Item in One or 
More Grade Levels 
41% 
47% 
5% 
47% 
41% 
76% 
59% 
82% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
47% 
65% 
12% 
0 
59% 
41% 
F. Methods of Reporting 
1. Special letters 
Table 11 (Cont.) 
0% 
2. Telephone conversations 0 
3. Parent/teacher conferences 0 
4. Pupil/teacher conferences 0 
5. Examples of classwork sent home regularly 0 
6. Progress reports 
a. Daily or weekly 12% 
b. Mid-term 12% 
7. Retention notifications 5% 
8. Deficiency slips 
9. Reports of progress on district or state level 
competency requirements 0 
10. Report cards 100% 
G. Parents Signature 
H. Attendance 
I. Academic Areas 
1. Reading 
2. language 
3. Spelling 
4. Handwriting 
5. Math 
6. Social Studies 
7. Science 
8. Health 
9. Art 
10. Music 
11. Physical Education 
J. Non-Academic Areas 
1. Work habits 
2. Social growth 
82% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
71% 
88% 
88% 
65% 
59% 
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Table 11 (Cont.) 
K. Number of Corrments Under Academic Achievement 
1. None 
2. Four or less 
3. More than four 
4. Variety of numbers 
58% 
12% 
18% 
12% 
L. Placement Recorrnnendation for the End of the Year 71% 
M. Attitudes for School Success 12% 
N. Report Evaluations 
1. Members 
a. Parents 
b. Teachers 
2. Frequency of review 
O. Resources Used (Books) 
P. Components of Grades 
1. Academic requirements (65 - 75%) 
2. Tests (25 - 35%) 
Q. Level Indicated that Child is Working on in 
More 1han One Subject 
5% 
5% 
Every 5 years 
5% 
5% 
71% 
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Fifty-nine percent of the responding districts used one report 
card for all elementary grades. 'Iwenty-three percent had first-grade 
cards. One district sent a report form that was for the first and 
second six weeks of first grade. Other grade level divisions of report 
forms received were as follows: (1) a 1 - 2 grade card; (2) a 1 -
6 grade card; (3) a 1 - 8 report form; (4) a 2 - 3 report card; 
(5) a 2 - 6 grade card; (6) a 3 - 5 grade card; (7) a 3 - 6 report 
form; and (8) a 4 - 6 report card. 'Iwo reporting school districts 
sent report forms for students who were doing advanced work for their 
age level. One district sent a special report card for students with 
special learning problems. 
Letter grades were used most consistently by districts involved 
in this survey. The grading systems Checklist/Rating Scales and Sat-
isfactory/Unsatisfactory were also used. In 12% of the districts 
responding, marks for academic achievement were accompanied by an 
effort score. Instructional levels in more than one subject area were 
reported by 71% of the districts responding. 
Comparison of Rowan County's Report Card to Those 
Report Forms Used in Selected 
School Districts in Kentucky 
Rowan County has items found on its report card that are similar 
to the topics found on the majority of report forms that were collected 
during the survey. These items include: (1) parent signatures; 
parent arid teacher conments; 
placement reconmendations; 
(3) attendance; (4) promotion or 
(5) the grading s~stems A, B, c, D, F, 
(2) 
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Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory and Checklist/Rating Scales; (6) the 
academic subjects of reading, language, spelling, handwriting, math, 
social studies, science, health, art, music and physical education; 
and (7) the non-academic area of work habits, 
Unlike the majority of districts responding to the survey, Rowan 
County has three grade cards that span grades one through five. These 
cards are divided in the following grade levels; (1) grade one; 
(2) grades two - three; and (3) grades four through five. Another 
difference found in Rowan County report forms is the absence of the 
non-academic area of social and individual achievement in grades two 
through five. Rowan County's reporting form is not like others in 
that it does not provide the instructional level on which a student.is 
working except in the area of reading. Rowan County's report card is 
also different from the majority of report cards received in that it 
provides a variety of sub-categories under each academic heading. 
Review of Other Methods of Reporting 
Student Progress in Selected 
Kentucky School Districts 
A retention notification and mid-term progress report were the 
only reporting methods sent to the researcher other than the report 
card. One district sent a copy of their evaluation procedures for 
progress reports. 
Comparison of Rowan County's Methods of Reporting 
Pupil Progress With the Exception of the 
Report Card to Other Reporting Procedures 
Used in the State 
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A retention notification was sent by one district in the survey, 
Retention slips are not used by Rowan County, but the district recom-
mends that. teachers have a conference with a parent if a student is 
going to be retained before the end of the year, Mid-term progress 
reports were sent by some districts, Rowan County does not have 
forms of this nature in the elementary schools. However, letters or 
notes are sometimes sent to parents about progress when needed. 
Comparison of Rowan County's Methods 
of Reporting Pupil Progress to 
the Review of Current Literature 
This segment of the fourth chapter has two divisions. In the 
first division, Rowan's methods of reporting student progress will be 
compared to those in the review of current literature. Methods dis-
cussed will include: (1) parent/teacher conferences, (2) special 
letters; (3) telephone conversations·, (4) pupil/teacher confer-
ences, (5) report cards, and (6) tests. The second division will 
compare the Rowan County School District's grading systems to those 
found in the review of literature. 
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Methods of Reporting Pupil Progress 
Parent/Teacher Conferences. A review of current literature 
found that conference time is allotted by utilizing teachers' plan-
ning periods, inservice days, Saturdays, after-school and night ses-
sions, etc. Rowan County finds time for its parent/teacher confer·· 
ences by using an inservice day for such activities. Perkins and 
Buchanan reported that conferences usually take place once or 
twice a year. This is true of Rowan County's situation. They have 
two conferences a year for kindergarten and one conference a year for 
the elementary grades. 
In the review of literature, it was mentioned that the schedul-
ing of parent/teacher conferences was usually done by the school sec-
retary or the classroom teacher. It was also reported by Millar that 
the first conference should be scheduled in early fall before ilirist-
mas break. Time scheduled for a conference is usually thirty minutes. 
Rowan County schedules its first conference during the first or 
second week.in October. Scheduling of conferences has been handled 
by both Rowan County teachers and school secretaries. Length of con-
ferences in Rowan County usually runs between fifteen and twenty 
minutes. However, there is no set policy for conference time. 
Thus, if a teacher needed a longer conference time with a parent, 
this instructor could schedule a longer conference. 
C.anady and ·seyfarth suggested that in order to have a success-
ful conference, plans must be made ahead of time. In 1984, Rowan 
County sent a memorandum to elementary teachers with suggestions for 
successful conferences. A copy of this memorandum can be found in 
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Appendix·Z, page 206. However, classroom teachers have not received 
anything since 1984 from the district to help them plan for parent/ 
teacher conferences. 
Special letters, Telephone Conversations and Pupil/Teacher 
Conferences. There are no policies in Rowan County for reporting 
progress by special letters, telephone conversations or pupil/teacher 
conferences. However, elementary teachers use these reporting pro-
cedures on an individual basis when needed. 
Report Cards. Walling reports that effective report cards have 
a basis for evaluation, a record of a student's performance, a report 
that is clearly and directly stated, and options for teacher and 
class differences. The skills that students are expected to develop 
(reading, math, etc.) are clearly stated on Rowan County's report 
fonn. Grades are recorded on this instrument to reflect a student's 
proficiency in certain subjects and areas of development. Rowan 
County's report fonn is not filled with educational jargon. Rowan 
County's report card is divided for different grade levels. However, 
it does not provide an option for class differences except in the 
area of reading. 
Tests. In the review of literature, it was explained that 
schools that are corrnnitted to involving parents in the educational 
process usually share achievement test results with parents as a 
matter of policy. Brooks and Van Cleaf discuss how parents are 
interested in test results. However, they are only interested if 
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they understand them. Rowan County interprets test scores to parents 
during the parent/teacher conference period. They do not send achieve-
ment test scores home to parents. The district feels teachers need 
to help .parents interpret the scores. 
Grading Systems 
Rowan County uses the grading sys.terns of letter grades, satis-
factory/unsatisfactory, and checklist/rating scales found in the 
review of literature. 
CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this chapter, there will be three segments of information. 
In the first section, a surrnnary of the main findings in the study will 
be reviewed. In the second segment, conclusions will be drawn from 
the findings of the study. The third area to be discussed will be 
recommendations· 
Surrnnary 
Parents and teachers expressed a desire .for more parent/teacher 
conferences in this study. Teachers wanted conferences twice a year, 
while parents wanted conferences after each grading period. One par-
ent suggested that children should be present during parent/teacher 
conferences. In the review of literature, some educators made this 
same suggestion. These professionals explained that children should 
be ~ctive participants in conferences since their interests are defin-
itely involved. 
In the questionnaire survey, parents voiced concern over the 
lack of contact between parent and teacher concerning a child's pro-
gress. Parents in their comments seemed to indicate that communica-
tion between home and school should be initiated by the teacher. 
Walling reported that effective report cards should provide 
for class differences. Even though Rowan County's report cards are 
divided for different grade levels, they do not provide an option 
for class differences except in the area of reading. 
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One point noted from the interview with Rowan County adminis-
trators was that no parents have been included in the corrnnittee fanned 
to review progress reports. In the past, these corrnnittees have been 
made up entirely of school personnel. 
Teachers, in the questionnaire survey, showed some concern for 
the understanding of a child's progress in the non-academic area of 
social and individual achievement on report fonns. Rowan County 
does not use this non-academic area on its report cards after first 
grade. 
Conclusions 
1. Rowan County parents and teachers want more than one parent/ 
teacher conference a year. 
2, Rowan'C.ounty parents want more contact with teachers concern-
ing their child's progress. 
3. Instructional levels are not provided on Rowan County report 
fonns to allow for class differences except in the area of 
reading, 
4. Rowan County parents do not have a part in reviewing student 
reporting procedures used in the district. 
5. Toe non-academic area of social and individual achievement 
is not on Rowan County report fonns after the first grade 
as it is in the majority of districts participating in the 
project, 
Recorrmendations 
Although it was found in the review of literature that one 
parent/teacher conference a year is corrmon among school systems, 
Rowan County parents and teachers expressed a desire for more 
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than one conference, Perhaps it would benefit this school district 
to look into ways of scheduling more conferences during the year. 
Schools have found extra time for parent/teacher conferences by 
scheduling.films or assembly programs for students while some teach-
ers are conducting conferences. This idea could be utilized by Rowan 
County in order to have more conferences, This district's parent/ 
teacher conferences may also be improved by allowing students to 
participate in these sessions between parent arid teacher. 
Parents want more contact with their child's teacher. Perhaps 
written messages might be one method to keep communication between 
parent and teacher "open". Written letters could take the form of 
"Congrats-a-grams", deficiency slips, and so on. Prepared comment 
cards of this nature could make writing letters or notes to parents 
less time-consuming for teachers. 
Rowan County report forms do not provide the instructional 
level that the student is working on except in the subject area of 
reading. Perhaps this district's report card could be improved by 
providing a space to write a code for a child who is working below 
or above grade ·level. This code area could be used in subjects 
such as math, language, etc,, as was found in report forms from 
selected school districts in the state. 
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In the past, parents have not been included in the coomittees 
formed to review Rowan C.ounty ' s progr ess reports. Perhaps parental 
input into evaluation of reporting procedures would prove beneficial 
t o the district. Parents could tell adminis trators and teachers what 
they like to see in student progress reports . Teachers and admini s-
trators would not have to guess what parents want on reporting forms. 
The area of social and individual achievement is not on Rowan 
County report forms after the first gr ade . Brooks and Van Cleaf 
(1982, p . 92) report that personal and social devel opment are impor-
tant aspects of education. Students who have a good self-concept are 
self-discipl ined, sel f -motivated , and are more willing to try new 
learning activities, whil e students with weak self-images are l ess 
likely to take charge in new situations . The researchers explain 
tha t inability to l earn social skills will l ead to feelings of 
inferiority and hinder personal identity. If s tudents l earn soci a l 
skill s , they will identify their place i n society and learn methods 
by which they can contr ibute to societ y . Perhaps there should be 
a review of whether this non-academic area should be pl aced on 
Rowan C.ounty ' s progress reports . It may or may not benefit the 
student . 
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APPENDIX A 
ROWAN COUNTY 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
121 a•sr !I.ECO .. O !,TAEIIT 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1691 
JOl1N ... a"oc:11 
a-,nN,,-'0,.:>1'•' 
11.CNNETH f. a_..,-o 
,-SS•aU'-1 .... ~l~INll,.01,.I 
March 10, 1987 
The Rowan County school system is examining grading procedures 
and methods of reporting pupil progress to parents. As part of 
thjs p1.·ocess Rowan County is trying to put togHhc.>r a file on 
prC:"scntly used reporting systems, Your district has been 
rccomr.1ended to us as ha,•ing a cood system, so He aie seeking your 
cooperation and input. If it is plissible, would you please send 
us a copy of your report card (s) for kindergarten through fifth 
grades, plus any additional information that you might have 
relaLed directly to the reporting process. 
Rot..•an County will not copy any system. Tha committee will be 
meeting this summer. and if ·you so desire will be happy to send 
you a copy of what is developed. 
Thank you for your cooperation in thii; matter. 
Sincerely, 
Kay Freeland 
supervis9r 
121 East 2nd Street 
Rowan County Schools 
Morehead, KY li0351 
APPENDIX B1 
S<llOOL DISIRICTS SELECTED 
TO SURVEY FOR INFORl1'\TION ON 
REPORTING PIJPIL PRa;RF.SS 
Section 
School of State 
1. Scott County Central 
2. Oldham County Central 
3. Elizabethtown Central 
(Hardin Co.) 
4. Bourbon 
County 
. Central 
5. Fort Thomas Northern 
(Campbell Co.) 
6. Russell Eastern 
(Greenup Co.) 
7. Daviess County Western 
8. Boyd County 
9. Ashland 
Independent 
10. Jefferson 
County 
F.astern 
F.astern 
Central 
11. Warren County Western 
Supervisor or Superintendent 
Respanded and Address 
Yes Karla K. Smith 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Box 561, Georgetown, KY 40324 
Shirley Sills 
P.O. Box 201, Buckner, KY 40010 
Joy C. Miller 
110 South Main, Elizabethtown, KY 
42701 
John D. Elkins 
3343 Lexington Road, Paris, KY 
40361 
Bill R. Corbin 
101 Orchard, Alexandria, KY 41001 
lliward Stephens 
3449 Old Dam Court, Greenup, KY 
41144 
Joe Overly 
Box 1510, Owensboro, KY 42301 
Dr. James R. Harper 
Box 522, Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
Glenn Riedel 
1420 Central Avenue, Ashland, KY 
41101 
Juanita Landers 
4409 Preston Highway, Louisville, 
KY 40213 
Marilann Mel ton 
806 Kenton, Bowling Green, KY 
42101 
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Section 
of State 
12. Bowling Green Western 
Independent 
13. Fleming F.astern 
County 
14. Clark County Central 
15. McCracken 
County 
16. Paducah 
Independent 
17. Franklin 
County 
18. Frankfort 
Independent 
19. Covington 
Independent 
20. Montgomery 
County 
21. Henderson 
County 
22. Crittenden 
County 
23. Cltristian 
County 
24. Fayette 
County 
25. Anchorage 
Public 
Western 
Western 
Central 
Central 
Northern 
Eastern 
Western 
Western 
Western 
Central 
Central 
Responded 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Supervisor or Superintendent 
and Address 
Ernest H. Garner 
114 
224.East 12th Street, Bowling Green, 
KY 42101 
David Barnett 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
Marge Brackett 
1600 West Lexington, Winchester, 
KY 40391 
Jo Nell Mittendorf 
Route 10, Bleich Road, Paducah, 
KY 42001 
Wilda t-brton 
P.O. Box 2550, Paducah, KY 42002 
Cllarles Muntz 
916 F.ast Main Street, Frankfort, 
KY 40601 
Cllarlotte Wall 
315 Steele Street, Frankfort, 
KY 40601 
Russell Below 
25 F.ast 7th Street, Covington, 
KY 41011 
Harold Wilson 
P.O. Box 7277, Mt. Sterling, KY 
40353 
James Guess 
1805 2nd Street, Henderson, KY 
42420 
Shirley Hannah 
Box 362, Marion, KY 42064 
Nyla Higgins 
Box 609, Hopkinsville, KY 42240 
Carolyn Clark 
701 Fast Main Street, Lexington, 
KY 40502 
Dr. Robert Wynkoop 
11400 Ridge Road, Anchorage, KY 
40223 
Northern 
Kentucky 
Number 
Solicited 2 
Number 
Responding 2 
Percent 
Responding 100% 
APPENDIX C 
RFSPONSE OF SOIOOLS 10 RE!JUF.sT 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
REPORTING PUPIL PROGRFSS 
Southern Eastern Western 
Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky 
0 5 8 
0 3 5 
O"-' 80% 63% 
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r.entral 
Kentucky Total 
10 25 
7 17 
70% 68% 
APPENDIX D1 
REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS 
Teacher Questionnaire 
Instruction: For each question, mark the appropriate answer(s) 
to represent your response. 
1, \.Jhnt ls your present opinion of Rowan County 1 s current method 
of reporting student progress? 
·2. 
A. Excellent D. Needs lmprovemE!nt 
B. Good E. Unsatisfactory 
C. Adequate 
llow often should methods of reporting pupil progress take 
plCl.ce:. during the school year? 
A. EVery three weeks D. 
D. Every six weeks lL 
C. Every nine weeks 
Every twelve weeks 
Other 
What method or methods of reporting pupil progress would be 
beneficial to the Rowan County School System? · 
(You mny mark one answer, some of the answers, all of the 
answers or none of the answe'rs in each of the following two 
sections.) --
~-. Methods of Reporting: 
A. Report Cartls 
H. Daily or weekly Progress Reports 
C. Telephone -conversations 
D. Special letters 
E. Reports of progress on district or state level com-
petency requirements 
4.. Methods of Reporting: 
A. Parent/teacher conferences 
11. Pupil/teacher conferences 
C. Examples of classwork sent home regularly 
1>. 111>eficiency Slips~• - notification of failure halfway 
through the semester 
E. "Retention Notlflcntlons" - forms that report thut a 
teacher ls considering having a student repeat a 
grade level · 
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Reporting Pupil Progress 
Teacher Quest'ionn8.ire 
Page Two 
Which grading system should be used in repOrtlng pupil pro-
gress'? ( Mark ~ answ~r for JS and 2!!!.. :answer·- for #6.) 
5. Grading Systems: 
A. Letter grades - 11 A11 through 11 F11 or 11 E11 
B. Percentage grades 
C. Number grades - 11 111 through 11 511 
D. Pass/Fail 
E. Dual grades - academic plus effort grades, such as 
"C/A" or "B/S11 
6. Grading Systems: 
A. Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory 
B. Checklist/Rating scale - 11Good, 11 Fair11 or 11 Poor11 
C. Letters to parents with details of student progress 
Regarding student report forms used by the Rowan County School 
System, do the forms provide a general ~nderstanding of a 
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child's progress in: (Mark only one answer in each section.) 
.7. 
8. 
Academic achievement 
A. Excellent 
B. Good 
C. Adequate 
Social and individual 
properties of others, 
A. Excellent 
B. Good 
C. Adequate 
- reading, math, etc. 
D. Needs Improvement 
E. Unsatisfactory 
achievement - respects rights 
etc. 
D. 
E. 
Needs Improvement 
Unsatisfactory 
and 
9. Work habits - completes work on time, listens to direc-
tions, etc. 
A. Excellent D. Needs Improvement 
B. Good E. Unsatisfactory 
c. Adequate 
10. I have a child or children in the following elementary 
grades ( s): 
A. First grade D. Fourth grade 
B. Second grade E. Fifth grade 
C. Thi rd grade 
Reporting Pupil Progress 
Teacher Quest onnaire 
Page Three 
11. How often should parent/teacher conferences occur? 
A. Once each year 
B. Twice each year 
C. Three times each year 
D. At the end of each marking period 
E. Other 
12. Any additional comments or concerns you would like to 
share in reference to Rowan County's method of report-
ing pupil progress should be listed below. 
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APPENDIX D2 
REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS 
Parent Que~tionnaire 
Instruction: For each question, mark the appropriate answer(s) 
to represent your response. 
1. What ls your present 
of reporting student 
opinion of 
progress? 
Rowan County's current method 
2. 
A. Excel 1 ent Il. 
E. 
Needs Improvement 
Unsatisfactory 11. Good 
C. Adequate 
llow often should methods of reporting pupil progress take 
place during the school year? 
A. Every three weeks D. Every twelve weeks 
ll. Every six weeks E. Other 
G. Every nine week~ 
Whnt method or methods of reporting pupil progress would be 
beneficial to the Rowan County School System'? 
(You mny mark one answer, some of the answers, all of the· 
answers or none of the answers in each of the following two 
sections.) --
3. Methods of Reporting: 
A. Report Cards 
U. Daily or weekly Progress Reports 
C. Telephone conversations 
D, Special letters 
E, Reports of progress on district or state level com-
petency requirements 
4. Methods of Reporting: 
A. Parent/teacher conferences 
H. Pupil/teacher conferences 
C, Examples of classwork sent home regularly 
D. "Deficiency Slips" - notification of failure halfway 
through the semester 
E. "Retention Notifications" - forms that report that a 
teacher is considering having a student repeat a 
grade level · 
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Reporting PuVil Progress 
Parent Questionnaire 
Page •Two 
Which grading system should be used in r.eportin~ pupil pro-
gress? (Mark one answer. ~n #5 and one answer in #6.) 
5. Grading Systems: 
A. Letter grades - "A 11 through 11 F11 or 11 E" 
8. Percentage grades 
C. Number grades - "1" through 115 11 
D. Pass/Fail 
E. Dual grades - academic plus effort grades, such as 
11 C/A" or 118/S" 
6. Grading Systems: 
A. Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory 
B. Checklist/Rating scale - "Good", "Fair" or "Poor" 
C. Letters to parents with details of student progress 
Regarding student report forms used by the Rowan County School 
System, do the forms provide a general understanding of a 
child's progress in: (Mark only one answer in each section.) 
7. Academic achievement - reading, math, etc. 
8. 
A. Excellent D. Needs Improvement 
B. Good E. Unsatisfactory 
c. Adequate 
Social and individual 
properties of others, 
A. Excellent 
B. Good 
C. Adequate 
achievement - respects rights 
etc. 
D. 
E. 
Needs Improvement 
Unsatisfactory 
and 
9. Work habits -
tions, etc. 
completes work on time, listens to direc-
A. Excellent D. Needs· Improvement 
B. Good E. Unsatisfactory 
C. Adequate 
10. I have a child or children in the following elementary 
grade(s): 
A. First grade 
B •. Second grade 
C. Third grade 
D. Fourth grade 
Fifth grade 
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Reporting Pueil Progress 
Parent Questionnaire 
Page Three 
11. How often should parent/teacher conferenc~s oCcur? 
A. Once each year 
8. Twice each year 
C. Three times each year 
D. At the end of each marking period 
E. Other 
12. Any additional comments or concerns you would like to 
shar.e in reference to Rowan County's method of report-
ing pupil progress·should be listed below. 
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APPENDIX E 
Interview With Rowan C.Ounty' s 
Director of Pupil Personnel, Billie Jean Clayton 
and Elementary Supervisor, Wanda Barker 
Questions and Answers 
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1. What is Rowan County's current method of reporting pupil progress 
in grades one through five7 
Rowan C.Ounty's methods of reporting student progress are as 
follows: 
--report cards 
--parent/teacher conferences - There is one conference each 
year for grades one through five and two each year for kind-
ergarten students. 
--reports of progress on district or state level competency 
requirements - Kentucky Essential Skills Test results are 
available to parents on request. These test scores are also 
interpreted to parents during the parent/teacher conference 
by teachers. At one time, Rowan C.Ounty talked about sending 
KEST results home to parents, but felt parents could not 
interpret them by themselves. Thus, KEST results are hand-
led in the manner mentioned above. 
--examples of classwork sent home regularly - In previous years 
there has not been any policy concerning this matter. How-
ever, during the 1987-1988 school year, folders will be pro-
vided for teachers to send home student work "weekly". 
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--annual perfonnance report - Rowan C.ounty usually lists the 
various schools' KEST results in the local newspaper. The 
Director of Pupil Personnel said that publishing methods could 
be improved by interpreting KEST scores for parents in the 
newspaper. 
--retention notifications - Retention slips are not used by 
Rowan C.ounty, but the district recommends that teachers have 
a conference with a parent if a student is going to be retained 
before the end of the year. 
--telephone conversations and pupil/teacher conferences -
These are not policies but are used by teachers on an indiv-
idual basis when needed. 
2. Is there a difference between Rowan C.ounty's current way of report-
ing pupil progress and the way that parents and teachers want to see 
student progress reported? 
There have not been many complaints about Rowan's reporting 
procedures during the eleven years that the Director of Pupil Per-
sonnel has been in the system. Whenever there are any concerns 
voiced, they are listened to by the administration and sometimes by 
teachers. If mistakes are found, the problem is corrected. How-
ever, the DPP reports that reporting methods (such as report cards) 
cannot change too often because of the expense involved. Rowan 
C.ounty is a poor school system and has report cards in kindergarten, 
first, second - third, fourth - fifth grades, middle school and 
high school. 
3. How often are Rowan County's methods of reporting pupil progress 
reviewed, and by whom? 
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On an informal basis, they are reviewed every year by the DPP 
and the head teachers and principals. With teacher committees, it 
is different. In the last eleven years, grades one through five 
have been reviewed about three times by teacher committees. In 
kindergarten, reporting procedures have been reviewed about four 
times in the last eleven years. In Rowan County, teachers and admin-
istrators form committees to review reporting procedures. Parents 
are not included. Teachers and administrators compose report cards 
that are geared toward what parents want to see,and not necessarily 
what the committee would like. The DPP reports that the county uses 
"A" through "F" grading system because "S'" s and "U'" s are too vague. 
4. How often are methods of reporting pupil progress issued during the 
year? 
Report cards are issued every six weeks in the elementary 
schools. The district believes that nine weeks is too long a per-
iod to go without knowing a student's progress. Eight weeks has 
been suggested for report cards, but there does not seem to be a 
majority who suggested it. 
5. Has the district developed promotional materials that explain to 
the general public and employers how students are evaluated and 
what the marks mean? 
There is the parent handbook that explains some of the promo-
tion policy. 
6. Are inservice activities on reporting pupil progress held in the 
district? 
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Inservice is held for interpreting KEST scores, but this is 
not held every year. 
7. Are meetings for parents held by the district or the school to 
explain and discuss the policy used for.reporting pupil progress? 
No. 
8. Are there any concerns or comments that the administration would 
like to express concerning pupil progress? 
We are always searching for a better way. On the high school 
and middle school levels, the district is thinking about using the 
"Gold Card" system. This system would involve discounts in More-
head area stores for students making good grades. 
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APPENDIX Fl 
LIST OF TFAOlERS' aJNCERNS OR a:iMENrs ON 
REPORTING PUPIL PROGRF.SS IN ROWAN 0JUNIY 
1. First Grade: 
--It is hard for me to distinguish just exactly what an "I" ("Improving") 
is. When do you give an 11111? Is it better than an 11S11 ("Satisfactory") or 
is it failing? A chiid could start out needing improvement in something, 
then improve, tut still be behind in his or her work. When you put an "I" 
on a re(X)rt card, .the parents think this mark is close to an 11511 (like a 
"B"). But really, the child could be way far behind. To me, it is easier 
to give "A11 , "B'1, 11C11 , etc. by figuring out a percentage grade for each 
individual child, 
--I believe letter grades should begin in second grade as they do now, 
2, Third Grade: 
--I would like our element_ary t,rogress reports to go out every nine weeks 
like many of our schools such as Lexington and also our nearby county 
schools. I realize if students are having serious problems that a letter 
could be sent to parents before the nine-week period ends. Averaging grades 
and filling out report cards and writing conrnents takes a large amount of a 
teacher's valuable time. I believe our Rowan C.ounty High School teachers 
send grades out every nine weeks, too. 
I also think that any upgrading of report cards should be done at an in-
service where all teachers of ~he same grade level throughout the county 
could rreet and discuss the rel)Ort cards. This is the way we've changed . 
report cards in the past and it was very effective and all the teachers had 
input into their own grade level report card. I liked helping design the K 
and first grade report cards when I taught this level, 
I would like to have our Parent/Teacher C.onferences around the eighth 
or ninth week of school. This was especially beneficial for. the first 
graders, as reading groups would be established by then. This way teachers 
can discuss reading books and reading levels and reading performance better. 
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I like the idea of also giving "s"' s and ''l.1111 s for a ·writing readiness period 
or review period for the first six weeks in all the elementary schools. 
Again, if there is a serious problem, the teacher could write a note in the 
conment section or send a letter. 
3. Fourth Grade: 
--1 disapprove of publishing honor rolls for elementary children. 
It we do have honor rolls published, I think all children with a 11811 average 
should be included. 
I also think that the conduct grade should be included in deteanining the 
honor roll list. 
4. Fifth Grade: 
--I think we need two farent/Teacher Conferences (one in the fall and the 
other in the spring). 
5. Second Grade (Cont'd): 
--I feel that second semester first grade students·sbould receive letter 
grades, not S's or U's because when they come into seco~ grade C or D 
letter grades are hard for parents to understand when they have made all 
Sor S- in first grade. S to S- could mean A to C- in letter grades. 
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APPENDIX F2 
LIST OF PAREN!'S' CDNCERNS OR <XlM'1E'Nl'S ON 
REPORTING PUPIL PROGRFSS IN Ra/AN CDlJNIY 
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1. First Grade: 
--The best way for a parent to know how a child is· progressing is to talk 
persona~ly with the teacher. The one conference scheduled each year is not 
enough, as a child's progress can change suddenly. 
2. Second Grade: 
--1 think our teachers at Tilden Hogge do a fine job of teaching our child-
ren. 
3. Third Grade: 
--1 have heard many parents say they did not know how bad their child was 
doing until report cards came out. I think if most parents were notified 
sane way and told what to help the child with, roost parents would do so. 
That's better than getting a bad grade on their permanent record. 
--I believe grade.reporting and evaluation of student progress should be more 
frequent on the elementary level than on· the secondary level. 
Parent/Teacher C'.anferences should be scheduled more often in the ele-
mentary level also. 
It would be nice to know (in reference to academic weakness) what the 
child's weaknesses are and not just the fact that there are some. 
--I am quite pleased with the overall reporting methods. However, I've sJX)ken 
to par,,nts who have children with problems in school that are not pleased. 
The last six weeks of school is not the time to start being concerned whether 
or not a student is doing well enough to be promoted; it should be considered 
and discussed early on. Thank you for listening to my cooments. 
--Parent/Teacher C.Onferences should occur when needed. 
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4. Fourth Grade: 
--Written conments should be made at each marking period. Students who excel 
should be challenged [IX)re--some grade above on "A" for extra effort and/or 
expertise such as working alxwe grade level. 
--We feel that notification of a drop in a letter grade is as important as a 
"deficiency•' slip. 
--I would like.more cooments {regarding students• progress or lack of) either 
verbally or written. If the teacher has the skill for assessment in the 
areas of social and emotional adjustment, I would be interested in those 
ca'nments. 
S. Split Fourth/Fifth: 
--I strongly believe that more rarent/Teacher Conferences should take place, 
some: with tqe pupil present. 
6. Fifth Grade: 
--I feel the sys ten has cane a long way. However, I feel the par en ts need 
llllre contact with teachers. I feel this will help children move more 
smoothly and build confidence in their school system. If I can be of any 
help, please call Jennifer Madden, 784-5213. 
--M:>re,classroom work and tests should be sent home to parents. 
Teachers should contact the parents when a child is having problems in 
an area of school work--Ma.th, Reading, etc. If we don't !!!2!'.!. what they need 
help in, we sure can't help them at home! 
Teachers shoqld take more time to explain things to the children. 
--I think there could be room for improvement regarding the achievement test 
results. If the parents were aware of their child's need for help in certain 
subjects before the child enters the next grade, we could either help them 
or get a tutor. We don't get the results until the first DK>nth of school. 
TEACHER'S COMMENTS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
PARENT'S COMMENTS AND SIGNATURE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Promoted to Grade 
Retained in Grade _____________ _ 
APPENDIX G1 
KENTUCKY 
ROWAN COUNTY SCHOOLS 
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grade 1 
19_-19_ 
Pupil ______________ ,Grade __ _ 
Teacher __________________ _ 
Principal 
School __________________ _ 
To Parents: 
This report will be sent to you during the school year at 
regular Intervals that you may know how your child is getting 
along In school. We hope this report may be a means for en• 
couraging your child to do his best at all times. 
You a1e cordially invited to visit the school and talk with the 
teachers and principal. Urideirstariding between the home and 
school ls an important factor in your child's Success. 
JOHN H. BROCK, Superintendent 
Rowan County Schools 
..... 
(;.) 
0 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Keys to Marks 
s - Satisfactory 
I - Improving 
V - Indicates a need for help 
READING 
Below Averaae 
Averaoe 
Above Averaae 
READING LEVEL 
Readiness 
Pre-Primer 
Primer 
First Reader 
REMEDIAL READING 
MATH 
Learn skills taun ht 
Know basic addition facts 
Know basic subtraction facts 
Work accuratelv 
PHONICS 
SPELLING 
HANDWRITING 
Learn to form letters correctlv 
Learn to keeo on the line 
Learn to soace work correctlv 
N - Needs Improving 
U - Unsatisfactory 
Reportina Periods 
1 2 3 4 5 
Punctuate and cari itallze correcth 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
HEAL TH AND SAFETY 
6 
SCIENCE EXPERIENCES 
FINE ARTS 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
STUDY HABITS 
A. ·ustens to and follows Directions 
8. Benins and Comnletes Work Promntl· 
C. Has Proper Tools Available (books, 
Pencils. naner etc.l 
O. Works lndenendentlv 
E. Strives for Neatness and Accuracy 
F. Makes Wise Use of Free Time 
SELF CONTROL 
A. Refrains from Excessive Talklna 
8. Shows Respect for School and 
Personal Pronertv 
C. Assumes Responsibility for Ones 
Own Actions 
0. Accepts and Applies Constructive 
Criticism 
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL ADJUSTMENT 
A. Shows Self Confidence 
8. Shows Cc;>urtesy and Consideration 
for Others 
C. Works Well in Grouos 
D. Plavs Well With Others 
ATTENDANCE 
DavsAbsent 
Davs Present 
Davs Membershin 
Times Tardv 
Re, 
1 
ortinr Periods 
2 3 4 5 6 
...... 
w 
...... 
APPENDIX G2 
TEA.CHER'S CO)UIE.VTS 
f'All.£!,,,TS CO)IMENTS AND SIGNATURE 
Pro:ncoud to am,, ______________ _ 
Rttab•·d in Grade, ______________ _ 
KENTUCKY 
ROW.AN COUNTY SCHOOLS 
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grades 2-3 
19_.19_ 
,.,._ _________ _.n..__ __ _ 
r------------------
....,,.,_ _____________ _ 
,.,~,L.------------------
nu. npclt wm ba NDl to 7"" dmia,r tho ac-bcol ya, at -.ralar 
lntffftll that :JOQ may know i..... :,cur child b c,,Wnr alonr In ochool. 
W• hopa Um nport lnQ' be a maaa. for aflC'011r&riu&' )'llllr child l.o do 
bb butatall t!-. 
Yoo an cct'dialt1 l>ITi&ed to Tialt Lba aehool &Dd t&llr w!Lb Lbt 
tucben and p:ri,idp&L UDdenWI-IWl£' t.\wlllffl Lbe ht11De IIZld. &ehooJ 
la an important i'.aetor .In :,oa;r chlld'• ._ 
JOHN H. BROCK, Superintendent 
Ro1rS!I Co,mty Scboob 
,.... 
w 
N 
A-EJ;cellent 
KNOWLEDGE AND sgJLLS 
Ker to )IQ'U 
D-S.,1- -'htl'&P 
F-Fall,in B-Bttu!r than A•eraire 
C-A•eral'II' lndita.ln a i,e,,d for help 
Repc,nn,i:- Pmocb 
" 
I :q s i 4_i 5 I 6 !Fin.al 
ADITIIMETIC I .. 
'lroar d!Ud owd• IOI I 
Wam U.Ul• 1.aa,bt I 
Knaw ba.oio I.ell 
Reuon well In Probl•m 10lTini:, 
Worlr.attmatolr 
LANGUAGE 
'Yoar cbild ....is to: 
Si,eal,: cloirlr 
lJatno tor h>Jo,..,alion and d1rtt1,ona 
£,ri,,,n1 .;... well wh■n wrltlnl" 
Lc■m to locat. ud orp.lUH Information 
..,_ . ......,, 
C.plt•lb:• evrndlr 
HANnWRITDiG 
Yoar cl,,!ld J>ttd• to: I 
Lam to Ion,, Im.en ron'fttly I 
Lum to ke,!p oi> tbe liM 
Lam to - worlc roln'Ctly 
SPELLING 
Tour ch!ldDNd.ta: 
Spa] colft'dly th■ word• taarht 
Spell ron...u.- in written work 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
HEALTH A.ND SAf'EIT I 
R_!POrlln;- Pn,odl 
I 1 I:? I 3 14 
SCIENCE EXPDLIENCES I I 
READING I I I 
l'our child Dffd• to: I I I 
~ ••ll aloud 
' 
I 
Unden1.and .,hat hr read• I I 
Lean:, to read for 1njoymCDt 
and info?Jn.allan I : 
Lam to •ork 0111 _. wll11h I I-and munin" 
PHONICS I I I 
READING LEVEL 
' I 
ioar du1d II re■ d•11• on: I I 
IA-1'el I fabau a....-.n) I I 
L.nl 11 (aftft") I I 
Lntl Ill fbel.,,.. ._.,,.. I I 
K.,. to llarb 
S-Satid.i:to17 t:-li .... tiaf•C1.ol'J' 
I N-S. btlp in su\l\Opia liated bo,Jow 
& 16 IF=il 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
k~r,ort,ni:- P•~• 
I l I:? 13 j 4 5 tc IFma! 
REMEDIAL READISG 
' 
I I 
MUSIC EXPERJE...-CES 
ART EXPERIENCES 
PHYSICAL EDUCAnoN 
CONDUCT 
WOnK AND STro1· HADrn I I 
You.child 11.,.da 10: I 
Pot forth mo.., o!lort , I. 
'I 
U1tvi to dincuon. 
Fallow direction. 
~,in •wk pl'OfflPtJJ 
Fi11!1l,, •oric an tima 
u .. tim• •iaelJ 
A TfENDAN'CE 
' I' ' . • • 
Dar• Pn-1n.t 
D•r• Abnnt 
Ti_. Tardy 
f-' 
w 
w 
APPENDIX G3 
TEACHER'S C0)1HENTS 
PAREfff"S COMMENTS AND SIGNATURE 
ATTE.~DANCE 
' • ' • • • 
~Pra-Mllt 
Dlo,:a A1-ail 
Tm.. T-J.. 
- ~ ·'~"---------------
~ m c,,..._ ______________ _ 
KENTUCKY 
ROWAN COUNTY SCHOOLS 
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grades 4-5 
19_-19_ 
..,,._ ________ ..Gn"'----
TC,...~-------------
_,,,.,_ _____________ _ 
"""''------------------
ToPan:al.11: 
Tim rrport will be -1 to :,o,;, dlZl'tllz U.. khool nu at nsukr 
tn-i. I.hat ,011 ma:,- Jmow bow ~ child ia ~ al11111' In 11Cboct.1. 
We hop,i &hh, ffPOfl maJ' be a mu... tcr ~ :,OUT dtlld to ., 
hi• b!1tal all thziu, 
YDll an cordl.Jq llniled ID ..Wt I.ha acbool mid talk w1tb U.. 
~ 1,114 principal. \J~ ~ tb1 h- and acbaol 
la 1,11 lmponant 1actor hi 7=r cblld'a -
JOHN BROCX. Superintendent 
Rot,u Count)' 6cboGll 
Ji.NO~"LEDCE AND &Kll.UI 
F-Fall11N 
• lnd1t.1.Le• • l>ffl for h_elp 
' 
fl<,,l>Offilll:' i'ttiodl 
" 
2j3j4jr,lelFUW 
ARrTIIMEnC I I I I 
Ywr chllcl ~ lo: I I I I 
UU'D alr.111• i.urht I 
' i-...t,u;o faeta 
wm llftllfti.eil' a1 ..... !Wille •PNd I 
Sol" tno..d\1 Pftlblam indep,rndently I 
LANGUAGE I 
1·..,, chlld Deeds lo: I 
~1-..da?b I 
U-e Cl:>lfttl Eurlnh I 
' 
UM ~- oc,,.i.enn nrvnun I I I I I 
h?an,,ph ~., 
' ' 
CapiLl11u carnrt!J' I 
-~-BANDWRrnNG 
y..,,.~d-,;lllta: 
Write lnibiJ' 
Uw ~ ktttt form• 
SPELUNG 
' 
I 
1·_,. child Deeds ''" I 
' 1-runqlltftdW'Dnll 
Ai,ply si,,elliur u:i111 In 1111 wrlUnl W'ffll 
B&ALffl AND SAFETY 
l'om- child DNdl to: 
~ ..,4 ~ AfttT rula 
hutiN rood hullh Ublta 
I-= lo PC'P .U _, IIDd tlaPI 
SOCL\L SJ'UDIES I 
SCENCE I 
IJl"l314l61GIFm.l . 
' REA.DING I I I 
' 
I I 
Your child r,eeds to: 
' ' 
I I I 
' 
a .. d with 1mdcniandinr I I I I I I 
Rud ••II orally 
' 
I I I I I 
Lu"' huic 1iieh1 •01'd1 
' ' ' ' ' liu lkill in ,..ord nrvctun I ! I I I I 
Uu phonetic ,kill• I I I I I 
' REA.DING LEVEL 
Baaed on au,rn1cl ~dea, da.il>· •ark, read,n~ l1ul of tutl>OC>k and 
h tnt L •c ,....,..,ent 
--~ Your child 11 read,n~ on: I I I I I I 
Lncl I labo.,t Huanl I I I I I 
1-tl ll 1,~.,.1 I I I 
' I 
i..,,,1 nr 11,e1_. ... ,.,.., I I I I I 
REMEDIAL R£A.JllNG 
' 
I I I 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION I I I I I I 
CONDUCT I I I I I 
' 
li.11 IO Ma,U 
S-Sa.Ud'K&017 V-U ..... t1dacLOr7 
✓ In aabtopia be!- UIJlic&'-u • -.I for btlp 
MUSIC 
11121al41r.ls1r,na1 
I I ! I I j I 
ART I I I 
WORK AND STUDY HABITS • I. 
YGll1' du1cl need• to: 
Pat forth mcm, eff"" 
Lillftl to diffl:ti1m.1 
Foll- dindi<m.1 
Cl:mplwi. •ark 1111 ti111e 
wm~u, 
o-Ji wcrk tor lllinQa 
Put:ldp.ete in cl1 ■cvu!ON I 
,_. 
w 
l/1 
APPENDIX H 
PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN IMMEDIATELY 
1ST GWKS. -----------------------
2ND 6WKS. -----------------------
3RD 6WKS. ______________________ _ 
4TH bWKS. --------~--------------
!',TH 6WKS. ______________________ _ 
ANCHORAGE PUBLIC SCHOOL 
Anchorage, Kentucky 
ROBERT J.wYNKOOP,Ph.D. Sup,rln,,nd,nl MAFiGUERITE McCALL. Principal 
PROGRESS REPORT 
,. ___ ,,_ 
NAME:----------------GRADE: _______________ _ 
TEACHER: _______________ _ 
136 
137 
PRIMARY PROGRESS REPORT ANCHORAGE KENTUCKY GRADE 19 to 19 
r,.jAME I TEACHER 
GRADING PERIOD 
'" 
,,, 
~· 
41h 51h 
"" 
In ,,, ,,, 
''" ''" 
61h 
READING SOCIAL STUDIES 
APPLIES WORK ATTACK SKILLS UNDERSTANDS CONCEPTS 
PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, ROOTS INTEREST /PAATICll'ATION 
SHORT, LONG, IRREG. VOWELS 
RECOGNITION OF SYLLABLES SCIENCE 
READS WtTlf COMPREHENSION UNOERST ANOS CONCEPTS 
011AWS CONCLUSIONS INTEREST I PARTICIPATION 
DETERMINES MAIN IDEA 
READS ORALLY WITH FLUENCY ART 
RETAINS VOCABULARY MUSIC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
LANGUAGE 
ORAL EXPRESSION THE FOLLOWING AREAS ARE EVALUATED AS BEING 
APPLIES LISTENING SKILLS SATISFACTORY (SI OR UNSATISFACTORY IUI 
WRITTEN EXPRESSION PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
USAGE OF GRAMMAR YOUR CHILO: 
TRIES TO IMPROVE HIS WORK 
SPELLING ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY 
SPELLS ASSIGNED WORDS EXHIBITS SELF-CONTROL 
SPElLS CORRECTLY IN WORI( RESPECTS AUTHORITY 
WORKS WELL WITH OTHERS 
PENMANSHIP PLA'l"SWELL WITH OTHERS 
FOAMS LETTERS CORRECTL 'I' COOPERATES WITH SCHOOL 
WRITES NEATLY ANO LEGIBLY TAKES CARE OF PROPERTY 
HAS SELF-COl'IIFIOENCE 
MATHEMATICS HAS GOOD LISTENING HABITS 
KNOWS BASIC FACTS FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS 
AOOITION MAKES WISE USE OF TIME 
SUBTRACTION WORKS INOEPENOENTLY 
MULTIPLICATION CONTRIBUTES TO CLASS 
OIVISION COMPLETES ASSIGNMENTS 
COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS 
ADDITION 
SUBTRACTION 
MULTIPLICATION 
DIVISION 
MEASUREMENT A . OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN THE PROGRAM 
REASONS WELL IN PROBLEMS 
' 
. VERY GOOD ACHIEVEMENT IN THE PROGRAM 
UNDERSTANDS CONCEPTS C . SATISFACTORY ACHIEVEMENT IN THE PROGRAM 
D . UNSATISFACTORY ACHIEVEMENT IN THE PROGRAM 
1ST 2ND 3RD 
"" 5TH .1-6TH ATTENDANCE PRESENT-- PRESENT ___ PRESENT __ PRESENT __ PRESENT__ PRESENT-
RECORD ABSENT ___ ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT 
TEACHER'S COMMENTS 
PLACEMENT FOR 19 ___ to 19 ___ 
GRADE 
TEACHER 
APPENDIX I 
SIGNATURE AND COMMENTS OF PARENTS 
lstlenn 
2ndlerm 
eom-,~------------------
3rdlerm 
--•~----------------
4th Term 
Comm,nt.~----------------
000 
ASHLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Ashland. Kentuckr 
-------------- ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Progress Repon of _________________ _ 
Grad,~------- School Year 19 __ 19 __ 
________________ TEACHffi 
_______ 10 Grade _______ tor nel' ,-r. 
Dear Parent: 
This rePOrt is &en! to )'OU tour hmes a year to acquaint you with your 
child's progress in school. 11 includes no! only a report concl!ffling your 
child's progress 1n uwal school subreccs but also the teacher's judgment 
COl'\Cermng the growth in work habits and social aUitudes. 
Please re.ad ltllS c.ard c.arelully and dlSCUSS ii with your child ~ore lip 
mg it. Your mterest m this reoort will greatly assist the teacher m what 
she is trymg to accompl,sh tor your child. 
We hOPe that )'DI.I will accept this report ■s ■n invitation to e11tt the school 
and make ■n appointment to talk with ,our child's teachef about his 
school progress. 
Prmc:1pal 
.... 
w 
00 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND CITIZENSHIP 
Studenl"I Na..,. 
WORK HABITS Rennrtinl" Periods I 2 3 
Follows direct100s accuratel" 
Mak!!S use ott1me 
Works well atone 
Comc!etes assi-ments on limll! 
Work ,s neat 
Disturbs b .. e,:cessive talk1n" 
SOOAL HABITS 
Works and -... 1a-. wen wrth others 
lsde-nttable 
Takes care ol materials and ri,o,...rtv 
·~ 
----=-s aul 
·~ 
,ri sot others 
Is courteous and -•ite 
Q15rilavs manners in lunchroom 
Cond,ct 
Dll""- absent 
limes ta 
SOiOLASTIC DEVELOPMENT 
READING 
Instructional level 
Shows interest 1n readin" 
U= readin" habits 
Understands what he reads 
Reads oral! with ease 
Shows abilitv in worilin<> with new words 
Has d- listenin"' skills 
• aes mnsonarrt sounds tauimt Reco,,,.,ies YO'Wel sounds tauoht 
Rea,,,...12es bzls1c vocabularv 
LANGUAGE 
resses himselt well or.all" 
Does correct written \ll'0l'"k 
D ori-nalitv 
I 4 
I 
' 
SPELLING ! 
lnstrucuonal level i 
Learns weeklv word list I 
Soells correcUy rn wrrtlen work I 
ARITHMETIC I-
Instructional level 
Knows number tacts 
AtiPbes number 1ac:ts to groblem solving 
SOCIAL STUDIES Awareness 
SCIENCE Awareness 
HEAL TH Awareness 
Takes Dmle 1n i>ersonal a1JPearance 
HANDWRITING 
Forms letters and numbers corree1lv 
Wr11ten work 1s neat and legible 
Writes with reasonable sc,eed 
Holds Dentil correctly 
ART 
At,prec:iation ancl oarticipaoon 
MUSIC 
Apprec:1at1on and 0amc1pa11on 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Part1i:ioation 
The instructional level in a sub1ect is !he place the child can work most 
etteclivety, 
EXPLANATION OF MARKS: 
0-0utstanding progress 
S-Satisfaaory progress 
U-Uns.alistaaory progress (child needs extra helDJ 
X-Need tor 1mproyement - Not enough effort 
Teacher's Comments 
hi hna!: ----------------
.,. _______________ _ 
:sro....i: ____ _;__ ________ _ 
.,_, ---------------
.. --------------
I ' I • • • 
1_,1ta•mc.,,1m .. I I 
......, ~I Cal9nllCI I I 
--Parent's Signature and Comments 
.. -
-
.. -
-
.. -
-
' I • 
I 
I 
I 
APPENDIX J 
A Message To Parents: 
Attitudes For School Success 
1, Show an inlaresl In your school: Its personnel, Its 
programs end Its faclllllH. 
2. Accept a weU•documentad lnterprntallon ol your 
chi/d's abllltias, perfonn.nce and behHior • 
3. Wort to•ard 100°/o t11t11nd&1nce wllhout early 
nilaase for appointment&. 
4. Do not intrude on teaching time. 
5. Rumors ■RI disruptiwe lo the educalional procoss 
- chtlck the tact&. 
6. Whenever possible, let children handle chlldlsh 
prablams. 
7. Talk prablams onr with the teacher belore going 
to tho principal or auperintendenL 
8. With 11tt'l'am:e notice, school personnel ero available 
for conlerencas. 
9. Help studenls l■■m n,sponsiblllty by assigning 
home duties. 
10. Provide scheduh,d homewort lime In • qui■ l, 
desi9n11ted ■l'IIL 
11. Malm a distinction between helpin9 with homework 
11nd doing assignments tor the studenL 
12. Aud and discuss with your child the Boyd County 
Public Schools Code ol ConducL 
Attendance Record 
, 
' 
3 • 
' ' 
'Y••r 
D■P PffHnt 
DoaAMflll 
Diop lard)' 
Boyd County Public Schools 
Dr. Douglas B. Cole 
tantySap1r11111~ 
PUPIL'S PROGRESS REPORT 
Grade ____ _ 
School Year 19 __ - 19-. 
~ 
-~· -----------------
1 .. c11e, ________________ _ 
Prlnclp.al -----------------
Pt01nolad to Gra!M ___ flal■ lned In Or■d9 __ _ 
Placed In Gredt __ _ 
Progress Acccrding to A Proftssicnal 
Evaluation ol Child's Basic Ability 
J R•l>Oftmo hnod 2 t 3 I • I s I 
I Sa11slac:tory 
Un■aUslac:IOry 
Fnt-
Gal &tl o,,,_ 
Soou1pn1 _,_ 
..... 
.,,_ 
--°"""' 
-·-
--
......... 
..,,_ 
--
-·-
--
C.,■fld1our 
--
-Grading Key 
tll Orada 
Explanation cl Reading Levels 
Prt>-l'INOmg 
Fll'al Pr•PtrlMl' 
&econCI Preo,,....., 
Trurd Pre-
~-• f,n.1~10., 
...... 
L-12 
""" L-1• 
""" ...... 
""" i..-110 
~112 
....,,, 
Ltmil 1nC11g,1H graoe lo¥91 on 
wt,lc:l'I Sludent i1 •or.lung 
S• -leff1 ol petlormanee tleller 1nan .ll'lal on:l1na1ily oosenoed 
S --1 ol perlorm■nce ■s 11000 as 1na1 on:1,narily ooaer,e,d 
s---• ol pertomi■nee less tn■n 111a1 orchna1ily oosernd 
U -lrtel el p,ertormancir 1"1ll IS ,naciecuate &1111 U"IICCIICll&ble 
G_..12°6 
iM•tOO • A 
BS-IDm B 
72.11,1"' C 
Bs- 71 • D 
0-6'•F 
I 
X 
SupelKlt 
AtxweAnrage 
Affll■ge 
Below Afllr■ve 
failtng 
lneomo19t■ Work 
. . . 
SJ,edal Cl■-
■nd Condllc'I 
S-Sat11taC1cr, 
N-Noecls 1111P,-mcml 
U-Unu.11alac1ory 
1nsufhcte1nl 111endtlnce tor grade 
··- ------------ Gr■d•---
Scholarship Dovelopmen1 
I' I , I , • I s 
' 
-~ 
I I I 
RUJIINII 
-
I I 
I YDCID ... ry :n.111 
I llinrO ANI:- ld:1 
I c.,nunu,n IUI 
I DnJ lulllng stlll 
IIITN!IIATI:S 
-
l&nietamu4Sklll 
,._,,. Sallalp Sklls 
·--· 
""1m, 
-
LUUlUAA! 
-
Sctlll SlUDl[S 
SCIENC:E 
HEALTH 
I HANDWIRING . 
,HTSIC:Al EDUC . I 
.., . 
•usrc . 
ctlNDUC'T . 
"'"""' 
. 
WU.S DfYELO,..ltfl 
:: -•-llfflPJ,,.,._ :I -•--5"clll--
THE CHILD AS AN INDIVIDUAL 
II 1s necessary 1na1 a &11111en1 prow ,n IIOCI.BI 1>ena.00r aM w.ort 
l'lat1i1s 1n oroer lo benelil trom eoucahonal 01ogram. 
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APPENDIX Kl 
STUDENT EVALUATION COMMITTEE REPORT 
A student evaluation committee was formed following several concerns to the superin-
tendent I s office about the current reporting system. The committee consisted of the 
following representatives; 
Carol Sebastian Paref1.t 
Kathy Hamilton K 
-
11.H. Elem. 
Marilyrl Florence l 
-
c.s. Elem, 
Aileen Willoughby 2 
-
G.L. Elem. 
Sharon Gilreath 3 -
"·"· 
Elem. 
Delma Usher 4 - Alex. Elem. 
Shirley Franck 5 - Jolly Elem. 
Anita Wilbers 6 
-
South Middle 
Connie Cutter 7 - Cline Middle 
Nancy Eyerman 8 - South Middle 
Tim Mccann Psychologist 
Mfssy Cowan Special Ed. - Alex. 
Ron McCormick Coordinator 
Bill Corbin Coordinator 
The committee met formally four times ta consider numerous articles of research, 
other district reporting systems, ~nd our own personnel concerns. Many ideas and 
approaches were considered before reaching a final conclusion. The committee 
expressed a strong concern for district-wide consistency in following the guidelines 
and a strong need of orientation to staff and interpretation to parents. 
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APPENDIX K2 
STUDENT EVALUATION POLICY 
Grades K - 8 
The purpose of the school is to promote child growth--social, mental physical, 
emotional--to the fullest degree possible. Each area of growth is marked ac-
cording to the pupil 1 s ability to succeed in school work and the mastery level 
of the skills prescribed in the course of study in grades K-8. These marks are 
not competitive with the group or other individuals. 
The following symbols will be used to indicate student performance: 
Kindergarten 
M - Mastered 
P - Progressing 
E - Extra Help Needed 
N - Not Applicable at this time 
Grades 3 - 8 
A+ 99-100 
A 95- 98 
A- 93- 94 
B+ 90- 92 
B 87- 89 
B- 414-B6 
,r. '" 
Grades l - 2 
O - outstanding (All work completed on 
time with 95% accuracy level) 
S Satisfactory (Completes all work with 
801 accuracy) 
N - Needs Improvement (Work incomplete or 
illegibly done, less than 80\ accuracy) 
U - Unsatisfactory (Doesn't complete, sloppy 
60\ accuracy) 
c+ 82-84 
C 76-81 
c- 73-75 
D+ 70-72 
D 67-69 
D- 65-66 
F 64 and below 
Grade cards will go out four times during the year with the second grade period ending 
prior to Christmas break. 
In an effort to improve the system of grading experimental programs differing from 
the above system may be conducted in a school upon the approval of the district ad-
ministrator in charge of curriculum. 
The grading scales approved by the B~ard of Education mUst be followed precisely to 
maintain a common system of communication within the district. 
The grades of s, N, u, will be used in handwriting and non-academic subjects such as 
Art, P.E. and Music at _grades 1-5. 
Grades will be given at the end.of each grade period for each level. 
Progress reports are recommended as pupils fall below their expectancy level during 
the grade period. 
A review of the student evaluation policy will be done every five years. An individ-
ual request for a review will be Considered only with the signatures of at least five 
people including at least one principal and one teacher. The request for review is 
to be submitted to the superintendent's office. 
APPENDIX K3 
PROMOTION AND RETENTION PROCEDURES 
Promotion in K-8 is based on mastery of skills at a particular grade level with 
consideration given to chronological and mental age. 
Promotion~ 
Retention: 
1. Pupils may be promoted when satisfactory or average work is 
maintained. 
2. Pupils may be promoted when the school (teacher, principal, 
coordinator of Curriculum) and parents agree that it is in 
the best interest of the child. 
3. skipping grades should be used cautiously and only with the 
approval of the Superintendent. 
1. Pupils may be retained if their work skills are not mastered 
in comparison to what is expected. 
2, Pupils may be retained when the school and parents agree that 
it is in the best interest of the child, 
3. Retention may be considered if1 
-test scores indicate that a pupil is working more 
than 2 levels and/or years below their expectancy 
level in reading. (Material will be too difficult 
to understand.) 
-there are a significant number of grades below "S" or "C", 
however it would be appropriate for a child to be retained 
with some "S" or "C" grades as long as good communication 
has taken place between the home and school 
4. Retention should not occur more than three times in K-8, 
(suggested: K-5 - 2 times, 6-8 one time). The third 
retention should be done with extreme discretion. 
5. The word PLACED may not be considered. A pupil is 
promoted or retained. They may not move backward. 
records only indicate promotion or retention. 
either 
Official 
6, 1\ttcru1ance may not be copsjdcred in retention, but only 
mastery of skills and completion of work. Absence doesn't 
equal failure necessarily. 
7. Pupils must pass the majority of the subjects carried. 
8. A district letter of possible retention may be sent to all 
homes at the end of the third grade period. The district 
letter should not be the first notice, but a district level 
of concern. It will be sent out on a request basis, not 
routinely. 
9. Retention should be a majority decision of the classroom teacher, 
principal, and other specialized teachers. An attempt should 
be made to show the facts and to convince both the parent and 
student that retention is the best intervention plan to promote 
learning. 
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10. Parents should have been informed throughout the year of the concern 
for the pupil's progress. 
11. A parent conference should be requested in writing stating the 
reason for the conference. 
12. Documentation (including work samples, parent letters and con-
ference reviews) should be filed in the pupil's permanent folder. 
APPENDIX K4 
STUDENT'S NAME ________________ _ GRADE CAW'IElL COll!iT"r CCHOOll 
Cl,_t./ SUlLIVAIII 
SCHOOL ___________ HOMEROOM TEACHER ________ _ S.1><1,ln,.ndfnl ol lchoc11 
PRINCIPAL __________________ _ YEAR 
-----
CR•DU 1-1 
O - Oulu•roding hll wor• compltlrd on limi .. llh 95" aa:uracy lr .. 11 N • N•odl lmp-anmrnl lworli lncpnpl•I• Ill' tll•g!blf dcm..1111 
S. S1111'..:10,y Ccomp1elll •!I wot!,. wlll, SOI. accuracy! thin BU'l onuucy) 
U • Un111l1lac1ory ldoesn~ compltll, 1loppf, bolo• 8~ -,c:u•acyl 
kOU: y.,.., otuldb1P'""-d1ecci,c11,.1ohll/hwow,,1l1i111y. Abo .. ., .. a...i-1,0.....,,1...i,2,a.-•..s,, -1•3. /.1nd;..,.pn,t,lon,• .. 
SUBJECT 
-1!AHDWBI.IW" 
le.ti 
Reiource 
F0rm1 lrnru correcll 
S acr1 corrrc1I 
Nutnu1 
Com l•1e1 111i nmtnl 
Ellorl 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Ellorl 
READING 
Leul 
Re,ource 
Vocabularv develorwnenl 
Com•"then1ion 
Word 1111cl 1kilb 
Oral •ndino wilh fh,one\· 
lndtpendenl lead,nn 
Comp!e1e1 111ionmrnt1 
Ellorl 
SPELLING 
..... 
ne1ource 
MH!Hy OI 111igncd word1 
,111 co11rc1lv ,n W1illt11 wor• 
mplfles Wllllfll 111,gnmtllll 
fort 
7A NbUAGt 
... 
e,ource 
Wriuen communlc1r.on 
urammar uuae 
Com !rln 1111 !1111 
Ellorl 
ARITHMETIC 
Loel 
RtlOUICt 
Addilion 
Subuac1lo11 
hien111I Number l.c:11 
RruoniM Slill1 
Con1nlr1n u1innm1nU 
W:nd P1oblrm1 
Ellot1 
SCIENCE/HEAL TH 
Lnr 
.,,,1icio11ic.,n 
Relales ba1ic lacn 10 dallw hie 
cllorl 
PARENTS'CQMMENTS: 
OUAR1£R 
1 2 J 4 
-1-
- -
SUBJECT QUARTER 
I 2 3 4 
PERSONAL-DEVELOPMENT AND STUDY HABln 
lnt,nm well with orti,11 
Demonuritts itivr 1llilude 
CDg ... ,.,., duri 1,~ eurciJ11 
Worli1 -11 in I "'OU 
Rn<>PcU !ti! riMII ol olhe11 
Rn,_.11 tht "' olottm1 
Chim1 o,.u hit sh111 of 1mn1icn 
lhlrn1 whh anrntion 
Wo,b lndet>•r>d~n,tv 
Follow1 diret:lion1 
O,nanirt1 um, ... u 
Au\ll'nft ltl libililv 
Com,1 oan11fd 101 cln1 
T,1<,.. C11t of m•n•ifll 
T ■ lkl uceuinlY g, d,11vrbl olherl 
YSICAL EDUCATION 
i'lrticiouion 
Growt" in Phylical SkUII 
ART 
P1rtlci Ilion 
MUSIC 
i'lf1iciPilion 
DAYS PRESENT 
DAYS ABSENT 
DAYS TARDY 
GRADE PLActMENT: 
COMMENTS: ' 
I HAVE REVIE"WED THE GRADES AND 
PROGRESS REPORT ATTACHED FOR MY CHILD 
Pa,1111'1 Sign11u11 DIii 
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APPENDIX KS 
GIFTED EDUCATION (OASIS) PROGRESS REPORT 
CAMPBELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 
146 
STUDENT'S NAME ___________________ GRADE LEVEL ____ _ 
TEACHER'S NAME ___________________ 19_. 19-
s = Sufficient Progress P = Shows Progress I"' Insufficient Progress I Area needing improvement 
I. I I Shows eviden'ce of growth in recogniting, accepting and using Potential, 
__ Actively participates in individual activities, 
__ Actively participates in group activities, 
__ Accepts challllngcs presented by the content and/or activities. 
__ Accepts challenges presented by the teacher. 
__ Participates in value, clarification discussions and activities. 
__ Takes an active part in group dynamics activities. 
II. I I Shows evidence of a broadening scope of lntereu. 
__ Actively par1icir,alcs in minl·sludy research. 
__ Completes pro/eels related to mini-study research, 
__ Pursues ideas through own inlliative. 
__ Strives to complete activities related to all cognitive levels of Bloom'• Taxonomy. 
Ill, I I Shows evidence of growth in research skills. 
__ Uses indexes, table of contents, card catalog, and other reference tools to locate information, 
__ Is able to compile a bibliography. 
__ Tak.es noles and uses them in writing reports. 
__ Uses footnotes to indicate sources of information. . , . 
__ Is able to write a research paper complete with tillc pago, fo~tnotes and bibliography. 
__ Uses research skills Ill gathering information for mini-study activities, 
__ Shows persistence in searching for answers to questions. 
IV. I l Shows evidence of growth of logical reasoning skills. 
Uses deductive reasoning to solve logical elimlnation problems. 
Reasons inductively to determine relationshlps. 
Recognizes analogous relationships. 
Uses logical reasoning skills in arriving at solutions to hypothetical situations related to future problem solving. 
Uses problem solving techniques effectively, 
V. J Shows evidence of growth in oral and written communication skills. 
Panicipates In group discussions. 
Listens with auention and respect lo the ideas of others. 
__ Organizes thoughts before sharing results of research orally. 
__ Speaks clearly and uses correct grammar and sentence structure when speaking to a group. 
Organizes information in a clear, meaningful way when expressing ideas in writing. 
Uses correct grammar and sentence structure when completing writing assignments . 
. Utilizes steps of effective wriling when preparing written assignments, 
VI. I Shows evidence of growth in creative thinking. 
Participates in brainstorming activities and ,11ttemp1S to take off the I/mils. 
__ Is aware of the elemenls of creativity and strives to apply them when completlng projecb. 
__ Strives to apply elements of creativity in creative writing assignments. 
__ Uses a variety of materials in completion of projects. 
VIL ( l General Behavior 
Demonstrates a positive attitude while In Oasis. 
__ Cooperates with peers 
__ Demonstrates self•control 
__ Completes tasks assigned 
Makes good use of OASIS timt' 
__ Accepts responsibility for materials 
Teacher comments: 
Parent comments: 
'1 2 3 4 Period 
Sign and return this part, 
Parent Signature Date 
APPENDIX Ll 
lat Report. 
2od Report. 
Cl.ARK COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Winchester, Kentucky 
Fir?t Grade Report 
1st: end 2nd Six ~eeks 
Student, _______________ _ 
Teacher. _______________ _ 
Schoal. ______________ _ 
Year 19 __ - 1' __ 
'tb1a ■pecial report vill be used for the 
fir&t atad 11eeond grading periods of f1rat 
grade in order to prov1de a more dt1tail11d 
report of your child I s progreH during 
cheae important beginning lll!elui. 
Parents mid te.acbera 111UBt vork cloaely to-
gether co but ■erve the interesu' of the 
child. You are cordially invited to viait 
school frequently and consult with the 
teacher conceming your child and his school 
life. 
DONALD V. PACE, stJPERIN'l'ENDENl' 
&valuation Key 
CE] • Acceptable 
t;;J • Needs Further Help 
C!liERAL m:Alllla:SS 
Recognizes Nm:ie 
Prints Hue 
XDOll!I Colon 
Kn0118 Color \lords 
Ctlt9 On A Line 
Colors lnaide A Line 
READINC READINESS 
Knows Left Prom Right 
\/otb Left To Right 
m,,._. Word9 
ilndersu1nd& Plsce1DeDt Wo"fda 
KnOVs Lilr.enesaes And Differences 
Speaks 111 Complete S1!1!1tcnces · 
•lceaa not l!lllrlr.ed 
were not evaluated 
at thia time. 
REPORT PERIODS 
DD 
DD 
CJ D CJ D 
CJ D 
DD 
D 
CJ 
Kn<J11& Upper And Lower Cue Lett.en 
Pd.nu Upper And Lower Cue Lett.era 
ldencifieo lleginning Souu.dai 
CJ 
CJ 
CJCJ 
D CJ 
CJD 
CJCJ 
·CJD 
CJCJ 
CJCJ 
CJCJ 
CJCJ 
CJCJ 
kll01111 Special Alpha Feat.urea 
Kn0110 Catchu 
Can Blend Sounds Into Words 
·na,-s Ahent - Finit Report. 
Dsys .Ab•ent - Second Report. 
itllow Basic Shapes 
Count.a 1-10 
\/ri.ces Nua!ral.a 1-10 
REPORT PERIODS 
.!!.! 
CJD 
CJCJ CJCJ 
Knows Creacer • Leas kid Equal 
iCIIOIIS Simple Adcliticm 
Concept C=:J t:::J 
J!nOIIS Sill!ple Subtraction 
WORK HABITS AND BEHAVIORS 
Liatena And FollOIIS D:1rect10t1a 
Wozka Neatly And Carefully 
Works Independently 
Completes leeks 
Observes Rules 
Shc,ws Respect for Othe"fs 
Con.fereace Requeated: 
Teacher 
Parent 
CJCJ 
r:::::J CJ 
□ CJ CJ r:::::J 
CJCJ 
CJCJ CJCJ 
CJCJ 
APPENDIX 12 
nasr REPORT Reading Book. ________ _ 
Canference Requested 
Parent Sifmature 
SECOND REPORT Read111g Book. _________ _ 
Conference Requested Te.acber_ Parent_ 
Cl.ARK COUN'I'Y SCHOOLS 
Winchester, Kencucky 
Progress Report To Parents 
Grades 1-6 
Parent Sieya.ture Student 
THIRD RD'Ol!l' R2adiDg Book~---------
Coo.Iereoce Request.ed Teacher_ Parent_ 
Parent s1eture 
FOtJRTH REPORT Readilig Book~---------
Conference Requested Teacher_ Parent __ 
Parent Sipnature 
Fll'TH REPORl' Reading Book. _________ _ 
Coufes-ence Requested 
Parent SiftpllCUft 
SIXTB REPORT Re.adiug Book. _________ _ 
Coufe'fence Requested 'leache'f_ Parent_ 
Pa'fenl: Sigruiture 
------------
Grade 19_ 19_ 
Thie report repreaeota a ■lncere effort 011 
the pan of our stnff to report your child'• 
progre911 iD a 1t1e&I11llgful manner. lf you do 
not understand your child I s report, ple■ae 
feel free to Bet up a confetence with his 
ceacher and/or principal. Lo.ch teacher ha■ 
a da.lly plaJllUDg and caufen:nce period after 
school clo11ea. Let' 5 wark together for the 
beat 1.nterut of yom- child, 
DONALD W. PACE, Strl'EJUNIENDENT 
Principal ____________ _ 
Teacher _______________ _ 
School ______________ _ 
Assigned To _____________ _ 
Dace _______________ _ 
DPLANATION OF GRADING 
A• 100-93 and/or Excellent Progress 
B• 92-85 ·and/or Str011g Progr~s 
C• 34-73 8Xld/or Ave1;11ge Progreaa 
D• 72-65 and/or Uneatisbctory Progress 
F• 
·~ 
and/or Failic.g 
READING AND. MATH U:V0.S 
II. • Read1ne11• 
PP • Pre-prlller 
P • Pnlllll!r .· • , 
1-1 - !'int Grade• Urllt. leval 
1-2 • Pint Grade, second level . 
2-1 • Sec:Olld Grade, first level 
2-2 • Second Grade, second level 
J-1 • Third Grade, first level 
J-2 • Third Ci-ade, sec011d level 
4-1 • Fourth Grade, first level 
4-2 • Fcurth Grade, second level 
5--1 • Fifth Gra.de, first level 
.S-2 .. F..1.fth Grade, aecoml level 
6-1 .. Sutb Grade, first level -
6-2 • Sutb Grade, aecond level 
MATHEMATICS 
Level 
ENGLISH 
HANDWITING 
SPELLING 
SCIENCE 
HEALTH 
SOC. STUDIES 
READINO 
Level 
CONDUCT 
EFTORl" 
Davs Ahaent 
Davs Pre11ent 
MUSIC 
PHYSICAi. 
EDUCATION 
1 3 
' 
X ,x 
IV V V V 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
S • Satisfactory at.titude mtd participation 
U • lluaatisfattory att.it.ude aoA./or part1c1pation 
.... 
<..n 
0 
APPENDIX Ml 
~ i□VINOTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS ~ yfllMARV REPORT OF STUDENT PROOREOO 
~ r IO - IO A«•"d'°" 
'(G~D·•,·1} •s HANE _____________ - ~a7s presentm 
;~ D1iyr, absent 
Tardy TEACHER _____________ _ 
SCHOOL ______________ _ PRINCIPAL ________ _ 
Hodlffed progra11r11fng 
DR. O0/IIA.LD B. HUNTER, SUPERINTENDENT 
GRADING SCALE 
ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS 
A • Excellent 951 • JOOS 
B • Good BBi • 941 
C • Average BOS • 811 
D • Below Average 701 • 791 
f ■ failing Belov 101 
0 • Outstanding Progress 
S • Satisfactory Progress 
H ■ N~ed Improvement 
- Your child Is graded according to hh/her 1bt1fty (above 9r1d1 11,■ I ■ I; on grade level • Z; 
below grade level •J) 
EiRAOJIG PUIIIIS I 
' 
l • Yr 6RADil6 PHJ(l)S I 
' 
""'"" WITTEi EIPR[SSIIII fo.s.u 
-
Readtn11 Grade Level PHYSICAi. EIIJCATl(II fO.S 11 Understands what 
Is read ART (O,S.I\ 
Sounds out new words YtXAL tlJSIC fO S II · 
Knows bulc slaht words IISTlllJJUTAL NJSIC IQ S 111 
Oral Re1dlnn SCX:IAL HABITS ID.S.l) 
........... Works to tint abll Uv 
[Jlnrn.sn f deas ora II v Follows directions 
Applies skills to Completes written 
Vrl tten work Asstonlllents 
Uses correct enr;ilhh Uses tlc:ie wtseh 
SP'tlllltlii Behnlor 
Ho\!DiillTiltlii 
MT1£MTICS TEACHER'S CONN[NTS (Period I) 
-
Kath Grade Lewel 
Nllfflber Facts 
Solves problems by 
reason Ina TEACHER'S COJK:NTS (Period 2l 
~IDEE Am tol.lH 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
TEACHER S CDIH.NTS(Perfod l) 
TEACHER'S COMNTS (Period 4) 
l • 
,, 
Grade Phc:l!lll!nt _____________ _ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -oit■-cli ■-nl Rat'"urii -BOtioii P-,;t -Dn-1i - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - -
GRADING PERIOD 1 2 l 4 
PARENT'S CCNIUTS: ____________ (Circle) 
I HAYE SEEN AIID REYIEVED THE GRADES AKD PRO&RESS REPORT 
ATTACHED FOR N'I' CHILD, 
PAREIIT'S Sl&M.TIJRE DATE 
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APPENDIX M2 
e or OVINOTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 0 lrF~ME,ATE REPORT OF STUDENT PROGRESS 
n 'S L' ______________ ,e - IQ AnendHCII! 
'1'r - - Oars. present~ 
GRADE___________________ Days absent 
TEACHER---------------- Tiirdr 
SCHOOL ______________ _ PRINCIPAL _____________ _ 
OR. DOKALD B. HUNTER, SUPERINTENDENT 
GRADING SCALE 
ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS 
A ■ Excellent 951 - 1001 0 ■ Outstanding Progress 
B ■ Good 88'1 • 941: S ■ Satisfactory Progress 
C • Average SOS • an N ■ Need Improvement 
D • Below Average 70'1 - 111'1 
• Hodf(led Prograrmf119 
F • Fall Ing Below 70'1 
• • Your ctilld h gritded itccordl .. 
. .- .. -~, .. to h11/her ability (abo ... e grade level ■ I· on grade level • 2 ; 
GR,IJHNG PERIOOS I 
' 
J • 
,, GiWIIIG PEAIOOS I 
' IIIADUIG SOCIAL HABITS fo.s.11 
- Readlnn Grade li!Yl!I Works without dis-
turblnn others 
Comnrehenslon herchu sl!lr-control 
Work Attack 
Is courteous 
Flueni:v and ,uoreulon 
Acceots nsnonslbllltv 
Yocabularv Res.,ects authorttv 
........... Obevs 1chool rules 
Grannar 
V(Rt HABITS 
Identifies and writes 
comnlete sentences Lhteni attentlvelv 
Exoresses Ideas Clear\v Follo'lls directions 
SPELUlli Works to best of abll ftv 
HAIIIIRITIIG Completes assfglllllents 
on tlaie 
MTHIMTICS Uses time whelv 
-
Hath Grade level 
Care for materials 
Bnlc Number Facts IIRITTDI EIPRESSICII IO S.11 
Understands conceots PKJSICAL E!llCATICII IO,S II 
Solves word nroblems ART IQ S,ll 
SCIDICE W HEALm VOCAL IIJSIC fO S.11 
SOCIAL STUDIES IISTRlllUTAL IIJSIC fQ.S.11 
TEACHER'S CO!-f!ENTS (Period 1) TEACHER S COWIE/ITS (Period l) 
TEACHER'S COHHENTS {Period 2) TEACHER'S COlttENTS (Period 4) 
Detach and Return Bottom Part Only 
PARENT'S COlfiENTS ________ _ GRADfNG PERIOD I 2 3 4 
(circle) 
I ~VE SEEN AHO REVIEWED THE GRADES AHO 
PROGRESS RfPORT ATTACHED FOR MY CHILD. 
Partnt's St;natur1 Date 
J • 
,, 
APPENDIX N 
Ti:AotER COMMENTS PARENT COMMENTS I.ND SIGNATURE 
SIGN4TUIIEc· ___________ _ 
SIGN4TUREc· ___________ _ 
SIION&TUA~------------
•·---------------
SIGNUURE ____________ _ 
·------
StGN£TUIIE ____________ _ 
PRD.,.OTED TD ____ , Rl'TAIN!D IN __ _ 
T••,,.•• 111all u~,oe p .. ""'" ,n _,,..,I•-: ,111 cou,o,lot~ 1n.,,, ,..,.,, c11••~ ,_, 01 '"" ... , • ., ,,... ,-.,., 1••e1 ••-• 
...... - ..... _ P•enu lno<tld -•CAIi , ... , , ... ~ ....... Ml .. COftlUlt~= """ ....... _ ...... -• -.. ~ ... : o' , .. ,. no,,c. ... 
placad.,, ,,,. ctnld's pe,.,._.,. 1111, 
Daviess County Schools 
OWINSIOlO, Ki"MTUCICT 
Elementary 
Student Pro~r~:o- Report 
HANE ___________ GIIAOE __ 
SCHOOL --...C-----------
TE£Cl4E11 _________ 1'_ 1'_ 
.... 
lJ1 
l,J 
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STUDENT ________________________ _ URADE ___________ _ 
TEACHER 
GIi.i.DiNG PEIUDt' 
' 
t 
SUBJECT i 
-
READING 
SPELLING 
LANGUAGE 
WRITING 
MA.TH 
SCIENCE/ HEALTH 
,, 
' 
SOCIAl STUDIES 
-. 
~ MUSIC !! :· .'"! -~· PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION . . . . 
D4T5E~DAY5 
PRESENT ,USEHT ~ 
ACAtlil:MICGII.\OII 
A.Ouutatdw,g ... ,00 
B. Good 11"'3 
C A-.119 Dal 
D Poo, U-12 
,,_ 0-6' 
·-
. 
' a 
~' " § C .... g: ~ 0 u 
I 
~; 
I" 
' i 21' ff ~ 
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APPENDIX 01 
TEACHER cm.DIID.'TS 
Fml R,:port 
l':lrrnf< Sii:n:ilnrr 
~un,t.l 11,-pott 
~•mf~ Sk~rurr-------------------
---------------- ~;uu,· nf l'npil 
J:1,,n,-nlan· 
----------------)od11••l . 
________________ •• .,. ... ,,l:.11 
Hl::POHT TO l'AR['.',;TS 
JfaHrttr <!:mmt!J 5'rJ1nnl!i 
I..M1n:1111,. l.'.t·o1u,·k,· 
In thr F;irn1t' (.'oun1,· S.:hool\. we believe that all ..-hildrm •~ 
dif(Cffnt .and 111:11 c-.i..-h dlild fr0•" ,:on11nuo11sly :u hi-.,hc:r r;i1c 
~-,.-ordml' 10 hivhCT abiln, and backp.rouml. We do nol Cl!lrl.1 all 
.children ol a irade l<l rc.ic:h thr ~,: le>ccl of a..-hic1rcm,:111 :u 1hc !al.Ille.' 
1imc. Our ,o.a1 i• 10 pm,idr 1he opponuni1y for a.ch child 10 dc-,dop 
in 1hc mos1 de-,,rabk •·a,· in ordrr Iha! each child may Ii" 
~'OOpcrali\-el)", Su.."l.'C'\,tully. alld h.lppily. 
Tb,- re"''" ~• ~n nude lroni •nowla.l~c ,amal from d.lil, 
,·on1:a..-i. •Uh )Ullt duh!. Th..- 1.:.i.,htr >1an1, h> s11rc- >·011 a, mud! 
m1nrmauun abo111 ;ill a,r,,:a, or ,..,.,, ... hild', development in ...-hool a, 
l• pra,ncablc. In addhiun 10 lhR rrporl lorm, lh lndirr •Ill -d 
)au rrwulart). aainpln or )our child'• •orlr. and Int paPff5, 
r,,., .,,.,. l11·lp )•not t·l11l,I I,~ lollm,·m~ 11.,..,,, pran,t~ .... 
I. 11,· L,.,..,,J~· 1111,-., ... 1,-.I ,,. ~""' ,1111,J', u-url,;. 
:i. A•oicl compart'IOn\ of h1Yhcr "'ork .. -i1h 01hcn. 
,1. ,,,.,.,1 ·11,,. '"'' ul 11,.. rt1""' ,~,.,,J "' :i ~•- fur ,_'afll w 
puniihm,-nl. 
\'1111 Jrr nrl!1.,] lu ,ur:irn~t• fur t11ufn,·111,., ""Ith thl' h-:.d,cr •hni 
11 w,11 111J th~ .,,1.,t,lliun:11 prul!rn, :inti .,.-nona] dl"-clopmcn1 of 
}""' .-lulJ. ur "''"'""''' }W ti,.,.,,., mutt' inform:iuon than tho: 
r,:,po,u rl"'ral. 
From the Office of the Superintenclenc 
Fayette County Public Schools 
.... 
'-" 
'-" 
_________________ &,m" of Pupll 
EXPLANATION OF MARKINGS 
All marks are used 10 indicate lhe etron pu1 lonb and rbe Profl'US 
made by 1he pupil •tt0rdin110 bis/bn •bill1,. 
A - Out11and1ni:: Procc·u-Ein-rhona/ Efimt 
B - Cood P=s-S1mn1t EHort 
C - Sahdac1ory f>rot:r..,,.:_AtffPtab]., Elion 
D - Soim- Provt'Ss-1'.ol Enough EB'orl 
r - U~1isfa,::'101r Propns-Un1arnlacrory EB'or1 
.' - A chft'k by 1hc.- mark ffll>ans lhne is cvidmce of 10tnl!' 1mp,m,emen1 
- - A d.a,h mrans th•• t'Olumn ,lo,,s not apply ar 1h11 ume 
GROWIJI IN SUB.IECJ' AREAS _, ....... 
~nwr.c,-,o ,. 
- ·-
-
~-
- ·•"'· -· ·-· =-~ IRull,,..- ♦ 
l~P,,lhn,r 
IHMdwn,mi: 
=~ 
-·~ -
- -
~--.SHHJUI ,-
-
pr. .... ca1Edu- ,_ 
-
~-
., ....... ,_ 
-
-I Band or OrtAUtn. 
-- ->An 
_i-1.,.,Cnd,, __ 
GROWTH IN CITIZENSHJl> 
The follo.ing will indlclfe lo du, child and 10 the pal'fflll ta1ain 
penoml c~rannistin which the school fttls are 1mpntanl, Thl!le clwac-
1enstia help u1 lo unJnstand how the diild ii ·i;rowini; up" as a pason 
and as " cit,zen. Tory also ha..., a d11tt1 beanng on the prognu bang 
rn::1de ,n school 1ubj:<:ts. 
A blank spac-e dmotn u.1i,laQory citizenship characteri11ics: X denotes rtccd 
!or spcaal a11m1ion, 
I "-<lar ,._* 
l'ITllr"•l'III' l"NAUC'T~■ IUI.-,. I , .. •• ~ 
Wor1<a,u,op1a •ou.itr1Dt11e,. 
' Cla1m1oa1,1u&1,...llfW10111,-. 
' A&llltnu-PoDa•blllly 
UaqMlfCCIDl.l'DI ! 
01>eya-1uu1.aumu, 
Llllena&Ddf-.,<llfftUan,,o 
' WOrklw.llUld~lfy 
w-"'_,_ onionr mamw• 
' Takn car.af m.UUl:IJ.II ana pn:,pttt)" 
' i...,...,n:.ru,.,,,..,or,,...wne 
Compl1lHa&o:>-.u■ an wn1 
Tol&I Da,-. .U.,,t to Dai. 
Toto.I Da~ Tanly 1.0 Dall I 
• Rc:ul1ng Jnsuucaional Ltve:ls 
""""""' 
Tilm • H.....,_ Miffl,n Sona 
""""""' 
T~b • H_,.,on lfifllin S.,.,, 
' 
RaclrSoopo 
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APPENDIX 02 
FAYE1TE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS e1:er-t f- ..x::.s, 
Elemencarv !iid ~-~ .... ~--~-.. - ··---~ .. 
UN 
= • 
Name ., - Attitudes, behavior and work habits are 
- "' 
"' "'" 
C D C C=> -~ satisfactory Dace - - ·-m • 0 c-
• 
""' 
• = 
• • -. or 
Teacher C w-,, w- -
" 
,._ .... Attitudes, behavior and work habits 0 0 = ..... w w 0 x- which need accencion are checked below: .. .. " "'Q 
Arithmetic: Works cooperatively 
Reading ---
Spellins;: 
Uses Tice Wisely 
---
Handwriting Completes Assignments Obeys School Rules ---
Lan~ua~e I ---
Socia.l Studies Listens & Follows Directions 
---Science and Health Works Independently 
---Physical Education Respects the Rights and 
Music Property of Others 
---
Band or Orchestra Disturbs by .Excessive 
Art I Talkin;:: 
---
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Detach and return chis pare to .teacher 
Parent Comments: 
Conference nesired: By Teacher c:=J By Parenc c:=J 
Parenc Signacure Child's N'ame ______________ _ 
.... 
u, 
....., 
rEACHfll"S NOTES 
lotGoadl,.Pnlod 
0..... d Conl-,,,<' 11 
,.a ........ ovTEACffDlt rrEB 
APPENDIX P 
PAREHrS RESPONSE AND SIGNATURE 
l•t~p....i 
,.,.._ ...... 
p.,.,...S,gii.i...., 
t1hGr ...... PfflOd 
Ow<• dCo,,1-11 
,__l'dt>,Pa...,1.: ErrB 
FRANKLIN COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 
Elirmentary Gradn Report 
..... _____________ _ 
•CHoo,-•~-----~------rEACHER: _____________ _ 
PRINCl'PAL; ____________ _ 
GRAD~--------------
SCHOOLYEAR·~------------
ATTENDANCE 
GRADl■G PERIOD 
' ' ' • 
01'(1~1 
D•raArunl 
Mma91 To Pafl'nu 
Thi1 tspoq c.d will ... -I 10 y,pu lo.,, 1 ..... a - _, 
'°" ....., •- t!W PNll'ftl 01 you, dlild. In •rt-uno 
ID rmort 1 ... 111' .... 0I youtct,lkl, ... hawa _.,,. 
gradff "- #loo IIIO'rll - UOICIIY to --• p.,_.. 
tomff'lft>l "' "'9 - llflMdad, ez! Ind NtVm to ICllool, 
Dr. faweSI Coogl■ 
St1DoJf1111- ... 1 
I-' 
lJ1 
(X) 
KEYTOGRAOING: 
f • Otn5fAIIDING 
G • GOOD 
$ 5ATISFAC1'0fn" 
I IMPROVING 
N ND'.DSIMPROVEJIIEH'1 
U tlNSA11SFActORY 
NIA NOT APPLICABLE 
GllADINO PERIODS 
AIADINli 
' ' ' 
• 
READl:'oG 
··--
""" ··""--
~-~11-.1 
Appl,n\l,'OtdAffA<kSlulr, 
111<:n>........,.....,r. 
~-~ 
Ruo,o., ,wo,.Floornc,,• 
AodG,o,,:i.•"'"-
EXPU.NATIONOFREADINGLEVELS 
U.NGUAGE ARTS 
<>-• 
...... 
-~ 
_._.,lload>og, 
--£/lcf,"'llo"""II• 1-M• 
_ ...... ,, ........ -... 
uao.,,...tUTL 
l.,o,•M 
-ie.,1.,,;,.-·"'-"" 
~,R,gn,1 
A,,dP,,:,i-.,o/0...... 
~ 
SCIENCE 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
HEALTH 
e., ............ s.-....... 
Sn<,aJ!,,ud,o',.t1Hhh 
Elfan .. S..,,,.,. 
s...,.1s,,,,,,.,.., t1oohh 
..,.. ........ , ... ,C,.N~L 
-.., .................. 
, __ 
,_ 
C-... A~1' 
""'-
~,R.,,,•• 
AodP,-,,v,40!...,, 
·-· 
GRADING P£Al00S 
I 2 3 4 
GRADING PERIODS 
I 2 3 4 
' 
MATH 
MATH 
, __ ..,_ 
l•DII-
.,..,_, I•--
K-.,odU..-./',u..-c,,,,F...,, 
Wot!" A<,..,.,.1, 
R,,..,.,,w,a10 ,._,..., 
Fo.m,,.,,,,,..,..i.c.......i. 
a...._....,,.,M.,,h 
EftcnmMaih 
-·----""' ...... 
·-
'""--""'-Aft.,......R"""1 
_.,._,,..,a,_ 
........... 
l11Gracllftllhr11td 
2Bd lirH,n~ Pmad 
.ltdGr101rtghriod 
llh Gr,c,n1hriu 
OllADINO PERIODS 
I 2 3 4 
I-' 
Lil 
...:, 
APPENDIX Q 
llrC'ord of Alltndanc-e 
Days Present 
Days Absent 
Timrs Tardy 
SIGSATURE OF PAREST OR GUARDIAN 
Puiod 
b,L.-_______________________ _ 
5,u,_._ __________________ _ 
''"'----------------------
Solt': It Is hoped you will irive this report your most earet'ul attention 
and if anythin2: is unsatJsfact.ory, your encouragement of the t"hild for 
beuer "''Ork will irret1tly 1nt'reate his interest. It is well lo eonsult with 
tht le1wher on thr mark!! that are unsatlsfliet.ory. The influence of the 
honit• :int.I s,:hool must work to11;ard the s.o.me end; thot or doini; the 
i:n:utcst ,:ood for eaeh ,:hild. 
GRADE PLACE!UENT 
to irrad•~------
Date, __________ _ 
Teacher's Signature 
Greenup County Schools 
REPORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS 
GRADES J -8 
Report or.. .......... __________________ _ 
Grad~---- Schoo"-------------
Teacher _____________ School Year ___ _ 
TO THE PUPIL 
I-Be dean in person, dress. habits, thous:ht o.nd "fleeeh. 
2-Be dutiful, polite and re!!peet(ul to parents, teachers an(! all whom you 
may meet. 
~Be earnest in play in the time for play, and equally earnest in work 
in the time for work. 
4-Cultivate promptness, energy and patient industry. They are worth 
more co you than money or influence in securin(:' success in life. 
C-Keep this Report neat and clean. When you enter school next ye11r, 
phmse present it CO the teacher for inspection. 
H. Jack Webb 
Co111uy Suprri11trndrnt 
..... 
CT> 
0 
Subje.ct 
REAOJNC U:VE:t. 
h. Road• well 10 oU..n 
•• Roads oUonllr wilh ..-cnabt., •Pft'<I 
ENCLISH 
.. Aec111iNO lanl'U&I'• ••Ill• 
SP&LLINC 
a. Soello eon,,c:Uy Ir, Wffltan _,.1, 
WRITJNC 
MUSIC 
d. Sinn In pileh 
ARITHMETIC 
h. K ........ number Iona 
~ ...,,vn Prou..-mo &t .,...,. 
,,...,1 1ndo1>end,n<IJ1 
SCIENCE 
&. Pon1011••tn In oco,ntilie 
&<11vmn and no,erimonu 
b. Undrnland& lb• ,,,,...,, ....... 
af ""' 11uural rnou,..n 
c. Und,ntands ••~nlilic ran<opU 
Id W W 
..... ..... .. ... 
,11, !Lio .. . 
,... ..... .. .. . 
SubJtct 
HEALTH 
Sho..,. ...,,MnrN of JMOd 
~•nh 11••••orn 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
&. AUiludo and C'OOl>Or&licm 
b. S1><>ru oklll• 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
a, Learn• hinorioal and clwio laeu 
~ u."" ro1oron,o mat•""•.• ouc .. a.a 
pl<IUN'1, map,, •I-. t-,11 •.•••. 
d. Ha■ •n acun ,n,,,...., on and an 
un<1,n1.&nd1na uf run-■"nl .,...nu 
EXPLANATION OF loU,RKS 
A-E.ocellnl 
0-C.., 
C-A-. ..... 
D-Pnor 
F-Fallun 
'J'-. ,_ which .,.. cb«ked IXI ll>dlc&._ ll:,o aNOO la which Ille 
pupil ..-. Ula l'NOWSI amount of lmp""'..,,.nl. Tlloo.. 1...,.. clwc .. d 
Ill indlc&u •- lo which -•·• or a&lltudoo&, or bablt.o an Mlb-
lactory. 
A'ITrTUDES OR HABITS 
' 
I 
' ' 
• 
' • 
._ C.U alona ,..,n will, 01h,,. 
h. Makn aood UM al timo 
~ Ae<!oPU r-npamibillll' 
d. FoUawo dh-ftliOM 
. Ll,trno an,nUvol 
I. Ma...n In an otdotlJ' mannu In 
hlll. CIHuonm. and cafotorla 
c. Rnpe,cU lh• rlEhl.o af athrn 
h. lo C<>URl'OUI I 
L Tak.,. UN' af uhool maurlall I I I 
T_, Commma Parsn1Commma 
I $!Jllllllff 
; Tdtphonc confmmt. Ttftphone conftrencc 
• 
-· 
-- "'=' --Face-10-f■ce confnenc:c f■r;c•lo-f■cc conference 
..... ,,
--
""'"' 
J 
~ Siplatur. 
Tflq,hone confttellCC 
-
--
Telrphona 'confcmtec 
_, 
--F-10-faar confcrmot F,ce--10-r■cs confetfflCII 
-· 
--
_, 
! 
.E 
-·-• Telephone ccmfffl'llm Telephoiw con!crmce I~ 
-
-- ""'"' --F-.10-f■ce con'emu:e F,~10-fac:11 confun1c:e 
dmred d111rrd 
! 
" 
S1p11l111'! 
'€ Telrphon, confuencc Toltphone confe,n,nce ! dalrcd 
--
desued 
--F•:e•u:~f•ce conference F1,;c,10-face confermc:e 
-
--
,_, 
Pupil iuua,ned 10 ___ rr■drfo, I 9 ____ S,hool Year 
APPENDIX R 
-
HENDERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS 
HENDERSON, KENTUCJCY 
REPORT 
TOPAaENTS 
Grades 1•6 
Pupil'• Name ________________ _ 
o,..,, ___ School Vur ____________ _ 
T..-________________ _ 
Prineipal ________________ _ 
TO THE PARER~· 
n,;, lfPDlf urd i, 11111, ro rou foiu rimn uc/1 idloal ynr tD km rau 
inlormld al th1 progrm 'fOC/1' th11d n nuking ,n rr:lloal Clan mop,nrian 
on-,z t/11 ha,,,. 111d idroo/ ii f1talmTY ii your t1117d ii ro ,nior muimum 
a,am in hil or 1M 1duatioMI rmniog u,-,-.· tt,,,,,for.. ii you,-
a,y Q/JfftJOIU mnaming ,-dlilt;r, ,,.in a, IM gr,dif1g qrttm ,._ 
WI tn, ta«Mr imnMd/n,/y. 
~t.l-~ 
Sipu,run,ofTuchn _________________ _ 
Dr, Gayle W. Ectan 
Supn,n1111de111 ol School1 
..... 
a, 
N 
Name of Pupil, __________________ _ 
EXPLANATION OF MARKS 
In the wb)ect ueu ofRe1dmg S.t!!'.!!!!!&..~, and .M.!..!l:!.., the marks rep,c. 
sen! !he s1udenfJ p!Oj[Jt'U ,n reJu,orutup 10 Im or her QJ>abihlm .. The instruc-
uonal eode repreunts 1he 1-1 11 wluch the studen1 11 pcrionn,ng. 
In 1ho sub.1ect ,reu or Social S1udi•• Seience. lk!!!_h ,nd ~g. lb• nwks 
r',>r.Vnl _the student's progreu m TOJJIIOIISll,p 10 the prDfTOU or oth•rs m the 
clau 1 nd ,n robuonll:11p 10 an absolute musure of Im or h•• 1o:h1..-erncnt of 
course obJec1m,s. 
Euellenl 
Good 
A~ns• 
·~· ,_ 
A.• 90 IO IOO'J. 
B • 80 to 8flo 
C•70to 79$ 
D•6010 69$ 
F • ~9 or below 
I • lneomplnc Aooortlnt P...odl 
la 
"'' '"' '"' SubJOCII Mnb 
""· 
M1rb 
""· 
Marks 
"'· 
Marks 
Rudin, 
Spr!hna 
Untu•~• 
M.lhmlatia 
Soe,al S1ud1es 
-
-
-
Sc:1encr 
- -
-Hullh 
-
-
-
Wrmn1 
-
,___ ,___ 
-
,___ ,___ 
lllfflUC:lional t..r.l Codi 
R Readmeu 
,., hi Half or hi Gtsde ., ht Half of 4th Grade 
,., 2nd Half of hi Gradr ., lnd Half of 41h Grade 
,, 111 Half of 2nd Gnde ., 111 Half ef 51h Grade 
--
111d Half cf 2nd G11de ,., ~d Half of 5th Grade 
,., ht Half of 3rd G1adt ., ht Half ef 6th Gradr 
).2 lnd Half of 3rd Gr,de ., 2nd Half or 6th Grede 
"'· 
..,, __ 
S • SauU1c1ory 
U • Unsulsfactory 
~rn~~ ~ ~tir::it~':h: ~a~•::•,f:.i;':: ~:~~u~rnf~:,":.O~~jj. 
liap111e m these 1ubJem on a rerular ba111 ind due 10 1he dlrftCUlly of del01• 
mmm1 a pera:niage Bn,de. 
These ,ymbo!s ,ri: alw used 10 ind.ate a studenl°J gr0Wlh u I person ind u 
acmun. 
Enrielunm! Arus 
An 
Gene1al Murie 
lns1rumen1al Muge 
Phya,cal Educaoon 
Usu Stlf.ControJ 
Re,p,i,etl A.111hority 
Works lndeprndently 
Sho,... JntcrH1 ,n UarnmJ 
G,OW!;huaMttnt.,,ofU..Gn,vp 1 
Works Well "1th Othcn 
Obeys School Ruin 
Reipccli Ptopcrl)' of Olhm 
Growsh in Worlf Habi11 
Lis1m1 and Follows Directions 
UJeS M1teriab Wisely 
Completes Work on Time 
Attsndancoi Report 
' 
~.,. """ 
Io ... ,-,, 
Days Tildy I 
2 
I 
Aai>oning l'a,ioch 
' . , 
Repo.ung Pwriodl 
2 
R■ponjng Parioch 
, 
• 
I I 
• 
'""' 
I I 
APPENDIX S 
ST1JDENT ___________________ _ 
GRAD~ ______________ SCHOOL YEAR 19 __ 19_ 
SCHOOL _____________________ _ 
TEACHER_ ___________________ _ 
ASSIGNMENT FOR SCHOOL YEAR 19_ ' 
--"""'°""" ........ 
-·- -·-
Thin! 9 --
...... ,_ 
......., 
-
--
-
.,..._ 
.............. 
.,......_ 
-
-
-...... 
-
--= 
--
--
--
-
--,oa,um,ou 
&CIDIIC& .um KU.lJM 
.................... 
-•= 
IIUTIIUMENTAl. MUSIC 
--x-..-- .,_ - _,.,,.,.__ 
EXf'U.N.I.TION OF IIARXINQ COOf 
.,_...,,..._ a .,...., 
•. _.. .. ,,.._ • . n• 
C .,iVIUGI 79 • u• 
D••L<M&vPACI JII • 7H, ........... acror,, __ _ 
CONDUCTAIID 
ATmUD! QAADE 
-.cl'.- ................ AOQmlffTU--....,, -- __,, __ _ ..... ,.L___ ....  __  
,_,_ __ ...,., 
........... 
DAYS PR!SlNT 
DA.VS ABSENT 
DAYS TAhO'f 
RfPOlmNG PERIOD 
.....,, 
fnl SI Wu, Second 9Wu. TN,~ 8Wu, 
-·-
1EACH(FI COUMEm'S 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRESS REPORT /lai_ Oonal<IW,~,s..;.,m..-
.Mlif-.C..,,NltS.... 
Etaa ~ ... --___, ~ Ott..-.g EQr,.i ~ ~ 
APPENDIX TI 
Teacher ccm=enc.s: 
Parent .<:j 9I)ll£\ftt 
Parent Sign11.c1.1re 
Pary:nt Si<mn.t.ure 
Puent ecmm-nu1 
KcCRACa:N CDlmff POIIUC SCiOOI.S 
School Year 19 19 
School ___________ _ 
Principal __________ _ 
Teacher ___________ _ 
I 
>-' 
en 
L.n 
cooc, \' Very s11u11fa~ory 
:[ sausfacwry 
I Improving 
?[ Needs t.o lDFrDve 
G R!:A!IIt. l II :III IV 
SnCA1s • deSl.rE, '° '""" Derrionstrates liste:-.::.no skills 
!'.nows al:inat>et 
i-ecc=l.zes le-eter sounds 
Unlo~s new words 
" 
l.nCl"l!IIIU.n0 "V0Ca.:1Ul 
Ji.eads ora..llv "•J.t~ ex:ire,uion 
l<eads "·it.': unoerseandl.no 
LA.'iGUAG?: CORAL) 
Takes 0an: in C.::.seussion 
Exi:>resses iCeas oral.lv 
List.ens to c!.l.scussl.on 
LANGUAc.!: IWRIT'IENl 
Fo= and uses le1:-eers correct.lY 
t!rl.tes and s.,11ces on lined .,emir 
Neat 
Uacs =«• in mear.inoful acnt.enees 
''"" Rl!lconnl.ze1 nurrerals 
Fo= n-imerals correctlv 
Uses count1n0 skills 
Masters. ne-.•• skills 
,~ add end 11ul:ltr11et. 
scn::1a: 
sc::n.:. S'rutlIES 
PERSONAL CEVI:t.OPMD,.'T 
PrllCt.l.CtlS 11elf-dl.sc1-ol1ne 
l'l.lls-oeccs rl.<1hCS anc! oc.1.n1crn11 of others 
1• courteous 
Ct>serves o.11 ai:hool rules 
Ll.scens Wl."Chout .:.nce=un<1 
J\ecrular enc! eunctu.tl att.endenee 
WORK HABITS . 
Co=let.es &SSl.Dnmer.~ ororn,:t,lv 
uses ~- ci!fecuveh• Liscens ~, follOW'S c:.J.reeuons 
works we!l 
"'"' 
.,cners 
works 1.noeoenClcntlv 
Assumes res00nsibil.l. 
p11rt:1.c.i.011tcs ,. 11:=•n.ues 
r.aes nee':: work 
Tail.es ,u, of mat.erial 
Clear..s oo arowid desk 
READl:NG U:VEL 
nW!lrter 1 
Level 
•~oo 
com:, 
Levc1 
Ahadine■s 
PP Pre-Primer 
p Pr1!11er 
l First Rnader 
T Tran.si tion 
E 1:nric:hment 
Il m 
Group 
• Hi"' AV Avere9e 
L L<N 
IV 
Telephone COnfcttnce Desired ,-,---
Faee to F111ce conference Desired 
ll n:r JV 
Aft.e:r careful C'On&idcration, it. hu been determined t.h•t 
____________ will be a.scigned to grade _ 
in August, 19 __ 
APPENDIX 12 
Signarure of Parent o,. Guardian 
PJ.:nw 1i9n your name ond retum this card 
p,omplly 10 1he- leadter. Your 119nalure doe1 not 
mro11 lhul you approve ~I th<? grades, bur thot 
you hove chedr.ed the card thoroughly and ii.-. 
lamili0r with the grade,. Make any aimment you 
wish in the ovolfoble ,pace vnder th, 1\;natv,., 
fnl fl'fl11 to c:amoct 1~.11 t1tacher and make an 
appointment for a amferera. 
S.gnatur, 
....... 
Signatu,., 
. Fourth. 
Sipnature 
Fifth. 
Signalur11 
McCRACKEN COUNTY 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
GRADES 2 -6 
----------------Addr111 
Repo,t a,~--------------
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Al1igned To .,.,.. _________ _ 
________________ Teacher 
...... 
"' 
...., 
PUPIL'S ATTAINMENT 
~ "" '" ... •• • • ..... 
Condu,;t I I I . I 
A•ifhmeti: I 
Wrilin!' I I I 
Lanaue>r;ie I I 
So,= 
Heol!h 
Soch:il S111din 
Reading IL-I 
!Grade 
Scellinc, 
EXPLANATION OF TERMS 
A • bcellant D • 8elow AYefClge 
6. At,,c,w A-ro;• ,.-..__ 
C • Awrov• F • Unsalilfactory 
•• 
Pon,c,pcmon 
' " 
Mvsic 
Phvsicol Edu. 
OaV1 Present 
011¥1 Abu•nt 
n1011110 
'"' 
I- Key, r' • So1ido,;1ory u .. Cf 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
ATTENDANCE 
,~ •• •• I 
·-
n1100 n1roo ,11100 TOTAi 
I 
I 
TEAQ-IER COMMENTS 
f1u1 Sui Vweelu 
Second 5111: Week.a-
Third Six Weeks-
fourth Six WeeU -
fifrh Six Weeki-
• No Commenl lndioolfll Na Specilie Problem 
I-' 
Cf\ 
00 
APPENDIX T3 
;.:A:l!m'.C PROCRA.": FOR THE CITIED 
The :;;.::c:! '!.:1.lentec! Pr_oi:r•~ 1,,-ill eni:ich the 1.nncusite 
Arts Cu!"riculm: throujtb hiih level t.hinking skills. 
Other sub)ect areas vill be touched on durinl'! t:he 
ccurse 0~ :he year. The proire.ci has been developed 
to be a ciualitacively different curriculum -- the 
content of .:hith enriches basic sk:Llls in such a 
v■y cnac students do not repeat what has or is 
being t•ught in the regular classroom, 
•••••• * • • .••••• * •••••••• * •• 
SIGNAl'UJlE A.'m COHMENTS OF PARERT OR GUARDIAN 
Sig,aacun _________________ _ 
Si~acure _________________ _ 
Sign.at.Ure _________________ _ 
•• * *. *"' •••••••• * •-• *. *. * * •• 
'Your suppot"t of this Program is greacly appreciated. 
~ARY GIITED/TAI.E::n:D PRCGRA."1 
tkCRACJ:EN COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOU. 
PADUCAB0 JCmroa:r 
PROG'RI.SS El.'I.LUA?IWl 
srzmmr•s NAHE _____________ _ 
SCHOOl. ______________ _ 
GIT TEACHER _____________ _ 
...,. 
"' ~
"!:c;:;.c:KD: cou::n· PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEtl 
tlemcntary Gifted/Talented Program 
Snuien:'s Na111e _____________ _ 
t,.ei:.;;u::r.;:tef ili!!fle:' levei. t!.inl:.!r.~ s:;:'..lls. 
-· I,emonstrates creative think1ns skills. 
(Fluency. 'Fletlbil:l.ty, Otiginality, I:labora::::i.an} 
Damonstrl!.tes µcn.-t.h in vocabulary di!velap;n.ent. 
i.. Apn!.ies le.a.med el:.!ll&, 
5. D1aplays ability to solve problems. 
6. Produces ciual1ty products. 
7. 1'el:lonstratell !.he abilitr to ev&.l.uete one's en.':!. 
prciducte and ideas. 
8. Shares 1deaa. 
!i. Sh0111s ~dence of task comciitment. 
S::::hool \"ear 19 __ 
' 
.:.~ 
--! 
; 
' ' 
I I 
i I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
R!PORTING PERIODS 
! .,., : ::::~ 
-
n 'n; 
-
I 
' ' 
I I 
I I ! II 
I I I I 
I I I I 
! I I I 
I I I 
! I 
I 
I 
l I L ! I! 
Sru;;wi; •..:.!-::::c.,c.:!i"er,:.1., cruses 01,-:: judgi;.£--::::. 
U, Vaa.s tine v1aal.y. 
13, V11rko ve.ll rich 11thera. 
llo. i11l.1D11s directions veil. 
' ' 
i I 
I I I II i Ii i I I 
CODE 
I - Inaciequate Prciiress 
II - Development Needed 
III - Meets Expectatiom 
' 
--
' ::::: 
' : ; 
I I I 
I 
l 
I I 
I I 
' 
' 
I I I 
i I I 
.... 
...., 
0 
TO: 
APPENDIX Ul 
CENTERFIELD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
4512 50DT11 II IGHWAY 39 3 
CRESTl/00D, KENTUCKY 40014 
241-1772 
Date ________ ~l9 ____ _ 
This is a special report concerned with the performance of your child, 
The objective is to keep you better informed 
of your child's progress. This letter may come at the middle of a regular grading 
period or at an}' other time during the year. It is our desire t~at the home and 
school, working together, may at the earliest date possible detect and correct 
any aspeCts of your child's war~ that is not contributing to his/her satisfactory 
progress. 
You are respectfully requested to sign the report and return it to the school. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the teacher and make 
arrangements for a conference. 
Comments on your child's progress: 
TEACHER REPORTING 
PARENT'S SICNATURE 
171 
CENTERFIELD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PROGRESS REPORT 
19_ - 19_ 
Student ________ _ 
Teacher ________ _ 
ATTENDANCE 
1st 2nd 
Davs Present 
Days Absent 
Total Days In Quarter 
1, Goal1 
Step student 1s on, 
Progress I 
Comments1 
2. Goal1 
Step student is on1 
P.rogress1 
Comments, 
172 
:)rd t-ttl, 
173 
), Goal1 
Step student 1s on1 
Progress, 
Comments, 
4. Goal1 
Step student is On, 
Progressa 
Comments a 
s. Goal1 
Step st1Jdent is Olli 
Progress, 
Commentsa 
6. Goal1 
Step atudeut is on 1 
Progress1 
Commentsa 
APPENDIX U2 
CE!<TE!lFIE:LD ELEll~NTAHY SCHOOL 
PRCGRFS:3 RErGHT 
Child':; Hariic: __________ _ Report Period I 2 J 4 
school Year 'fe::iche1: 1--------~----
----
To Parents, 
'Ihts card is a 7epori of lha progress your child ls v~king 
in school on tho basis ofjhis/her ability •. 
You··wlll receive fou:i; reports this year. If a conference 
ls.necessary, it will' be scheduled hy the teacher, 
It ls hoped th8.t this report will be uaed by parents 1n 
planning ~1th ttie teacher and 'their child in promoting further 
1,rogr~ss. 
All items Hill not have a grrule on them, We hope, as the 
yr.ar proeresscs, you will see your child's progrer.s througl1out 
as many• skllls as he/sh·e ls capable of learning this year, 
'!he Evaluation ScaleJ 
I, Mastered Behavlot" 
2. Emerging Behavior 
J. Hot in present Behavior 
4. N/A - Not Applicable 
ATTENDAHCE 
!st 2nd Jrd l~th 
Days Present . 
--Days Absent 
Total Days In Quarter 
I 
174 
175 
I. SEL!i' IIF~l,P SK I l,J,S 
·-· 1. C.:-a.:ces for ioilcLine: needs 
2. Ea.ts indcpencl,mtly 
2· Asks £roperly for food 1-4. Cleans uo after ea tirut 
s. llemoves articles of clolhine: 
16. KnoHs front from back of clothing 
'7. Drcs,:;es self 1ndeoendentl.v 
8. •rics shoes 
9, Takes resoonsibilitv'for Rroominit 
. --
II. GHOSS MOTOR SKTI..T,S: 
1. .Jumps 
2. 1hrows ball 
), Walks LIP .and doHn stairs. alternatine: feet 
,~. Can hoi> on al lerna te feet 
IS, Buns with uroner arm action 
6. Catches ball -
--·· -7, Skills ., 
8. Walks on hafa !ICC beam 
III FIIIE MO'JDH SKTI,lS • • . 
1, !leaches for ob,jects 
. 
2. Gras_p ol)jecls 
·-J_~ Holds crayon::; 1irol)erly 
·-L· 3cri bbl es 1d. lh cravons 
5, Cuts inn.cpendcntly with scissors 
·-
,_ 
D, Uses double 1,rip scissors 
--7, Uses pencils 
3. Traces designs 
9, Fo]cls paper 
--10. Does manioulative vuzzl:es 
11. Builds approyriately with bloc.ks 
12. Awareness of space whi1e ·coloring 
13, In.a/{ina ti ve use of clay, 
14-, Representative drawinR 
Ill FEROEPTION• . 
1, ·ea.n focus attention on sounds, objects, 
. -j or-nersons, 
... 
2,' :Attends to objects 
J. rinti°i~~ Hidcien objects 
ii. l•"in,l i ncr ::oiircc'-----'oC:f:-"~s'--'o'-,:..:11=--1d=-------------i---i----i 
····--=--;-·,.- '"-----=-~----------------,,--------- -- - ----5. D.ts Li ll!:;Uis~f's i'!.J:u.rc .frc!a (~J~~und 
~-fu.~ru~;i.Zf'S di..ff,=rences ---------,-, ______ _ 
'7. Rcco1;111 zcs si.n,i l«l'i tics 
S:-Urnicr·s tc.r.rls s )"l2. t ia l-_-r-e""'l-a~t:1_·,..o:1:1._s...,l:1_i'"=._s _______ -r--i ________ _ 
'). Ar-ran[os objects i.n requGnce 
10. Dtscr.im.inatss leLLr!r confi{1-tr-a-;-t1,-·o-n-s-------i-,-;r-, 
-----:--~------------r--jr-1-- -lf~--·R;;cognlzcs f2.11i..} (ar GOUnds 
12. C2.n recognize -';l~i""7k...:·c::.:-n:...c...:s:.:s=;b:"c:..:l;'-~-"-'-'":-_1_1_s_o=-un=-;d-s-------i--1--i--r--: 
1J~ Cn.n rccoG_!J_iza. di ffe!·ences be Lwcen sounds 
!If. und,:,r§l2-nds ce>P"~qn ,1ords - ,lu:ases 
'7---'-'-CC~C--~~~=--------i------i--r 1 i,__!J ncl er~~"., J s on c.--:--=P:-', t:.:· e=;-'d:-'i:::r:.ce=--c;=-+;=--=--i o=--n:.:.s=-------------1r---r-,-,
1 16. llndm:stc.~.ds cora1ll ex du:.=· =--·;:=,e;=-c..c.t=-i=-o,,nc's-----:-_-----,-------i---;--i-·- _ 0---::-· undm:s l:,,nds q ;;-;;;Lions: who, what, where 
when, a~1£._~hy • · · 
Ia. Attcnt.ion sran: 5., __ 10, 15,__ccm=i'-'n-=u...:t-=e-=s~---~--~-
V. snr.rAT./EMOTIOl!AL SKILLS: 
1. r,"1 i.i.i:,tos posil.ive 7'in~t-=c--'-r-a-c7L--:-i.-o-n---------r-,-,,-- -
-:-=--=--==..c:..:=------------;--;-,-,---2. Can use soclal arnenitics 
J, Can identify° _a_p..:.p..:.r_o..:.p'""r'-;i-~a---:t'-'e'--,f,--c-,~, l"l;-n-1(-s-------,-,,r-i --
~-• _y nr_½':li ""s i'ci; f i ngs_a...:p---,r-,r-·o..:., P-!~-i~a:~te:• 1;11._~;=~~=~========~~~-,-r~-t-.----1---_7_ 
5, Hetalns physi.cal control Jdoes not push, 
hi.t., cts ·1 
c-'-'-':-;:i---'.::..:.-'-=---:--:-:------;c:,::--:-:,---;,----:-:---:,=-,--------,-,-r-7--r.,.-f'ractices r-:asonable self-control 
t, Can ad1ust to dh;appolntments 
rn--,-,c"-;-=~·=''---i--.....:..;'-----'":'-'.....__'--'---'-'--""--'~;----;---,-------,--------i-,-,-7---
~- Understands conGc>:!;_uenccs of behavior 
i .. · Works irulepcndentl_y: 'i, 10, 1j_ minutes 
t O. Al tempts to corr!£ldte task 
11, Seeks help when needed 
!~ . .:':s able to accept eri ticism 
1]. Is able to a_!':£".Eb.J?_r._,a"'i,_,se,e'-----------------t--t-----t--,-, 
11,. t·hkes i ndcp_cndent choices 
12, Contributes to class discussron 
1~. Can help others when reg_uestdd 
17, Can easily move from one activit_y_ to another 
18. Will],rig to share 
176 
177_. 
VI. G/i:lll~RA.L KNOW J.,J~[X; F. AND CO:-!Pll lc'' WIIC:: TQU 
1. Bodv M-ts jcJent.ifl.cation ,_ 
2. Color identi.flca_lj,pn {!!!s!tcl}~~ .-.--'-tc,,• - - ) 
., Shttpe identification fmntche"- n~,n~.-,_ ,) J• 
l..,__ Underst,R.nds c\ir~9tional lno,.t tional cooi;1r•~) ,_ 
5. Can sort by colc!::.,--21:>ape ilml.Ji1 "~ 
--6. Knows cliffernne,':, ln weai;b_~r 
--2.,_ ~r~_Uc.!!Yl use of o]:,_$cts 
8. Classifies oblccts ,_ 
--9. llarncs days, months, season,a ,_ 
10. Rcco1tnizes o,;n bolo111,ings 
!J. . Ileco,rnizcs own writteri name 
12. Reel tes personal data: [mlr.Q_, arldrrms., H 
1]. identifies mdnhcrs of -imrne~~• , •• 
14. Names relationshi]?_<,_Q.f fap,l Ju 
l 2, Identifies school neq:on!l~l 
16. Helates out-o;f-~chool ~ _., 0 <+< --
17. Knows what to do In d iffnrenui '-··- '-.' -~-
18. KnCJws functl.Q!l of cogoffil.IU ty hel pe,..-
-,a. knows where to g9 •or ~o,..u1 r,--
VIL HEADINESS AND BASIC MATH 
.:.==-====:.::.....:..::--=....cc:.==....:.;=.:..:...-----------~-~-----.-1. Response to and cxncrlericc with books 
2. Diucriminatcs bcLwecn two like of different --·· ·-
~,Y.Jnbols __ 
~lcci-tes alpha-=b.-e:...:t ________________ 4---1-----1- ___ _ 
,. Jlc_~nizes and names upper case letters ____ ,_ 
,. Rcco~nizes and names lower case letters 
~. Unde:rstands counting or-=dc.:::eccr _____________ , _ , _____ _ 
.., . Uw.l i.:r~ Lands n rnn bH~r---"c"'c"-n:.::c:.::e=nt'-'s'-------------1---l--J ____ _ 
'i. Reads numbers to 10 
~-:=="-'==="'--='--"~---------------4---4--1- -- ·-9. Rea.els numbers o·.-e,•~r'-·~lec0::._ _____________ -'
1
--+-
10, Understands ordirg;_u,.:coc.:s:.:.i~t:.:.i~o'-'-n_._,s,.._ ___________ _,__,_ _ _,____.,._ 
1!1~1ce-~T~e~l~l:,s~.e nr'-"e:.!c:.::e:.:,d,,ie.:1="'__,a~r'-"1d:e_f,o_o::,::.l::.l.:::o.:,w::.i~n-"'gc..!'n.:::u"'m"'b"'e"'r-"s!.-______ ,___,____, ____ _ 
2. Knows addition combinations 
Teacher Comme11r.s 
PARENTS: Please sign and return as soon as possible. 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
FOURTH PERIOD 
ASSIGNMENT FOR NEXT YEAR 
Gfilde _____ _ 
Date 
APPENDIX Vl 
PADUCAH PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Paducah, Kentucky 
ELEMENTARY 
FIRST GRADE PROGRESS REPORT 
Report for the year _____ _ 
PUPIL 
TEACHER ___________ _ 
SCHOOL 
PRINCIPAL-----------
ATTENDANCE RECORD 
1 z. J 4 
Days Absent 
Times Tardy 
I-' 
....., 
(JO 
PERIOD 
Reading 
Language 
Writing 
Math 
Effort 
Conduct" 
LEVEL 
1 
E "" Excellent 
G • Good 
2 
S "' Satisfactory 
N c Needs to Improve 
U "' Unsatisfactory 
PERlc;JD 
Mastering Skills on Grade Level 
Mastering Skills below Grade Level 
Readiness 
3 4 
2 3 ~ 
TEACHER COMMENTS 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
FOURTH PERIOD 
APPENDIX V2 
PARENTS: Please sign and return as soon as possible. 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
FOURTH PERIOD 
ASSIGNMENT FOR NEXT VEAR 
Grade _____ _ 
Dato 
PADUCAH PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Paducah, Kentucky 
ELEMENTARY 
GRADES2 -5 
Report for the year _____ _ 
PUPIL 
GRADE ___________ _ 
TEACHER------------
SCHOOL 
PRINCIPAL-----------
ATTENDANCE-RECORD 
I 2 J 4 
Days Absen.t 
Times Tardy 
..... 
00 
0 
PERIOD 1 
Reading 
Language 
Spelling 
Writing 
Social Studies 
•.~ath 
Scumce 
Effort 
Conduct 
ACADEMIC: GRADE 
2 J 4 
EFF'ORT /CONDUl:T 
E•ur111rnl 
Sa111,actor,-
NnG1101morowe 
Unu1nlac10,,-
LEVEL PERIOD ' , . 
Mllnermg Skills on Grede Level 
,.,_per,ng Skills beJow Gra611 Lewi EEEB 
TEACHER COMMENTS 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
FD URTH PERIOD 
I-' 
00 
I-' 
APPENDIX V3 
H. REPORTIHG TO PARENTS 
The Paducah Public Scltools shall issue periodic progress reports to parents 
Yhich Yill reflect objective information concerning a student 1 s academic 
and personal development. The reports shall be distributed four times per 
year. Such reports will, when appropriate, provide some combination of the 
following information. 
1. ·A mark indicating the pupil 1 s progress in each subject in relation to 
the progress of other students in the school system. 
2. A ma_rk indicating whether the pupil is acliieving in Sccordance with his 
own academic potential. 
3, A mark indicating the pupil I s progress in relation .to an absolute measure 
of his achieveruent of course objectives. 
t., Marks indicating. the pupil's citizenship and behavior, 
5, A report of his attendance a~d punctuality. 
Teachers are encouraged to schedule personal conferences with parents since much 
vnluablc infot.=mation can be communicated in this way, which is not possible 
through the use of a written report, Teachers are to carefully observe the 
progress of pupils between reporting periods and when it appears that a pupil 
is doing extremely poor work and is in danger of making a failing grade, the 
parent or guardian of the pupil shall be ilDlllediately notified in writing so 
that appropriate and cooperative action can be taken by the parent, student 
and school to avert possible failure, 
Students who fail to meet the achievement levels of their particular ci.iss or 
grade level shall be retained in that class or grade. Teachers shall notJ fy 
part!nt or guardian and student of poRsible failure in time for them to ta.kc 
remedial action, It is recommended that 11herever possible, parents be notified 
four weeks before the close of grading period. 
182 
D 1-11., aum, • _,.,..,.. 
D ,..,.n, du,in • «>11fcttt1C< 
lClffl-•IO 
D Tucu, on.,.,• ro,,lrmon 
0 ,.,_n,an, .. •••..,f•,. ... 
D 1 • ....,, "'"''" • ....,r.,.,... 
□ ~-•<OOlf""'aa 
-
D 1-"• itnnn• .,....,._ 
D ,._, en,,na _,1 ....... 
-
0 lc.c~ttdff>l'ha..,,,11,.,... 
D ht1n1ctc..,....,.,,.,r.,.,.., 
APPENDIX Wl 
Sblh ae,..rth!rl'med-------._::.,;:;,.c;,_;;;;;~;;------
0 Tue._,..._,~ 
D hfln, .._, caf..._ 
'"-•~ 
SCOTT COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Geo11et01r11, Kenwcky 
"- "-
..... , ________________ _ 
...... .., _____________ _ 
Tacltn _________________ _ 
Mruasc to Pan:11t1: 
Thll rrpon .-Ill bt A:nl to ,OIi 11 rc111lann1cnaJuo ,VII ffl.l)' UIOW lh,i ,nllJrfll 
ol',vur child. Yo.i ..-., conli&ll)' lnl'llt<I lll'rllll the Khoola110 Ult lo lhc J'l'fflQlltl 
and l&lehcr. We tnl 1h11on1111n1com11111n1.._1;on between thl hom.a11d Iha JCboo1 
i1 0111 or lht basic aunuall to 1 •11=11r111 lcam1n1 uPCn111CL 
Promou:d 10, ____ _ 
.... 
00 
w 
GaADING .!,,C,,\Ll: 
0 - Supc:no1 Ac.tncnmcbl 
S-t- - H11,h Ad11cnmco1 
S - A•cn.,e Aduncmcol 
S· - Belo• Anra,cAdJ1c .. rmDI 
N - Need, lmpronmcol 
I - lmprono1 
U - UnMlldactor, Ach1c"meol 
f! - Act11cno1 10 Lbc 8ut or AbililJ 
llPOrtlNG PUIOD 
Jludlo1 
.. ft, 
I. UodcnL&nd101 •Ml i11Nd 
]. Re.ad.I •ell or.Jly 
J, App!IU O.iill 10 M&l•Ofk 
•. Kno•1 bu1c YDC.lbUW}' 
,. Wo,U DUI word.I 1odepaodaDll7 
AnlhmtllC 
un,..q:c 
S11"Clho1 
Sc,ea.e,e 
HNI .. 
Socw S1ucliU 
Handlrritio1 
Mulic 
' PbJMc.LI Educauoa. 
A 
8 
C 
D 
f 
' G 
" 
I 2 l • 
~ 
~ 
.. 
.z 
-
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
G,umg R,ady 
10 Read 
Bt!IS 
o,ums 
T1ump('U 
Parades 
Ca,ousels 
Ao.-i-nlures 
0,1COVl'l•l'S 
81.aa.t DHOICI S.ti.tacan,J 
PUSONAL Ga0"111 AND Dnu.onuNT 
' 
. uron'ING PUIOD 
SOCIAL OROWlli 
' ' 
i- Wo,,U and plaJ'I ftll wttb Olbal 
Ll•lon1 10 otb■n 
Show, Sood ZD&.QDcn la UHi luDCbruom 
Bell.lYDI •ell ia. ti.alll and -
Sh-• .. u-coauol 
Re1i-,c11 Khool ,.._.,., 
II RIied and 1lel1 
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APPENDIX W2 
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REPORTING PERIOD 1 2 J 4 5 6 Yra, A•e. 
Reading 
Level 
Arlthmellc 
Language 
Spelling 
Science 
Health 
Social Studies 
Handwrllfng 
Music 
Physical Educalfon 
D111 P1cun1 
D1r1 AbHnl 
limn Tardy 
READING LEVEL CODES 
AND BOOK TITLES 
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PARE?-.7 SIGNATURE & COMME?-.7 
1st Period ______________ _ 
Signature ________________ _ 
Request for Conference __________ _ 
2nd Period ______________ _ 
Signature _______________ _ 
Request for Conference __________ _ 
3rd Period ______________ _ 
Signature _______________ _ 
Request for Conference __________ _ 
Dau, o!' Con!erences ___________ _ 
RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 
Days Present 
Days Absent 
Total Days Enrolled 
I 1 ·pr~· 1 • I 
Your child is assigned to ____ grade for the 
school year 19 __ - 19 __ . 
'I eacher' s Signature 
WARREN COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
PROGRESS REPORT FOR FffiST GRADE 
19__ 19 __ School Year 
Name _________________ _ 
School _________________ _ 
Principal ______________ _ 
Teacher _________________ _ 
A MESSAGE TO OUR PARENTS 
This report is sent to you regularly so that you 
may study your child's progress in school. Close 
cc--operation between the home and the school lS vital 
to the success of the educational process. By this 
means we attempt to interpret to you how your child 
is responding to the basic alms of the school and how 
well these aims are being reflected through improved 
attitudes toward his daily school work. 
Such a report cannot be all inclusive. Therefore, 
we extend a cordial in\1.tation to you to \'isi~ the 
school and to confer with the principal and 1eactier 
concerning your child's welfare. 
Your signature indicates only that you have 
elCa.mined the report. We shall appreciate your sign-
ing and returning it promptly. 
ROBERT GOVER 
Superintendent 
Warr en County Schools 
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Name o! Studen: 
P"'R"o"a"R",:s"0 ' s"'"""" "s"K"ILc;LS,.-,--....:. __ _ 
Exolanation or Markings 
. E - Excellent 
S - Satisfactory 
N - Needs to improve 
I - lmpro,'1.ng 
READl!\G ....••• , •••. 
USE OF LANGUAGE' •• , 
"'RITINO •••••• , •• , ••. 
SPELLJl'\O., •••• ,,.,., 
·ARITHMETIC , ••••••• , 
SOCIAL STUDIES , , • , , , 
SCIENCE •••••••••••••• 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
HEALTH ••••• ,,, •••••• 
ART., ...•.•••.•. ,,.,, 
Jo.tUSIC , ....... , ,, •• ,.,, 
CONDUCT••··••••••••• 
EFFORT•··•••••••••·• 
' 
I I 2 
' 
' 
' 
I 
' 
I 
' I 
READING MATERIAL 
U:,ad~ l :.-
_ev~.i. ...... Rea::!iness - Ge::::in,!; Ready 
· : co Read 
Level B - Pre-Primer 1 - Bells 
Level C - Pre-Primer 2 - Drums 
Level. D - ·Pre-Primer J - Trumpets 
•Level E·- Primer - Parades 
Level F Firsc Grade - Carousels 
Level G Second Grade Adventures 
Level H - Second Grade - Discoveries 
Period 
I 3 
"" I 
' I I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Date 
Co::i:>le:tec!' 
~ 
( VJ 1ndica1e& sat1sfac10:-y ~:-o~ess. 
( X) 1n::lica1e! neeC: io:- 1rnp:-0vement. 
Grow1h in \\'e:-J.: l: Stu::h· 51:l.lls 
Listens & follows directions 
Completes work promptly 
Takes care of books & supplies 
Asks fo:- nel;:i only wne:-. needed 
Does work carefully & neatly 
p ersona I & S i l D oc • 
I 1 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
eve oemen 
2 I 3 
I 
I 
I 
Period 
I 1 I 2 I 
' 1, ls dependab 
Respects r ights & propeMy of 
plays well ,~:ith others 
ot!J,ers 
Works and 
Respects a 
Shows eel!• 
uthority 
control 
Teacht':- Comment 
I 
' ' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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1st period ___________________ _ 
2nd period _________________ _ 
3rd period ___________________ _ 
4th period _________________ _ 
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APPENDIX X2 
PARE'?-."T SICNATURE & COMME~T 
1st Period----------------
Signature ________________ _ 
Request for Conference _________ _ 
2nd Period ---------~------
Signature ________________ _ 
Request for Conference __________ _ 
3rd Period ______________ _ 
Signature ________________ _ 
Request for Conference __________ _ 
Date of Conferences ___________ _ 
RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 
Days Present 
Days Absent 
Total Days Enrolled 
Your child is assigned to _______ grade 
for the ~chool year 19 __ - 19 __ • 
Teacher's Signature 
WARREN COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
PROGR:ESS REPORT 
Name ______________________ _ 
School _____________________ _ 
Grade-~~----~-- 19__ 19 __ Year 
Principal __________________ _ 
Teacher ____________________ _ 
A MESSAGE TO OUR PARENTS 
This report is sent to you regularly so that you may 
study your child's progress in school. Close co-operauon 
be1ween the home and the school is vital to the success or 
the educational process. By this means we anempt to 
interpret to you how your child is responding to the basic 
aims or the school and how well these aims arl! beine re-
Oected through improved attitudes toward his daily school 
work. 
Such a report cannot be all inclusive. Therefore, we 
extend a cordial invitation to you to .visit the _school and to 
confer with the principal and teacher concerning your 
child's weUare. 
Your signature indicates only that you have examined 
tbe report. We shall appreciate your signing and returnin, 
it promptly. · 
ROBERT GOVER 
Superintendent 
Warren County Schools 
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0:, 
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E:xclanation o! ~arkings 
A - E:xcellent · 
B • Good 
D - Below Avttage 
F - Falling 
C - Average I- • Incomplete 
in Skllls Progres~ 
Pe~i_od 
READING 
LANOU:ACE ••••••••••• 
\VRITINC ••••••••••••• 
SP~LLINC ........... . 
ARITHMi:-TIC • , •••••••• 
SOCIALSTCDLES- ...... 
SCIENCE ; ; ••• ;;~.; ••• ~~ 
PHYSICAL E:DUCATlDN 
HE:ALTH ••••••••••••• , 
ART ••••••••••••••••• , 
MUSIC ••••••• , •••••••• 
CONDUCT •••••••• ••••·. 
EFFORT:.; ••• ~.-.~ ..... · 
UADING MATERIAL 
Grade 1: 
Level A - Readiness - Getting a.ady 
. to Read 
Level B - Pre-Primer· l - Bella · 
Level C - Pre-Primer 2 - Drums 
Level D - Pre-Primer 3 - 'I'rumpe:i 
Level E - Primer - Parades . 
Level "F - First Grade - Carouaels 
Level G - Second Grade - Adveneures 
Level B - Sec.and Grade - Discoveries 
Lev.el I - Third Grade 1 - Caravans 
Level J - TlU;rd Grade 2 - Journeys 
Level K • Fourth Grade • Flings 
Level L - Fifth Grade - Explorations 
Date 
cc .Leceo 
Name or Student ___________ _ 
(~,indicates s11llsh1.ctory progress: 
(X) indicates need !or improvement. 
Crowlh in Work & Smdy Skill~_ 
Listerls & follows directions 
Completes work promptly 
Takes· care o! books & supplies 
/lskS for help only when needed 
Does work caretully & neatly 
Personal & Social__J2eveloDff!ent 
ls dependable 
Respeeu Tighui .&. property or otheH 
Works and plays well wlth_others 
Respects authorlty 
Shows sell •control 
,-eacher Comment 
m 
m 
1st period ___________________ _ 
· 2nd period __________________ _ 
3rd period __________________ _ 
4th period __________________ _ 
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APPENDIX X3 
PAREJIT SlCNAnraE AND CCMJEffl' 
lst Period: Signature. ____________ _ 
Request for conference. _______ _ 
2nd Period: Signature. _________ :..._ __ _ 
Request for conference, _______ _ 
3rd PeriodJ Signature, ____________ _ 
Request for ccmfuencec... ______ _ 
RICORD Ol" An'ENDANCE 
1 
llayu PTe■ent. ••• •••••••••••••••• 
Days Absent • , •••• , , • , , ••••••••• 
Days Tardy •••••• ,, ••••••• •••••. 
·Jot.al Days Eni-olled •••••••••••• 
2 3 • 
Your child 11 assigned to __ grAd.e for the 19_19_ 
11chool year. 
Teacher's Signature 
WARR!'lf C0tlHt1' PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
l'JtOCRESS BEPOR:r 
Grades~ 
STill>l!lff NAl!E~ ___________ ,CRAIJE __ _ 
SCl!OOL~ ___________ __;19_J.9_ YEA.Ii. 
HOKEJlOClf TEACHER~----------------
l'Ril!CIPAL'-----------------
A MESSAGE TO PARlffl'S DR CUARDIAMS 
1'bll ~on 1a ■t!D.t to :,uu regularly to inform you or 
)'Olfl' child'■ progreu 1n ■chool c.:! to repott gTo-tb 
1n 11tud7 ■ldl.l.11 aa.l c1c1aau,.b1p char■cteristlcll u 
it 19 reflected through - improved attitude tovllrd 
echool vodt. 
Obviously, such a repOTt c.aonot be all Inclusive. 
Therefore, ue invite you to call the school if' you 
riah to an-ange o confn-ence with the principal or 
teacher concemi.ng your c:bild, 
Tour aignature it1dic.us chat you have a:-1.oed the 
report. We "ha.J.l apprec.iate :,out" alaaiug and retumiq 
it i,n,mptly. 
Robert J. Gc:wet", Supet"tnteadent 
\.an-en County Schools 
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\!) 
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E,tplanation of Ha'C'king 
J. - Exctllent 
r - i'ailing 
C - Avel'age I - Incomplete 
REPORTING PERIOD 
~tJ!:Cf 
'" 
2nd ,,, 
'" 
FINAL 
Grade G'C'ade Grade Grade G'C'ade 
Readtno 
Book Title C'C'ade Level 
Book T1tle C'C'ede Level 
Book Title G'C'ade Level 
Pemnanshin 
Soelltno 
EnoUsh 
Mathematica 
Social Studlea 
~dc-"<:'" I 
Health 
Music 
Phvstcal Ed. 
Conduct 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
Prog"C"am TeacheT Date Entered 
_I 
IC yout rhild recEiives special services, Fleaae contact 
•I• .,,.,.,.,,! f,--:- I\ c::-:-feTf:'llr'<• r" 1111r:,-,~ '1r 1?-f'r :::-:-,.::-r('•'I, 
CR01.'nl IN STt:DY liY.ILL~ c, CITtzc:sUIP CH.\R,\CTER!STICS 
) 1nd1cates satisfactory pro,1rireea. 
) 1ndlcates tmp'C'ovenent is needed. 
REPORTING PERIOD l 2 3 
Works 11ell 1n "rou- s1cust1on 
Works .,ell inde endentlv 
Assumes res.,onsibilitv 
L1sten!I and follm.1s directions 
'wo"C"ks in neat orderlv innnncr 
I11 Teaourceful :In use of free t1me 
C- leteo east --nee on time 
Ob-s school re-· laeion11 
Is couTteous end Tes.,ectful to authoritv 
Observes s1 le henleh end safetv rules 
ShDVII Rood soorrsmanshin 
Takea care of materials and nro.,erev 
TEACHER C<l'IMENTS: 
' 
i 
I 
lat Per1od, ___________________ _ 
2nd Period•----------------,----
3rd Period, __________________ _ 
4th Pertod, ___________________ _ 
I-' 
'° N 
APPENDIX Yi 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED 'ID 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWTII 
Topic: Reading 
-Remarks 
L Applies word attack skills 
2. Prefixes, suffixes, roots 
3. Short, long, irregular vowels 
4. Recognition of syllables 
5. Reads with comprehension; draws conclusions; 
determines main idea 
6. Reads orally with fluency 
7. Retains vocabulary 
8. Shows interest in reading 
9. Uses good reading habits 
10. Shows ability in working with new words 
11. ijas developed listening skills 
12. Recognizes basic sight words 
13. Vocabulary skills 
14. Independent reading 
15. Completes assignments 
16. Effort 
17. Reads silently with reasonable speed 
193 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
18 
6 
6 
6 
35 
24 
6 
12 
6 
12 
6 
12 
12 
6 
6 
6 
6 
APPENDIX. Y2 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWTH 
Topic: Math 
Remarks 
1. Knows basic facts 
'.2. Addition 
3. Subtraction 
4. Multiplication 
5. Division 
6. Measurement 
7. Works and solves problems independently 
8. Reasons well in problems 
9. Understands concepts 
10. Understands reading problems 
11. Applies number facts to problem solving 
12. Works accurately at reasonable speed 
13. Completes .assignments 
14. Effort 
15. Listens 
194 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade levels 
24 
18 
6 
0 
0 
0 
6 
18 
0 
6 
6 
0 
24 
6 
6 
APPENDIX Y3 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWill 
Topic: English 
Remarks 
1. Oral expression 
2. Applies listening skills 
3. Written expression 
4. Usage of gramnar 
s. Speaks clearly·and correctly 
6. Does correct written work 
7. Displays originality 
8. Effort 
9. Completes assignments 
10. Acquires language skills 
195 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
12 
6 
12 
6 
6 
12 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Topic: Handwriting 
Remarks 
APPENDIX Y4 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWIH 
1. Fonns letters and nunbers correctly 
2. Writes neatly and legibly 
3. Writes with reasonable speed 
4. Holds pencil correctly 
5. Spaces correctly 
6. Effort 
7. Completes assignments 
196 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade levels 
12 
18 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Topic: Spelling 
Remarks 
APPENDIX Y5 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWIH 
1. Spells assigned words; learns weekly 
word list 
2. Spells correctly in written work 
3. Completes written assignments 
4. Effort 
5. Retains correct spelling of words 
197 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
18 
18 
6 
6 
6 
APPENDIX Y6 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED Til 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWlli 
Topic: Social Studies 
Remarks 
1. Understands concepts 
2. Interest/participation 
3. Effort 
4. Map skilis 
5. Reference skills 
6. Retention of material presented 
7. Completion of assignments 
8. Learns historical and civic facts 
9. Learns geographic facts 
198 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
6 
18 
6 
6 
12 
6 
12 
6 
6 
APPENDIX Y7 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GROWIH 
Topic: Science 
Remarks 
1. Understands concepts 
2. Interest/participation 
3. Relates basic facts to daily life 
4. Effort 
5. Participates in scientific activities and 
experiments 
6. Understands the importance of our natural 
resources 
7. Understands scientific concepts 
199 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
6 
12 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Topic: Health 
Remarks 
APPENDIX Y8 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED 'ID 
REPRESENT ACADEMIC GR0WIH 
1. Takes pride in personal appearance 
2. Relates basic facts to daily life 
3. Understanding of material 
4. Completion of assignments 
5. Participates 
6. Attitude 
7. Shows evidence of good health practices 
200 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade levels 
12 
6 
6 
12 
6 
6 
12 
A. Art 
1. Use of materials 
APPENDIX Y9 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED 
'IO REPRESENT GRCM!H 
2. Completion of projects 
B. Music 
Participation 
C. Physical Education 
1. Participation 
2. Growth in physical skills 
3. · Attitude 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
t-bre Grade levels 
6 
6 
6 
12 
12 
6 
201 
APPENDIX Y10 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRF.sENr WORK HABITS 
Work Habit Remarks 
1. Follows directions accurately 
2. Makes wise use of time 
3. Works well independently 
4. Completes assigmients on time, finishes work begun 
5, Works in neat, orderly manner 
6. Disturbs by excessive talking 
7. Obeys rules promptly 
8! Tries to improve work 
9. Contributes to class 
10. Listens attentively 
11. Work affected by absences 
12. Wastes time 
13. Restless and inattentive 
14. Uses equipnent and supplies carefully 
15. Turns in work 
16. Works well in a group 
17. Comes prepared for class 
18. Works to best ability 
19. Shows interest in learning 
20. Checks work for mistakes 
21. Asks for help when needed 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
Hore Grade Levels 
65 
47 
53 
53 
35 
12 
12 
6 
12 
65 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
12 
6 
12 
·6 
6 
6 
202 
APPENDIX Y11 
SPECIFIC REMARKS USED TO 
REPRESENT SOCIAL GROWill ' 
203 
Social Growth Remarks 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
1. Works and plays well with others 
2. Is dependable, assumes responsibility 
3. Takes care of materials and property 
4. "espects authority 
5. Respects rights of others 
59 
47 
59 
35 
29 
6. Is courteous and polite 24 
7. Displays good manners in lunchroom 18 
8. Conduct 6 
9. Talks too much 12 
10. Exhibits self-control 47 
11. Obeys all school rules 29 
12. Has self-confidence 6 
13. Unacceptable school bus behavior 6 
14. Unacceptable playground behavior 6 
15. Unacceptable hall and restroom behavior 12 
16. Demonstrates positive attitude 6 
17. Claims only his share of attention 12 
18. Is resourceful in use of free time 12 
19. Moves in an orderly manner in halls, classroom 6 
and cafeteria 
Social Growth Remarks 
20. Regular and punctual attendance 
21. Is rested and alert 
204 
% of Schools Using 
Remarks at One or 
More Grade Levels 
6 
5 
APPENDIX Y12 
SPF.CIFIC REMARKS USED 'IO 
REPRESENT INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL 
A. Your child is graded according to his or her ability: 
1 - above grade level 
B. 
2 - on grade level 
3 - below grade level 
A ciq:.led letter grade indicates achievement in program adjusted for child 
working below grade: 
A C D 
205 
CIII. WA!t!'lll:N l'ROUOFOOT 
·-JOHI-I I),, HAMM 
YM;t , ..... - ..... 
CHl!N.I.ULT J.lllU!. 
l!IJQENI! WMITI: 
APPENDIX Z 
ROWAN COUNTY 
BOARD OP EDUCATION 
1 1 • UN1vns1n aouu:•.ua> 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY.403151 
MEMORANDUM 
'l'Or All Elementary PerBOMel 
FROM I Wanda Barker and Kay Freeland 
Elementary supervisor~ 
DATE1 September 21, 1984 
SUBJECT, Parent-Teacher Conferences 
206 
JOHN H. DROCK 
l~INITINl!r>rr 
~NETHl!:,DLAHO 
M ... TANT-lfT&ftDUff 
October 10 is an in-service day for parent-teacher conferences. As you 
schedule and plan for this day, you may find the following m1:ggestione helpful. 
lf 
207 
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES 
There are two main purposes for parent-teacher Conferencea1 
1. To establish a good working relationship between parent and teacher. 
2. To provide the teacher a chance to share with the parents bow their child 
is progressing in school. 
Preparation for the Conference, 
Have in mind what you will say. If you have several conferenc~s back to back, 
jot dO'Wn important information on each student you would like to discuss. 
Send out your requests for conferences early enough that parents will have 
time to plan and return their response or make orrangements for a more con-
venient time. send a reminder the day 5efore the conference. 
Coordinate schedules of brothers and sisters for the convenience of the 
parents if possible. 
Attach a "Welcome" sign to your door along with a.list which includes parents' 
names and echedul~d ttm:es. 
Plan each conference to last a specific length of time (15-20 minutes). 
Place several chairs outside your classroom so parents who are waiting will be 
comfortable. 
Give so:me special attention to the conference·~rea and the w5iting_area. You 
may set out some flower~ and decorattons or display student art work. You may 
also want to exhibit some of the etudenta• lietter ac.ademic:i a~hievements. 
Don't be .caught off guard tf the plirents bring the child to the conference. 
Plan acttvtlies and have a suitable place for him/her to wait~ 
Conducting the conference: 
Make a special effort to nlake parents feel welcome. 
Meet them at the door with a warm greeting. 
•eegin the conference with a positive comment about the child. 
Let the parent know you are intereste~ in that which is best for the child. 
Hold conferences at a table which is placed away from the dOOr. Conferences 
are between parent and teacher, and they should be private. 
Pencil and paper should be available for jot_ting notes. 
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In a polite way, make it clear to parents that show up at an unscheduled time 
that you are· holding another conference and have them wait outside the room. 
Have a file folder with a good representation of carefully checked student 
papers to justify points you need to make about the student's work and his/her 
progress. 
Set a definite time for beginning and ending the conference, this is especially 
important when a series of conferences run consecutively. It also helps the 
teacher end the conference satisfactorily. 
*Conclude the conference on a positive note. 
After the confer.ence1 
Make notes of important results as soon as the conference has been completed. 
This will allow you to follow through with tne objectives that were agreed 
upon by you and the parent. 
·The·Facts of Life 
There are certain basic rules (that we all know but otten forget) in dealing 
successfully with people. A quick review-may be useful. 
1. The other person will act as you act. 
2. First impressions are imp~tant. 
3. To be able to listen to others in a SYtJIPatbetic and understanding way is 
perhaps the most effective mechanism in the world for getting along with 
people and tying up their friendship for good. 
4. No one ever win8 an argument. 
5. Be free with praise. 

